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Forty-percent of the world’s population does not have access to clean, potable 

water.  This need can be met in many cases by family-sized, solar-thermal desalination 

systems that turn saltwater and brackish water into fresh water.  These systems can 

provide truly sustainable solutions for a community when they are affordable, reliable, 

and powered by a renewable energy source.  The cost per liter of production from these 

systems can often be reduced by increasing the thermal performance. 

This study focuses on developing a detailed computer model in the Matlab 

environment based on first principles for analyzing the heat and mass transfer 

phenomenon within these systems in order to fully understand their operation and 

thereby improve their performance.  The model includes two-dimensional resolution of 

temperatures, mass flow rates, salinities, and property data throughout the system both 

in the vertical direction along the evaporator surface and in the horizontal direction at 

each component boundary.  This two-dimensional model is more accurate than the one-

dimensional counterpart, especially in the later effects, due to the nonlinearities of the 

heat and mass transfer equations.  The model also calculates the temperature drop 
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through each component of the system including the partitions, wicks, vapor spaces, 

and condensation films. 

The analysis has elucidated the key design parameters with the highest impact on 

performance as defined by the Performance Ratio.  All system parameters were 

logically categorized and parametrically modeled for different numbers of effects.  The 

primary determinates of performance were found to be the sensible load on the system 

for heating the supply brine and the evaporative Heat Rate Ratio (HRR).  Essentially, a 

lower sensible load allowed more thermal energy remaining at each effect to be passed 

through to the next effect, and a higher evaporative HRR meant that at each effect more 

heat was being transferred via evaporation than through other mechanisms.  Based on 

these results, design guidelines were set forth to optimize the key parameters.  It was 

found that novel heat recuperation systems proposed in this work were perfectly suited 

to both decrease the sensible load and increase the evaporative HRR.  According to the 

model, a fifteen-effect system with multiple-stage heat recuperation is able to achieve a 

performance ratio over eight representing a production of nearly 70 kg/m2day at a solar 

insolation of 20 MJ/m2day.  This is significantly greater than any other small-scale solar 

thermal distillation system in the literature. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND ON FRESHWATER, ENERGY, AND THE NEED FOR RENEWABLE 

ENERGY DRIVEN DESALINATION 

Background of Problem 

“Not until the creation and maintenance of decent conditions of life for all people 

are recognized and accepted as a common obligation of all people and all countries – 

not until then shall we, with a certain degree of justification, be able to speak of mankind 

as civilized.”  As poignantly conveyed in these words by Albert Einstein in 1945, the 

sustainable provision of freshwater and energy for all people is of utmost importance for 

our civilization.  These essential provisions provide the matrix in which almost all 

cultural, spiritual, educational, and economic activities take place.  Every facet of life 

including food for eating, water for drinking, shelter for protecting, and transportation for 

moving, depends on the availability and quality of freshwater and energy.  

The Earth's threshold to provide energy does not presently coincide with the 

human utilization and management of its energy resources.  Pollution, climate change, 

and peak oil production are warning signs that current energy resource utilization and 

management practices must be reevaluated and changed.  The vast consumption of 

nonrenewable energy resources is the primary component of this unsustainable way of 

life.  The world is depleting finite resources while causing irreversible environmental 

damage, health problems, political unrest, and an unknown global future due to climate 

change.  Not only are the current problems costing more right now than is realized, but 

the inconveniences of an energy revolution will be insignificant compared to the 

hardships that will certainly be faced in the future if action is not taken quickly.   

In regard to freshwater, while the current media attention regarding energy issues, 

escalating gasoline prices, and political agendas are slowly creating a sense of urgency 
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in regard to energy, we may be aware that  “of all the social and natural resource crises 

we humans face, the water crisis is the one that lies at the heart of our survival…” [1].  

The water crisis is one of both water scarcity, where the quantity is not adequate to 

meet the regional needs, and it is one of water poverty, where economic status make it 

difficult for people to secure adequate sanitary freshwater supplies. Many in the world 

have been buffered from the severity of freshwater issues due to comparatively vast 

local freshwater resources and/or their economic prosperity.  Inadequate water supplies 

in terms of quantity and quality have long affected the poor and most vulnerable, but 

increasingly, even some well-developed nations are struggling to meet growing 

freshwater demands.  Growing populations, industrialization, urbanization, and 

increasing affluence are increasing demands for freshwater in all sectors: industry, 

agriculture, and domestic while not forgetting the freshwater needs of natural 

ecosystems.  While demand is continually growing, climate change is affecting the 

reliability of supply thereby causing increased distress and uncertainty. 

Energy and freshwater are two of the most important issues of our time and they 

are inextricably linked.  Energy processes require freshwater and freshwater processes 

require energy; the two often show up together.  One of the most obvious cases of 

water-energy interdependence is desalination.  Desalination is a process where 

seawater or brackish water resources are purified into freshwater supplies.  Since 

desalination is the only method by which freshwater supplies can actually be increased, 

it holds an important seat at the table of potential freshwater supply solutions.  The 

problem arises since desalination is always energy intensive.  This fact makes 
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desalination a primary example of where innovation must focus on the problems of 

energy and freshwater water simultaneously [2].   

It is important that best management practices are applied and technological 

innovations such as desalination are researched, developed, and implemented.  They 

need to be sensitive to both our energy and freshwater situations with a mindset of 

economic viability, environmental stewardship, and social equity.  The facets of 

freshwater, energy, and their reciprocity will now be further investigated. 

Freshwater Supply 

Even though the Earth is often referred to as the Blue Planet, freshwater is only a 

small portion of the Earth’s water makeup.  Only 3% of the water covering the Earth is 

freshwater and of this 2.5% is frozen and locked in glaciers thereby leaving 0.5% 

available to meet our needs.  This 0.5% is distributed by volume between underground 

aquifers, rainfall, lakes, man-made storage facilities, and rivers, respectively [3].  These 

account for the average amount of freshwater stocks at any given time, but this does 

not adequately represent freshwater supply.  For this value, it is more precise to look at 

freshwater flow rates and resident times depicted by the term Renewable Freshwater 

Resources (RFWR). 

Renewable Freshwater Resources are those that can be considered a naturally 

renewable resource in the form of freshwater constantly recycled through the 

hydrological cycle driven by solar energy.  This is primarily a distinction between 

residence times of different water resources which is defined as the total volume divided 

by recharge rate.  For example, many groundwater reservoirs should not be considered 

viable freshwater sources since they can take hundreds or thousands of years to 

recharge.  On the contrary, natural rivers have a residence time of several weeks 
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because they recharge quickly.  The RFWR is defined as the total precipitation over 

land minus evapotranspiration from the surface.  About 10% of the RFWR replenishes 

groundwater but its primary component ends up as river discharge. RFWR is the best 

tool for assessing freshwater resources because it captures the flows of available 

freshwater, not stocks of freshwater that may not be a renewable or accessible 

resource. [4] 

Some wonder if there enough freshwater to go around.  Currently, global human 

freshwater withdraws only constitute about 10% of the total global RFWR.  On a global 

basis, it is clear that there are adequate freshwater resources.  Rather, freshwater 

problems arise due the high variability of RFWR in both time and place [5].  

Geospatially, RFWR vary from nearly zero in desert regions to 200,000 m3/s at the 

mouth of Amazon River, while droughts and floods along with yearly wet seasons and 

dry seasons exemplify the variability in time [4]. 

Renewable Freshwater Resources are not only highly variable between different 

places and seasons but are also climate dependent.  As climate change becomes more 

thoroughly understood and modeled, many assessments show that the variably of 

freshwater resources is on course for even more instability.  The 4th climate change 

assessment report released in 2007 by the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change 

(IPCC) references these trends [6].  It states that more intense and longer droughts 

have been observed over wider areas since the 1970’s particularly in the tropics and 

subtropics.  At the same time it notes that the frequency of heavy precipitation events 

has increased over most land areas, consistent with warming and observed increases 

of atmospheric water vapor.  It furthers states that the frequency of heavy precipitation 
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events is very likely to increase and that the frequency of areas affected by droughts will 

likely increase [6].  Freshwater storage by ice caps provides a natural regulation of 

freshwater in many parts of the world and this will also likely be altered by climate 

change.  Also, if projected sea level rise is substantiated, salt water intrusion of coastal 

groundwater aquifers may take place comprising many densely populated area’s 

freshwater resources [4].  Climate change threatens many aspects of freshwater supply. 

There are other issues pertaining to freshwater supply.  Not all RFWR can be used 

for human needs, ecosystem health and other factors must be considered.  Additionally, 

RFWR only accounts for quantitative issues and does not reflect the fact that water 

quality is also critical requirement for human health and sustenance, possibly even 

more important than quantity in many cases.  Both naturally occurring and human 

induced contamination can drastically affect the quality of an entire flow of RFWR when 

it is needed downstream by other users. 

Renewable Freshwater Resources is a better depiction of freshwater resources 

because it captures the flow of freshwater and not just storage stocks that may or may 

not be renewable. Even though freshwater is a very small percentage of the total water 

content on this blue planet, from a global perspective there is enough to go around as 

only 10% of global RFWR are actually withdrawn each year by human beings [4].  

Despite adequate global resources, difficultly arises due to the fact that the supply is 

highly variable in time and place and therefore not always available when and where it 

is needed.  This variability is only predicted to increase as natural regulation services 

are altered with climate change.  In many cases, even though it is available in adequate 
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quantity, the quality is compromised by either natural causes or industrial and other 

human-induced pollution thereby jeopardizing those downstream. 

Understanding the characteristics of freshwater supply is important for the 

management of freshwater resources, but it does not provide the whole picture.   

Problems of freshwater supply tend to be local phenomena that require an 

understanding of not only the supply but also the demand side of the equation.  

Because the demand for freshwater is comprised by many different people groups for 

many different purposes, the demand side of the equation is much less scientific than 

quantitative supply assessment and requires a thorough investigation of the cultural, 

political, and economic landscape.  Coupled with non-human requirements of 

freshwater such as ecological needs, global freshwater problems are dynamic and 

complex and therefore require flexible, highly-tuned solutions with feedback loops that 

should involve all stakeholders [7].  Several models and indicators have been 

developed to varying degrees of complexity that attempt to assess freshwater problems.  

Several of these models along with an introduction to the primary freshwater sectors will 

now be presented. 

Freshwater Demand 

As with any resource, it is important to understand not only the supply side of the 

freshwater equation but also the demand side.  Many models have been designed to 

better grasp freshwater problems and they range dramatically in complexity.  Two 

models will be presented which represent the wings of the spectrum.  Dividing 

freshwater demand in various use categories, or sectors, for analysis is helpful for 

gaining insight about both quantitative issues and also more complex qualitative issues. 
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The Water Scarcity Index (Rws) is an annually averaged comparison of freshwater 

supply and demand on a local basis.  For a given geographical area, the Water Scarity 

Index is equal to the total freshwater withdraw (FW) minus any supplied from 

desalination (D) over the annual RFWR. 

RFWR

DFW
Rws

)( −=  1-1 

Currently, areas with values higher than Rws=0.4 are considered water stressed, or 

in other words, the net freshwater withdraw is over 40% of the renewable resources. 

Clearly, the problem is compacted in areas of high demand with low RFWR.  These 

areas include Northern China, the border between India and Pakistan, the Middle East, 

areas of North Africa, and the middle and western parts of the United States (Figure 1-

1).  Data with more temporal resolution would give more accurate assessments and 

may show additional regions experiencing seasonal water stress [4].  For example, 

areas of Asia that experience monsoons show adequate annual freshwater supplies, 

but in actuality may have severe freshwater shortages during parts of the year [10]. 

The Water Poverty Index (WPI) is an indicator that accounts for more variables 

than the Water Scarcity Index.  While being less intuitive and more subjective, it 

provides a more complete picture of a household’s or community’s freshwater problems 

and is based on a variety of weighted variables: access to water; water quantity, quality 

and variability; water uses for domestic, food and productive purposes; capacity for 

water management; and environmental aspects [21].  In most cases, water poverty is 

not largely related to water scarcity.  The minimal requirement of freshwater for 

domestic use such as drinking, cooking, and washing is only 50 liters per person per 

day while the water required for adequate food production is approximately seventy 
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times this amount.  Essentially, people who are water impoverished lack access to 

adequate water supply for food production and lack proper sanitation of domestic water 

due to either poor water services or insufficient financial means to pay for those 

services; basically, they are poor [8].  Currently one billion people lack adequate 

freshwater supply and 2.6 billion people lack proper water sanitation due to water 

poverty, approximately 15% and 40% of the world’s population, respectively.  As shown 

in Figure 1-2, these people are concentrated in Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Asia, and 

Southern Asia in both urban and rural settings [3].   

Freshwater Demand Sectors 

 The breakdown of demand for freshwater can normally be broken into the 

primary sectors of agriculture, industry, and domestic.  These primary sectors share 

freshwater resources at various percentages often based on the income level of the 

country as seen in Figure 1-3. 

 Agricultural production is increasingly driven by irrigation which is the largest use 

of freshwater worldwide at 70% of global withdraws.  Improvements in efficiency have 

lead to more crop production per irrigation input in most developed countries but many 

farmers continue to use outdated and inefficient irrigation practices such as flood 

irrigation.  As a population growth puts a greater demand on food production forcing an 

increased production of irrigated crops, irrigation withdraws will likely increase.  Already, 

it is estimated that 12%-35% of irrigation withdraws are unsustainable [9].  The 

International Food Policy Research Institute produced an alarming study of different 

freshwater demand scenarios by 2025 based on the growing need for irrigated food 

production.  Fortunately, improvements in freshwater policies and adoption of best 
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practices for agriculture have great potential since it is by far the largest water use 

sector especially in low income areas where water poverty is most common [10]. 

 In developed countries, industry accounts for a large percentage of freshwater 

demand at around 60%.  This demand can be split into several categories including 

power generation which will be discussed in more detail later, industrial processing, and 

various water-based products.  Efficiency improvements have shown great potential 

across these different categories.  While efficiency gains are obtainable, it is projected 

that by 2015 more than half the world’s population will be urban which will be 

accompanied by an increased need for energy, industrial processes, and products 

which will drive increases in industrial freshwater demands which in turn may drive 

international conflicts over freshwater [11,3]. 

 One sector that has recently gained increased attention is the freshwater needs 

of natural ecosystems such as wetlands, lakes, rivers, marshes, and coastal regions.  

Research has shown that many indirect benefits called “ecosystem services” are 

provided by these natural systems.  Population growth and economic development have 

caused degradation of these valuable resources due to land conversion, over-withdraw, 

eutrophication, pollution, and the introduction of invasive species.   This jeopardizes the 

ability of these systems to provide the invaluable services such as food and water 

supply; regulation of floods, droughts, land degradation, and disease; formation of soil 

and nutrient recycling; and finally cultural, recreation, and religious benefits [9]. 

 Domestic freshwater needs represent the smallest freshwater sector at around 

10% but are possibly the most important.  Domestic uses of freshwater include water for 

drinking, cooking, washing, personal hygiene, and waste disposal.  It is within this 
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sector that many impoverished communities struggle to meet their most basic needs.  

Without adequate water supply and infrastructure, large portions of time and energy are 

spent gathering water from the closest source which may be miles away.  This burden 

often falls on the women and children.  The most important factor regarding this sector 

is that domestic water uses, especially drinking, require proper sanitation.  Sadly, this is 

frequently not the case.  Microbial and virus related diseases caused by the lack of safe 

drinking water and sanitation take the lives of an estimated 2.18 million people annually, 

three-quarters of which are children under the age of five years old [8].  This is often the 

single most important problem relating to water infrastructure development and 

development in general.  There is a growing sense and awareness that all people 

should have the right to clean drinking water regardless of socio-economic stature. 

 There are many water impoverished communities along the coast or along 

creeks and wetlands where inhabitants may carry coastal water from 2 to 25 kilometers 

inland.  Some aquifers even far away from the coast line have salinity values higher 

than those which are healthy for human consumption in places.  In many places, 

sources of brackish water are often available but cannot be directly consumed without 

negative health effects.  It is estimated that 28% of the inhabitants of India have such a 

problem [12,13]. Other places such as some Indonesian islands pay to import bottled 

water, but this is a heavy burden on their budget [14].  Many of these water scarce and 

water impoverished communities would be greatly benefitted by a small amount of 

sanitary freshwater even if just for direct drinking and cooking.  This need can be met 

with as little as about 5 liters per person per day and up to 10 liters in extremely hot 

environments [15].  This need could be met with small-scale desalination systems on 
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the family to village size scale.  The potential benefits of this solution will be covered in 

more detail in a later section. 

 There are several overarching trends and perspectives in regard to freshwater 

supply and demand which are important to consider.  (1) Both supply and demand of 

freshwater varies temporally and spatially and may or may not correspond which gives 

way to the Water Scarcity Index. (2) The demand for freshwater can be attributed to 

several primary categories such as agriculture, industry, domestic, and ecosystem 

which in turn places corresponding responsibility on the management of these sectors 

while also giving clarity to where improvements will have the greatest impact.  Also, 

prioritization of the sectors, or needs, may be necessary.  (3) A local community’s ability 

to procure adequate sanitary freshwater may be based entirely on social-economic 

means and not on quantitative availability which gives way to the concept of water 

poverty.  The quantity needed for domestic purposes is minimal, but its quality is of 

most importance.  (4)  And finally, cases of both water scarcity and water poverty are 

prone to worsen since RFWR are expected to be increasingly variable and demand is 

increasing because of population growth, industrialization, and urbanization. 

Nonrenewable Energy Resources 

Energy resources are closely tied to freshwater resources and therefore having an 

understanding of the current energy situation is necessary for a holistic understanding 

of the freshwater crisis.  Likewise, understanding of the freshwater situation must feed 

into any future energy decisions.   

The energy driving the exponentially growing technological world is primarily of 

prehistoric nature.   Prehistoric, as in it comes from the storehouse of solar radiation 
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which was collected and stored by plant and animal matter long ago within hydrocarbon 

chains.  

More of these prehistoric fuels are combusted today to make heat, generate 

electricity, power transportation, refine materials, or desalinated water than have ever 

been combusted before [16].  In most developed nations, fossil fuels are the engines of 

the economy and societal lifestyle.  While it might be hard for many to imagine life 

without them, they are relatively new to the global stage.  These fossil energy sources 

such as coal, petroleum, and natural gas have only been primary energy sources since 

the boom of the Industrial Revolution beginning in Britain in the late 18th century and 

quickly spread throughout much of the world.  Presently, depletion of every single fossil 

energy resource is on the rise as seen in Figure 1-4.  Because they are finite resources 

drawn from the finite mass of the Earth, if they continue to be combusted, they will run 

out.  This will require a very different energy generation mix and infrastructure that what 

is currently accepted as the norm. 

Alternatively, the human needs of heat, electricity, mobility, and even other more 

fundamental needs such as water, food, and shelter will not come to an end.  Each of 

these requires the conversion of energy resources.  In fact, as populations grow and 

expect more energy intensive lifestyles, energy demands are increasing significantly.  In 

2006, despite increasing energy prices and growing attention to global warming, China’s 

energy consumption grew by 8.4%, North American’s fell by 0.5%, and the global 

average increased by 2.4% [17].  

To gain a perspective of the immediacy of the issue, the reserves-to-production 

(R/P) ratios of various fossil energy resources can be inspected.  The R/P ratio 
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describes the time the current amount of reserves will last being consumed at the 

current rate.  The global R/P ratios are 40.5 years for oil, 63.3 years for natural gas, and 

147 years for coal [17].  Without projecting exactly how these will adjust as new 

reserves are found, demand increases, and free market principles adjust price, it is 

certain that the availability and cost of fossil fuels will drastically change within this 

century.  Furthermore, the need to reduce anthropogenic climate forcing caused by the 

burning of these hydrocarbon fuels is a growing priority and is gaining support globally 

so that it may drive the transition to a renewable energy economy even before costs 

begin to dominate. It is clear that society must transition to a different type of energy 

economy by reducing demand, increasing efficiency, and expanding the use of 

renewable energy sources. 

Renewable Energy Sources 

As of 2006, the conversion of renewable energy sources was represented by 

hydropower at 13.7% and the sum of direct solar, wind, and geothermal energy at 3.4% 

(Figure 1-4).  While direct solar, wind, tidal, wave and geothermal energy sources are 

only now beginning to play a more substantial role in the global energy portfolio, they 

truly offer the most potential.  Unlike fossil resources which are poorly managed and 

akin to a diminishing bank account of old money, renewable resources offer an 

investment in a continual source of energy income that is waiting to be tapped. 

There is not a lack of renewable energy resources from a quantitative perspective.  

The difficulty is (1) collection and conversion, (2) storage, and (3) transmission along 

with their associated costs.  Similar in nature to freshwater resources, many renewable 

energy resources tend to be highly variable in time and place:  the sun only shines for a 

portion of the day and is most powerful in desert areas, the wind only blows when its 
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windy and is most powerful in the plains and coastal areas, biomass needs proper 

sunshine, water, and soil, tidal energy is only available on high tidal flux coastlines, and 

wave energy is inherently away from land.  Location, season, time of day, and climatic 

conditions are all significant variables regarding renewable energy utilization. 

The effective conversion of concentrated fossil fuel energy sources has been fairly 

well developed over the last one hundred years.  Heat engines and boilers make up the 

majority of energy conversion technologies to convert the chemical potential of fossil 

fuels to thermal and/or mechanic energy.  Accordingly, the rapid employment of 

renewable energy requires an unprecedented technological revolution of energy 

collection and conversion systems to transform less concentrated forms such as solar 

radiation, geothermal heat, kinetic air flow, and kinetic water flow to more usable forms 

of energy. 

In addition to conversion, due to the time discrepancies between energy demand 

profiles and renewable energy supply profiles, energy storage is necessary.  Fossil fuels 

can be easily stored and converted on demand, but renewable energy sources come as 

a flux of radiation or flow rate of mass and must be converted while they are available 

which may or may not be simultaneous with demand.  Batteries, hydrogen fuel cells, 

capacitors, freewheel/generator combinations and pumped hydroelectric systems offer 

electricity storage, while water, molten salt, synthetic fluids, and phase change materials 

offer thermal storage. 

Along with the temporal mismatch, spatial differences between renewable energy 

supplies and energy demand require improvements in transmission infrastructure.  

Previously, a coal power plant could be built outside of a city to reduce transmission 
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distance.  The best renewable energy resources tend to be concentrated in specific 

geographical locations which are often far from large population centers, such as the 

windy plains of the U.S. or the intense solar resources of the Southwest U.S. and North 

Saharan Africa.  This requires a centralized model of power production with large 

investments in additional transmission infrastructure to tap the richest areas.  Despite 

RE sources being more concentrated in some areas than others, some, such as solar, 

are still widely available and unlike fossil resources, allow the potential for a distributed 

energy infrastructure.  This reduces transmission requirements, increases energy 

security, and reduces the required capital investment.  Solar thermal, solar PV, small 

wind, and micro-hydro are several great candidates for distributed generation. 

A sustainable energy future needs a cultivation of renewable energy sources 

through innovative technologies that collect, transform, store, and transmit the energy to 

where it is needed a time when it is needed.  A localized and diverse portfolio of 

technologies could be based on the resources available while also being sensitive to the 

ecosystem and culture it supports.  While centralized conversion will still be beneficial to 

tap especially abundant resource areas and benefit from economies of scale, in many 

regions the energy conversion process may be more seamlessly integrated with the 

user’s needs in terms of the time, location, and energy type.  This will increase energy 

security while reducing inefficiencies and distribution costs. 

Energy and Freshwater Interdependence 

Energy and freshwater are two of humankind’s greatest needs and they are 

mutually dependent on each other.   Freshwater resources are being strained as 

variability of supply and demand increases, and nonrenewable energy sources account 

for the vast majority of global supply but their use is not sustainable.  Renewable energy 
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sources offer great promise which will require significant focused investment in 

research, innovation, and implementation.  Any approach to these problems must be 

viewed holistically because water and energy are essential and interdependent 

resources. 

Water is used for various forms of energy development and utilization.  It is used in 

the extraction, refinement, and transportation of fossil fuels with future oil shale 

extraction possibly requiring even more water [18].  Water flow is an essential 

component of cooling systems for thermoelectric power plants which accounts for 39% 

of freshwater withdraw and 3.3% of freshwater consumption.  The difference is 

attributed to the fact that most of this water reenters the source after the cooling loop, 

but it still must be available for proper plant operation.  Newer plants withdraw less 

freshwater but consume more because they rely on evaporative cooling [19].  In the 

U.S., electricity demand is predicted to grow by 50% in the next thirty years and much of 

this growth is now taking place in areas already experiencing limited freshwater supplies 

[19].  Hydroelectric dams, currently the largest renewable energy source in the U.S. and 

other countries, are fully dependent on freshwater in order to generate electricity.  The 

boom of biofuels for transportation fuel such as ethanol and biodiesel has put an 

additional strain on freshwater supplies since in many cases, energy crops such as corn 

and soy are irrigated.  Additionally, the processing of bio-based fuels requires 

freshwater.  Water is critical to almost all energy processes. 

Just as water is needed for energy; energy is needed for water.  Nationwide, about 

4% of U.S. electricity generation is used for water supply and treatment [19].  Electricity 

costs account for up to 75% of the total municipal water costs for processing and 
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distribution depending on the source type, pumping distance, and local topography [19].  

New water treatment practices for new contaminates may increase the energy needed 

for treatment.  Pumping water farther to underserved or water scarce regions in addition 

to pumping water from deeper wells also increases energy consumption for distribution.  

California uses 5% of its total electricity consumption for freshwater supply and 

treatment; much of which goes to long distance conveyance via 400 miles of piping from 

North California to Southern California [19].  Efficiency improvements in irrigation and 

the industrial sector help to slow the growing energy demand for water processing and 

distribution but the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) projects that energy 

demand associated with water will increase approximately 50% in the U.S. by 2050.  

This is primarily contributed to a growing population and a tripling of demand for 

industry and agriculture in the central states.  A comprehensive report from DOE to 

Congress entitled Energy Demands on Water Resources states:  These trends in 

energy use, water availability, and water demand suggest that the U.S. will continue to 

face issues related to the development, utilization, and management of the critical 

resources of water and energy [19].  Similar energy/freshwater growth trends as those 

in the U.S. are evident in many countries across the globe due to growing populations, 

urbanization, and industrialization.  

Desalination offers one solution for increasing the supply of freshwater to meet a 

growing demand.  The problem is that desalination often requires large amounts of 

energy and to this date most desalination systems rely solely on traditional fossil fuels.  

It has been estimated that the production of 1000 m3/day of freshwater requires 10,000 

tons of oil per year [20]. This is basically trading one problem for another.  Any 
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desalination process should ideally be driven by renewable energy as to not worsen the 

energy problem while trying to solve the freshwater problem. 

Summary of Problem 

Freshwater and energy will remain two of the more debated topics in both national 

and international politics, industry, and science for decades and probably centuries to 

come.  Humans along with most other species cannot survive without them.  In fact, 

already, millions die every year either directly or indirectly because of inadequate water 

supplies and the energy and infrastructure to provide these [8].   

The demand on these resources is growing rapidly with population growth, 

industrialization, and urbanization.  The supply of freshwater is expected to become 

even more variable while ice cap storage and regular rainfall cycles are being 

compromised due to climate change.  For water scarcity, or quantitative, problems, the 

most promising solutions consist primarily of water efficiency, recycling, and best 

management practices in industry and agriculture.  The growing competition for 

freshwater creates a dim situation for many communities around the globe where the 

socioeconomic conditions lead to water poverty keeping many drinking from the same 

river that acts as their neighbor’s septic tank.  For water impoverished communities the 

actual quantitative freshwater demand is relatively low, only 5 liters per day per person 

for drinking and cooking, but freshwater infrastructure is underdeveloped and people 

are forced to spend much of their time and energy procuring water and must resort to 

insanitary practices.   

Desalination offers the ability of supplementing freshwater supplies by tapping into 

practically infinite seawater resources.  The complication is that traditionally desalination 

is powered by oil, natural gas, or coal.  This leads to further climate forcing, pollution, 
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environmental degradation, along with economic hardship and political unrest which all 

exacerbate the problem. 

Renewable Energy Driven Desalination (REDD) offers a viable answer for places 

with very little natural freshwater but with access to seawater or inland brine.  

Fortunately, the most arid lands are also those provided with abundant solar energy 

which can be leveraged for production of freshwater [22].  This development will be 

beneficial for both large-scale application for supplying water to industry and agricultural 

and also on a small scale to relieve the difficulties of those living in water poverty. 

Renewable Energy Driven Desalination 

Desalination describes a process where dissolved salts, minerals, and particulates 

are removed from a water source thereby bringing the water to a consumable, or 

potable, level.  The process normally has an input of run-off, brackish, or sea water and 

an output of distilled product water, or freshwater, along with a discharge of highly 

concentrated brine.  The produced freshwater typically has a high purity and is suitable 

for most domestic, commercial, agricultural, and industrial uses. 

Water classification is usually as follows: 400-800 mg/l of Total Dissolved Solids 

(TDS) is considered potable or freshwater while 1,000-25,000 mg/l is brackish water 

and seawater has a worldwide average of 35,000 mg/l [2].  According to the World 

Health Organization the salinity limit for healthy consumption is 500 mg/l while values of 

1,000 mg/l are allowable for special cases. 

Desalination is an important part of a mix to effectively deal with the growing need 

for freshwater.  On the demand side of the equation, water conservation, water 

efficiency and reuse, and holistic watershed management practices are the first steps to 

more effectively utilizing the existing freshwater supplies [7].  While efforts are being 
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made on these fronts, desalination offers the only way to procure freshwater in some 

places possessing solely saline sources and is also a way to treat or supplement scarce 

freshwater resources in many other areas.  Specifically, Renewable Energy Driven 

Desalination (REDD) is critical for providing freshwater from seawater and brackish 

water sources without contributing to the multifaceted energy crisis already discussed. 

Many countries in the Middle East, Northern Africa, in addition to many island 

countries obtain a large portion of their water by desalination although the proportion of 

this obtained from renewable energy sources is very minimal.  The total desalination 

capacity worldwide has been on a consistent increasing growth trend as seen in Figure 

1-5.  In 2004, there were slightly over 10,000 total plants in existence with a total 

capacity of over 35,000,000 m3/day [23].  Despite the potential of REDD, as of 1996, 

REDD systems only accounted for 0.02% of the worldwide desalination capacity 

although since then more pilot projects and commercial projects have been in 

development [24].   

Fortunately, both renewable energy sources such as solar radiation and saline 

water supplies such as the oceans, inland estuaries and wetlands, saline groundwater, 

and brackish surface waters are abundant in supply and accessible to many water 

scarce and water impoverished areas.  Additionally, many synergies exist within REDD 

between the characteristics of renewable energy supplies, the supply for freshwater, 

and the needs of water impoverished communities. 

Synergies of Renewable Energy Driven Desalination 

There are geographic, temporal, and flexibility synergies to be realized in the 

production of freshwater from saline sources by renewable energy.  Each of these 

synergies adds to the case for REDD. 
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Many water scarce areas and water impoverished communities are located in 

places with a geographical situation where there is a source of saline or brackish water 

and a source of solar radiation or wind which can drive desalination systems.  

Desalination is most commonly associated with strictly seawater but in fact a 

desalination process can be applied to almost any water source that is brackish or 

contaminated with bacteria or toxic metals.  Desalination might be an overkill for water 

that is not saline since filtering, chlorination, or pasteurization may be adequate, but 

almost any water source can be a viable candidate for desalination except some 

contaminated with volatile organic compounds.  Many communities in need of 

freshwater have plentiful renewable energy sources and a supply of saline, brackish, 

and/or contaminated water.  

Another synergistic aspect of REDD is the temporal aspect of supply and demand.  

On a seasonal basis, a region in wet season may lack adequate solar resources but are 

able to capture rainwater.  During the dry season when freshwater becomes less 

available, more intensive solar resources provide an energy source for desalination.  On 

a daily or weekly basis, storage of desalinated freshwater adds another temporal related 

benefit.  While renewable energy is highly variable and can be difficult and expensive to 

store, desalinated water is relatively easy and inexpensive to store.  Freshwater can be 

produced in excess while the energy source is available, such as during a sunny or 

windy day, and stored for use while an energy supply is lacking.  Some island 

communities also have tourism based economies where the water demand is highest 

during the seasons of clear sunny weather [25]. 
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The final primary synergy of REDD is the flexibility of design options in terms of 

the energy source, scale of system, complexity, and cost which can be selected for 

particular geographical, cultural, and demand parameters.  Almost any water source 

can be desalinated with almost any renewable energy source given the appropriate 

technology.  Thermal based desalination systems are appropriate where solar and 

geothermal sources are plentiful and membrane or vapor compression systems can 

operate from solar PV, wind, or even wave and tidal energy sources.  Several different 

energy source systems could offer a robust diversification of freshwater supply.  Simple, 

small-scale systems can be implemented for poor rural communities that are affordable, 

easy to maintain, and easy to replicate.  In this way, REDD offers greater self 

sufficiency and sustainable economic growth and security for communities who lack 

energy infrastructure and cannot afford the rising costs of traditional fuels ]26,25]. In 

developed areas, systems can be implemented that are more efficient but require higher 

upfront costs along with more technical and expensive operation and maintenance. 

Several other possible synergies exist for REDD that not only provide freshwater 

but also benefit other processes.  The opportunities include:  using reject brine for 

carbon dioxide sequestration [27, 28], cultivating salt-loving crops for biomass/biofuels 

production, salt production, or installing a cogeneration system such as a concentrating 

solar power (CSP) plant with an MED thermal distillation system.  This combination 

along with others has gained significant attention lately due to the ability to produce both 

renewable power and freshwater while offering overall cost reduction, flexibility, and 

potentially increased performance [29-31]. 
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Given all the positive synergies REDD can realize, there are certainly limitations to 

be addressed which may account for their limited utilization.  The primary limitations are 

related to the areas of availability, technology, cost, and appropriateness [32].  The 

availability of adequate renewable energy sources such as solar or wind and candidate 

supply water sources are the first concern.  Secondly, reductions in material 

requirements, specific energy consumption, and maintenance requirements are the 

primary focus of improving REDD technology; all of which are directly related to 

lowering the cost per liter.  Beyond raw cost, the appropriateness of the design for the 

given material availability and technical expertise is important to ensure sustained 

operation.  Brine disposal is also a major challenge faced by all desalination processes 

since reject brine must be reintroduced to the environment, posing ecological 

challenges [33,34].  For the full benefits of REDD to be tested, proven, and 

commercialized, further research and funding of pilot scale projects is needed.  As the 

economic costs of renewable energy come down and those of both fossil fuel and 

imported fresh water go up, it seems likely and almost unavoidable that REDD will see 

increasing commercialization. 

Overview of Current Renewable Energy Desalination Systems 

Desalination technologies fall into two primary categories which refer to the 

fundamental way they differentiate and separate salts and other dissolved or suspended 

solids from a saline or brackish water source: (1) phase change separation called 

distillation which is driven by a temperature differential and (2) membrane separation 

processes which require either a driving pressure differential (reverse osmosis) or an 

electrical potential (electrodialysis).  Any of these traditional desalination processes can 

be driven by renewable energy sources and their operational principles are essentially 
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the same.  The challenge arises in choosing the most appropriate combination of 

desalination method and renewable energy conversion technology for the particular 

application. 

Thermal distillation processes rely on the difference in vapor pressures amongst 

the different components of the mineralized supply water.  By maintaining an elevated 

temperature in the bulk liquid phase with a thermal energy supply, the vapor pressure of 

the water component is elevated far beyond that of the other components (salt ions, 

metals, silt, etc).  As long as there is a region nearby with a lower water vapor pressure 

(condenser), the water vapor will evaporate from the bulk liquid at the evaporator and 

move by diffusion and bulk fluid motion towards the condenser, leaving the other 

constituents behind in the concentrated solution.  There are a plethora of distillation 

systems that operate on this fundamental principle but use different methods to 

introduce, reject, or recycle the thermal energy supply and different schemes for 

introducing the mineralized water supply, transporting the water vapor, and 

collecting/rejecting the product distillate and concentrated brine. 

Membrane processes can be divided into electro dialysis and reverse osmosis 

(Figure 1-6).  Most salts dissolved in water are ionic in nature meaning that they 

possess either a positive or negative charge such as chloride (-), sodium (+), calcium 

(++), and carbonate (–). Because of this, they will migrate to electrodes of an opposite 

charge.  Electrodialysis (ED) uses a direct current source to maintain oppositely 

charged electrodes placed outside a pair of selective membranes that allow only the 

passage of anions or cations from the central water passage.  After the ions are 
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removed from the supply, only desalinated water remains along with any other non-ionic 

constituents [35]. 

Reverse osmosis is the opposite process of osmosis which happens in nature to 

maintain healthy organic cells.  Osmosis is the process of solvent (water) passing 

through a semi-permeable membrane from a region of low solute concentration to high 

solute concentration and releasing energy in the process.  Alternatively, reverse 

osmosis (RO) describes a process whereby pressure is applied (work input) to a high 

concentration solution to force the transport of solvent (water) across a semi-permeable 

membrane to a region of lower solute concentration.  This work input is accomplished 

by high pressure pumps and must overcome the osmotic pressure which is dependent 

on the salinity differential. 

Either thermal or membrane based systems can be driven by a variety of 

renewable energy sources providing thermal, electrical, or mechanical energy.  Figure 

1-7 depicts a spectrum of various REDD systems.  These energy forms can be 

transformed to other forms through thermoelectric conversion or electromechanical 

conversion.  Different desalination systems are grouped below the primary energy form 

they utilize.  For the most part, membrane processes use electrical or mechanical 

energy forms with the exception of membrane distillation (MD) which uses primarily 

thermal.  Thermal distillation processes use primarily thermal energy with additional 

inputs of mechanical energy through electrically powered pumps, blowers, and 

compressors. 

In addition to energy input, every desalination process must also have a source of 

saline or brackish water and will produce distillate and concentrated brine.  The source 
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is normally pretreated before it is introduced to the system and the distillate often 

undergoes a post-treatment process as seen in Figure 1-8.  Finally, the First Law of 

Thermodynamics requires that any energy which enters the system must eventually 

leave, and therefore heat rejection is another output to the system and is a critical 

component for proper operation of the thermal distillation methods. 

Desalination systems can also be categorized according to their production 

capacity, their specific energy consumption (energy efficiency), operating conditions 

such as temperature and pressure, and the type of water for which they are most suited.  

Table 1-1 categorizes some standard industrial systems according to these parameters. 

Purpose of Study 

One important action that can be taken now is the further development and 

commercialization of Renewable Energy Driven Desalination (REDD).  Both renewable 

energy and desalination technologies are developed far enough to offer significant 

promise in helping to relieve some of the multi-faceted problems of energy and 

freshwater.  It is estimated that only 1% of the global budget for national defense and 

commercial advertisement would be required to provide clean water and proper 

sanitation for all the people of the world [22]. 

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the growing field of science and 

technology for primarily small-scale REDD with potential applications in large-scale 

REDD.  Small-scale REDD includes systems designed for many families and 

communities who have access to seawater or brackish water along with renewable 

energy resources but struggle with water poverty.  There has been some discrepancy in 

the literature about what constitutes a small-scale system.  Values from 10-4000 m3/day 

have been used in the literature.  Ayoud uses a definition of 20 m3/day based on the 
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assumption that an average person needs a minimum of 5 liters of freshwater per day 

and lives in a typical rural community of approximately 4,000 people [15].  For this 

study, a small-scale system will constitute anything from a family sized unit of 50 

liters/day which could be scaled up to a community sized unit of 20 m3/day.   

The primary goal of this study is to contribute specifically to the theoretical and 

understanding of small-scale, solar thermally driven, diffusion-based, multiple-effect 

distillation units.  It is noted in the literature that solar thermal distillation is a suitable 

technology especially for remote and isolated areas that possess a low demand of fresh 

water, such as less than 50 m3/day, and that other desalination methods could not 

provide water at a lower cost for such low demands [13].  Solar thermal resources tend 

to be a prevalent renewable resource in areas struggling with water poverty. Thermal 

distillation systems offer robust and reliable operation and have fewer complexities and 

maintenance requirements than membrane systems while also offering very high purity 

product water from either brackish or seawater supplies.  While solar PV and wind 

powered RO units are considered REDD and have suitable applications, they may not 

be as well suited for low demands in a remote developing area. This is evidenced by the 

following quote in regard to solar PV and wind powered RO systems being researched 

by the Canary Islands Institute of Technology for placement in developing countries: 

“These types of systems need maintenance.  If you install such plants in such a remote 

place, and if the plants break down, it could take months until someone can be sent 

there to fix them.  Additionally, RO systems prefer constant flow rates and the 

membranes must be kept wet to maintain proper operation which can be difficult for 

variable energy sources such as wind and solar [36].” 
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Among thermal distillation systems, diffusion driven systems have less moving 

parts such as fans, blowers, and pumps than systems relying on forced convection and 

require little to no additional energy inputs.  This enables them to be simpler, less 

expensive, and more compact.  Traditional MED systems are convection driven and 

require from 20 to 40% of their operating budget for electricity [37].  Eliminating moving 

parts and electrical requirements are especially beneficial for small-scale applications 

While efforts will be focused towards small-scale systems such as family and 

community sized systems, awareness will be maintained for any crossover to large-

scale systems.  The theory of operation is the same across the board for thermal 

distillation and therefore many of the design considerations for improving small multiple-

effect systems may come directly from or be applied to more advanced large-scale 

multiple-effect systems with very high performance ratings. 

 

All peoples, whatever their stage of development and their social and economic 

conditions, have the right to have access to drinking water in quantities 

and of a quality equal to their basic needs.  

 – Action Plan, United Nations Water Conference, Mar del Plata, 1977 

 

 Desalination has played a major role in development of some of the arid zones 

of the world, most notably in the Arab States. Yet the present practice of using 

fossil fuels for desalination is clearly not sustainable. Within a few generations at 

most the power for desalination will have to come from renewable energy 

sources. 

 –DESWARE meetings, Germany and UAE, 1995 
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Figure 1-1. Global map of Water Scarcity Index which is a function of the local net 
 withdraw and RFWR [T. Oki et al., Global hydrological cycles and world 
 water resources, Science, 313 (2006) 1068.] 

 

Figure 1-2.   Map of international Water Poverty Index [F.R. Rijsberman, Water 
 scarcity: fact or fiction?, Agricultural Water Management, 80 (2006) 5-22.] 

 

Figure 1-3.   Percentage of freshwater allocation to the top three sectors for various 
 national income levels [World business council for sustainable 
 development, Facts and trends: water, WBCSD, 2005, available online: 
 www.wbcsd.org] 
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Figure 1-4.  World primary energy supply by fuel type [Energy Information Agency, 
 International energy annual 2006, available online: 
 http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/international/contents.html] 

 

     

Figure 1-5.   The cumulative installed desalination capacity from the years 1945  to 
 2004 [Wangnick/GWI, 2004 worldwide desalting plants inventory, Global 
 Water Intelligence, Oxford, England, 2005.] 
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Figure 1-6.   Electrodialysis removes the solute from the solution by an applied voltage 

 whereas reverse osmosis removes the solvent from the solution by an 
 applied pressure [O.K. Buros, The ABC’s of Desalting, 2nd Ed., Topsfield, 
 International Desalination Association, 1990.] 

 

 

Figure 1-7.   Various configurations of renewable energy desalination processes with 
 inputs and outputs.  Multiple-effect Distillation (MED),  Multi-stage Flash 
 (MSF), Humidification-dehumidification (HD), Thermal Vapor Compression 
 (TVC), Membrane Distillation (MD), Freezing, Electrodialysis (ED), 
 Reverse Osmosis (RO), Mechanical Vapor Compression (MVC). 
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Figure 1-8.   A reverse osmosis process which includes a pre-treatment stage and 
 post-treatment stage [O.K. Buros, The ABC’s of Desalting, 2nd Ed., 
 Topsfield, International Desalination Association, 1990.] 

 
Table 1-1. Industry standard desalination systems are listed with common operational 

characteristics. Note that these values are approximated or averages found in 
the literature and may vary significantly even within one type of system (MGD: 
million gallons per day). 

System 

Name 

Process 

Type 

System 

Size (MGD) 

Installed 

Capacity 

(MGD) 

Electrical 

Input 

(kWh/m3) 

Thermal 

Input 

(kJ/kg) 

Operating 

Temp. 

Water 

Cost 

($/m3) 

Best 

Water 

Type 

Reference 

RO Membrane 1-2 23.5 2.7  zero ambient 0.50 
brackish/ 

seawater 
[37, 39] 

MVC Thermal ~0.8 0.5 7-12  zero ambient NA seawater [37, 35] 

MED Thermal <6 1.175 2.9  ~100  ~70C 
0.55-

0.70 

brackish/ 

seawater 

[37, 38] 

 

MSF Thermal 7-20 17 4  250-300 ~120C ~1 seawater 
[37, 38] 
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CHAPTER 2 
SMALL-SCALE SOLAR THERMAL DISTILLATION:  OPERATIONAL 

FUNDAMENTALS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview 

This dissertation seeks to lower desalinated water costs for small-scale, solar 

thermally driven, diffusion-based, multiple-effect distillation units with possible crossover 

applications for large-scale systems.  The global problem points to the need for 

Renewable Energy Drive Desalination at various scales.  Small-scale solar distillation 

designs and their fundamental principles are now reviewed and specific attention is 

given to the operational principles and important parameters of passive-thermal 

multiple-effect solar stills.  A proposal is made for developing a theoretical model for the 

improvement of these solar stills based on the reviewed literature and theoretical 

considerations.  

Small-Scale Solar Thermal Distillation Introduction 

Along with the well-developed desalination techniques discussed in the previous 

chapter, other simple small-scale thermal systems have received attention from 

researchers, experimentalists, and hobbyists for decades.  Solar thermal distillers or 

solar stills are normally characterized by small size (family/community), low operating 

temperatures, ambient pressure, and passive operation where the only energy input to 

the distillation process is solar radiation.  Some may utilize small pumps for transporting 

the supply water or product distillate which are exterior to the core distillation process, 

or distillation cell.  Because of these characteristics, these systems have proven to be 

much more appropriate for developing areas where low cost; ease of construction, 

maintenance, and repair; and high reliability are important.  Several reviews of the 

renewable energy driven desalination literature conclude that solar distillation offers a 
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promising, low-cost option for supplying freshwater to rural communities with very low 

freshwater demands [25,26,40]. 

Even though the traditional solar still such as that shown in Figure 2-1 has a very 

low efficiency in terms of the performance ratio (PR), they have still proven to be the 

most effective low-cost solution for many applications.  The PR is a design attribute 

representing the amount distillate production divided by the thermal energy input.  

Another common metric for solar stills is given as the distillate amount per surface area 

of solar collector (liters/m2).  Note that this later metric is also dependent on the local 

insolation and therefore may not isolate the performance of distillate system itself.  If the 

PR of the solar still can be increased without increasing the cost by the same 

proportion, then the cost per liter of distillate is reduced.  Therefore, a basic premise can 

be made that increasing the efficiency, or PR, which often lowers the collector material 

requirements, is the most effective means of reducing the cost per liter of distillate from 

solar stills.  This is the focus of most researchers working in the field of small-scale solar 

distillation where the system performance normally taking precedent. 

Over the past several decades many variations of the solar still have been 

designed and tested to improve their efficiency and thereby increase product distillate 

for the same solar input.  Some of these units hardly resemble a solar still and are 

becoming more like miniature multiple-effect distillation (MED) units.  Some of these 

units have drastically improved efficiency over the solar still but still attempt to meet the 

requirements of low cost materials, simple construction, and reliable operation.  

Logically, there is a spectrum for these qualities and each unit has its unique 

advantages and disadvantages. 
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 Thermal distillation principles are the same regardless of the system size, but 

there may be different optimum design characteristics based on the specific design 

parameters and constraints previously mentioned.  Some of the same design 

characteristics incorporated into these small-scale systems may have possible 

applications in larger, more complex systems.  Material costs, construction costs, and 

operational costs remain important issues regardless of system size, with the cost per 

liter being the driving force in design selection.  Despite this, not all systems should look 

the same because there are other parameters which are more difficult to evaluate as 

each application has other priorities in addition to cost per liter. 

A thorough review of the fundamental operating principles of thermal distillation is 

conducted.  In this way, a more logical review and classification of the literature may be 

conducted based on how each system is designed to perform the several basic steps of 

thermal distillation.  This method will give insight and provide tools with which to critique 

and classify any distillation process despite how simple or complicated its particular 

design may be.  This literature review will raise questions and ideas for which the 

computer modeling of this study seeks to answer and investigate. 

Thermal Distillation Principles 

Every thermal distillation system includes several critical processes and the 

associated components where these processes take place.  The most fundamental 

system includes the following processes:  thermal energy supply, source water supply, 

evaporation, latent heat transfer (vapor mass transfer), sensible heat transfer, 

condensation, distillate rejection, concentrate rejection, and thermal energy rejection.   

As shown in Figure 2-2 where each process is labeled, distillation is a process of 

heat and mass transfer.  At the evaporator (1), a source of thermal energy (2) supplies 
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the mineralized water supply (3) with the latent heat of vaporization.  A mass of water is 

evaporated in accordance with the amount of latent heat supplied and leaves the 

concentrated brine to be rejected (4).  Undesirable sensible heat (5) is also transferred 

along with the latent heat due to the temperature gradient.  The water vapor possessing 

latent heat and any sensible superheat (6) is then transported to the condenser due to a 

concentration gradient and bulk fluid motion.  At the condenser (7), any superheat and 

the latent heat of vaporization is absorbed from the water vapor which condenses 

thereby producing pure distillate (8).  The thermal energy absorbed from the water 

vapor is transferred through the condenser and is rejected to the environment (9) or, in 

a multiple-effect system, it is transferred to the next effect’s evaporator to start the 

process over again and will be rejected after the last effect.  A generic representation of 

a single effect unit is demonstrated in Figure 2-2, but each of these processes may be 

accomplished by different designs leading to a plethora of system configurations.   

Other possible processes that are often incorporated in a variety of configurations 

to increase performance are as follows: thermal storage to buffer the temperature 

variation of the thermal energy supply (10), latent heat recycling which increases the PR 

by recycling latent energy through multiple distillation cells in a series arrangement (11), 

and sensible heat recycling or regeneration, which also increases the PR by recycling 

the sensible energy in the brine and/or distillate streams to preheat the incoming water 

supply (12).  This reduces the thermal energy load placed on the evaporator to heat the 

water supply.  Figure 2-3 shows these added processes. 

 Literature Review 

 The following section will review the literature and describe the basic purpose, 

theoretical fundamentals, and various design approaches of each of these key 
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processes of thermal distillation.  Various considerations will be put forth as general 

guidelines for design based on the fundamentals of each particular process.  Most 

design references will be specific to small-scale direct distillation units but remarks will 

also be made regarding other thermal distillation systems such as large state-of-the-art 

industrial methods, since the fundamental processes are the same and helpful design 

characteristics can be gleaned from these advanced systems. 

 By looking at each fundamental process along with how design alterations have 

affected the overall performance, the theory should be reinforced.  Most importantly, 

after this review, predictions can be made about design changes that may further 

increase performance and multi-variable dependent system parameters can be 

identified and optimized for maximum performance.  Engineering aspects such as 

material selection, geometry, and construction methods that may or may not be directly 

related to performance will give insight into design options and possible improvements.  

It is the engineering aspects such as these that affect the cost and appropriateness of 

the design; some of these will be mentioned but are not the primary goal of this effort. 

Thermal Energy Supply 

The thermal energy supply of a solar distillation unit comes either directly or 

indirectly from solar radiation.  Insolation is the total amount of solar energy supplied 

over a certain time interval while solar irradiance is an instantaneous measurement of 

solar power.  Insolation is commonly measured as kWh/m2day while solar irradiance is 

commonly measured in kW/m2 and can be split into its direct and diffuse components.  

They are both dependent on the geographical location, local weather conditions, day of 

year, and time of day.  This data is available for most regions of the world in various 

formats.  Colored coded insolation maps are the easiest and quickest for reference but 
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normally only give time-averaged values.  Programs such as RETscreen or TRNSYS 

can be used to give more temporal and geographically specific data. 

The thermal energy supply process for solar distillation is the method by which the 

radiant energy of sunlight is collected, absorbed, converted into thermal energy, and 

transferred to the evaporator.  This thermal energy can either be intermediately stored 

or directly transferred to the evaporation process.  Additionally, the solar collection and 

absorption component of a distillation system can either be a direct or indirect process.  

Direct collection describes systems where the solar collection components are 

integrated into the distillation unit.  These are most often small-scale units and are 

commonly referred to as solar stills. 

Indirect collection describes the thermal coupling of a stand-alone solar collection 

system with a separate stand-alone distillation unit.  These systems can be small but 

are frequently larger than the direct systems and they can look very similar to traditional 

distillation units with the boilers replaced by high temperature solar collectors.  The 

other primary characteristics differentiating a solar collecting method are to what extend 

it concentrates the solar radiation and its method of thermal insulation.  The mounting of 

the solar collector also determines the amount of insolation than can be absorbed 

throughout the day since a tracking mount can follow the sun throughout the day.  

These characteristics of concentration ratio and tracking ability along with the collector 

configuration normally determine the operating temperature regime as that shown in 

Table 2-1.  Salinity-gradient solar ponds are another solar collection method where the 

collection and thermal storage functions are combined.  Solar ponds are only suited for 
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particular geographic conditions but are commonly used as large sources of solar 

thermal supply for lower, yet more constant, temperatures. 

The indirect solar thermal components are normally chosen based on the 

operating temperature regime.  They normally possess some method of 

directing/concentrating the radiation onto an absorbing plate which absorbs the 

radiation and transports the converted thermal energy to the point of use via a fluid 

which is often water.  A glazing and/or selective coatings are used to reduce re-radiation 

losses from the absorber and insulation is used to reduce conductive losses. The 

circulation of the fluid from the collector to the distillation unit can be active or passive.  

In active systems, the circulation is driven by an electric pump which may increase the 

efficiency of the thermal supply but increases the total energy consumption and requires 

electricity which is not always cost-effectively available.  Passive systems use the 

density differential, or buoyancy, of the heated fluid to drive the circulation which is 

called a thermo-siphon.  A heat pipe is another way of passively transferring the thermal 

energy from a collector to the evaporation process for relatively short distances. 

When indirect collection is used for passive solar distillation units, they are 

normally flat plate or evacuated tube collectors since they are simple and do not require 

any tracking system and have low maintenance requirements.  On the other hand, 

many small-scale distillation systems use direct solar collection which is integrated into 

the unit design rather than using standalone components.  This decision often seems to 

be made based significantly on the scale of production.  Traditional basin type solar 

stills normally have an integrated design like this where the solar radiation is transmitted 

through an inclined glazing and absorbed by a shallow basin of supply water which 
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serves as the thermal supply component.  This basin of water also acts as thermal 

storage and the water surface as the evaporation interface.  Such integration of 

components is most common in small-scale systems in order to reduce material 

requirements and complexity of construction.  Figures 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 show several 

configurations of solar distillers using different solar collection methods. 

There are many different variations of how the thermal supply process transfers 

thermal energy from a source (solar collector) to the evaporator.  The temperature of 

the evaporator which governs evaporation rates will be dictated by the source 

temperature and how effectively the thermal energy is transferred (low thermal 

resistance, low losses).  While the temperature ranges are given in Table 2-1 for indirect 

collectors, the temperature ranges for direct designs can vary widely but are still a 

function of concentration ratio, effective absorption of the radiation, and good thermal 

insulation.  Table 2-2 provides a review of relevant literature in regard to the thermal 

supply process. 

Every thermal collection system is subject to an efficiency curve as shown in 

Figure 2-7.  The efficiency goes down as the temperature differential (Tinlet-Tambient) 

between the collector and ambient goes up or the incident radiation goes down.  

Operating the collector at a higher temperature may increase the efficiency of the 

distillation unit but also lowers the solar collection efficiency as there are more thermal 

losses from the collector.  Essentially, a higher temperature is maintained in exchange 

for a lower total heat rate.  Different collectors are designed to have different efficiency 

curves depending on the application [44]. 
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Thermal Energy Storage 

Thermal storage is incorporated into many solar thermal distillation systems to 

enhance performance.  Because of the highly variable nature of solar radiation, thermal 

storage is used to flatten the thermal supply temperature curve which in turn maintains 

a more consistent distillate production curve. 

Thermal storage is located between the thermal supply process and the 

evaporation process.  As with solar collectors, thermal storage can be accomplished 

using a standalone unit such as a hot water storage tank or it can be integrated with 

supply such as with a salinity-gradient solar pond or traditional basin still which 

simultaneously collect and store thermal energy.  Another way storage is always 

incorporated into every thermal distillation process to some degree is by the thermal 

mass of the distillation unit itself including the solar collectors.  While this effect may 

increase the production after the supply stops (nightfall), it also causes a lag during 

supply startup (daybreak).  The sensible thermal storage capacity is a function of the 

mass and the average heat capacity of the unit.  Equations for the total thermal storage 

and storage temperature profiles for sensible and latent storage systems along with an 

introduction to thermo-chemical storage and design methods are given by Goswami 

[53]. 

Thermal storage may or may not increase the overall output of a solar distillation 

unit, but it will flatten the production curve by keeping the thermal supply temperature at 

some average value.  Since the evaporation process is highly dependent on 

temperature, the production integrated over some averaged temperature value may not 

be greater than the production integrated over varying supply temperatures.  The 

addition of thermal storage may also increase the thermal resistance between the 
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collector and the evaporator as well as thermal losses to the environment. Since 

production for any distillation unit is dependent on the temperature difference between 

the evaporator and condenser, a more complete analysis which also accounts for the 

time-of-day temperature differential between the evaporator and condenser is 

necessary to determine the actual affect of storage on net production.  For example, 

thermal storage may allow operation at night when lower condenser temperatures may 

be available through nighttime radiation.  Thermal storage does add consistency to 

production rates, but not necessarily a greater net production.  Table 2-3 provides a 

review of relevant literature regarding thermal storage. 

Raw Water Supply 

Pumping 

In large-scale plants raw supply water is pumped to the site by electromechanical 

pumps, but for smaller systems it is often transported to the unit by hand.  The pumping 

energy required to transport the supply water to the location of the distillation system 

can require a substantial amount of specific electrical input if the distance is great.  For 

family and community scale systems where supply water pumps and pipeline are not 

available or affordable, transporting supply water can also account for a large portion of 

the manual energy and time input required.  For these reasons, both small and large 

distillation units are normally and most optimally located as close to the water source as 

possible [34]. 

Supply water storage can be implemented and for large-scale systems it is 

normally a standalone holding tank but for small-scale systems it is often integrated into 

the design of the unit such as a basin still.  Storage can also be used to maintain a 

constant feed pressure for the supply system. 
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Pretreatment 

The water supply process accounts for getting the water from its initial source to 

the evaporator.  The initial source can be the ocean, a saline well or aquifer, or a local 

brackish supply such as a lake or river.  Different types of pretreatment before entering 

the desalination process depending on different qualitative characteristics such as total 

dissolved (organic and inorganic) solids (TDS), total suspended solids (TSS), turbidity 

and silt density index (SDI), temperature, chemical constituents, and bacteriological 

content.  Depending on an array of factors, pretreatment may be necessary in the form 

of chemical coagulation, pH adjustment, disinfection, or scale inhibition while settling or 

filtration may also be necessary [34].  Pretreatment may be minimum or even absent for 

small-scale solar distillation systems due to cost and technical expertise; this results in 

more frequent maintenance issues such as bio-fouling and scaling.  For these 

applications, simple sand filtration can remove most of the suspended solids which 

cause the majority of scum buildup. 

Introduction of supply water to evaporator 

The most differentiating aspect of the water supply process is the how the saline 

or brackish water is introduced to the evaporator.  This is integral with the method of 

thermal supply which will be discussed further in the next section.  The thermal supply 

process and water supply process come together at the evaporation.  The thermal 

supply process normally heats the backside of a surface over which the raw water 

supply is distributed; this process takes place in many different configurations.  The 

water supply can be pumped or poured into a basin where the bottom layer is heated by 

absorbing radiation and the top of the water surface itself acts as the evaporating 

surface, it can be pressurized and sprayed by a nozzle onto a superheated surface or 
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into a superheated space (multiple stage flash), it can be introduced in a thin liquid film 

falling over a heated surface such as tubes or plates (multiple-effect Distillation, 

membrane distillation, humidification-dehumidification), or it can be wicked by capillary 

action over the heated surface (humidification-dehumidification, wick stills).  The details 

of how the thermal supply and water supply come together for evaporation will be 

detailed further in another section. 

For small-scale solar stills, the supply is normally introduced to the evaporator 

surface in two primary configurations: (1) a horizontal or inclined basin / tray or (2) an 

inclined or vertical wick.  In many cases, the details beyond these categories are not 

given in regard to exactly how the raw water is introduced.  In most cases, the single 

and multiple basin type have a filling port or automatic feed pipe operated by a pump.  

Among other ways, the wick type evaporators are fed by small orifices in a supply 

manifold, dripping individual tubes fed by a reservoir, or by wicking directly from 

submersion in a reservoir (see Table 2-4). 

Wicking type require the consideration of several other factors.  The entire surface 

needs to be wetted evenly which can be difficult with water’s high surface tension.  

Additionally, the water supply needs a long residence time in contact with the 

evaporator surface, and the feed rate must be high enough to maintain uniform wetting 

in order to prevent dry spots but not too high that the evaporator is unnecessarily cooled 

and excessive thermal energy is wasted in the reject brine stream. 

Salinity concentration 

 As water vapor is evaporated from the evaporator surface, the salinity in the bulk 

liquid is increased and eventually this brine must exit the system.  Difficulties arise as 

the concentration increases because the saturation point may be exceeded and scaling 
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of the evaporator surface may result.  If scaling does occur, it may be irreversible in that 

wetting may not occur on that section of the evaporator surface rendering it useless.  

Flushing and de-scaling is a common part of maintenance for solar distillation systems 

but it reduces performance between maintenance cycles and increased maintenance 

intervals also increase cost. 

In order to prevent the salinity concentration from exceeding saturation, a certain 

excess of supply water is continually maintained so it can effectively carry away the 

concentrated minerals.  The amount of this surplus flow is determined by the feedrate 

ratio (FR) which represents the saline supply mass rate divided by the distillate 

production mass rate.  This ratio is an important operating condition because while the 

reject brine must properly remove the concentrated minerals, it also absorbs thermal 

energy from the evaporator which cannot go toward evaporation.  The higher the FR, 

the more thermal energy is lost from the evaporation process which lowers 

performance.  If it is too low than scaling may occur which will also decrease 

performance.  Table 2-4 references particular values of the FR and other pertinent 

water supply information. 

Distillation Cell: Evaporator, Condenser, Vapor Space 

The distillation cell refers to the portion of the distillation system where the 

fundamental process of distillation takes place.  It consists of an evaporator, a 

condenser, and the vapor-space between them.  In many systems the evaporator and 

condenser are separated by a considerable distance by ducting or piping and require 

prime movers to transport the vapor through the vapor space.  Raw supply water and 

thermal energy are supplied to the distillation cell, and product distillate, concentrated 

brine, and thermal energy are rejected from it.  When not considering cost or 
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maintenance characteristics, there is only one primary goal in designing a distillation 

cell: maximize distillate production for a given thermal energy input.   

This section will review the heat and mass transfer principles of the distillation cell 

and use the concepts of sensible heat transfer resistance and latent heat (mass) 

transfer resistance to resolve basic design principles to maximize performance.  The 

literature will be reviewed to see how different configurations affect performance.  The 

modeling of the heat and mass transport within the distillation cell can be theoretically 

rigorous and vary greatly depending on the simplifying assumptions made.  Modeling 

approaches range in difficulty from very basic empirical correlations specifically for solar 

basin stills by Dunkle in 1961 [58] or simplified energy balances for multiple-effect 

wicking stills such as that presented by Tanaka [14].  More thorough models include the 

phenomenon both at the evaporator and condenser such as the classic Nusselt integral 

analysis of pure, steady, laminar film condensation/evaporation reviewed by Lock [59] 

and Carey [60] to a more advanced similarity solution for pure vapors by Sparrow and 

Greg [61] and one that includes the effect of non-condensable gases in the vapor by 

Sparrow, Minkowycz, and Saddy [62] and finally, approximated correlations based on 

these similarity solutions by Rose [63].  Other advanced models which account for 

vapor superheat, interfacial friction, and variable fluid properties have been proposed.  

Carey provides a thorough introductory review of various models along with graphical 

results and presents additional references for further reading for specific types of 

problems [60].  These models will not be examined here, but rather the physical 

phenomena and general design principles will be introduced so that the numerical 

model developed in Chapter 3 will have context. 
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Generalized distillation unit 

In practice, the distillation cell can take on many different configurations.  

Surprisingly, all of these systems can be generalized as in Figure 2-8 (except for MSF 

where the thermal supply for vaporization comes from the superheat of the droplet itself 

instead of conduction from the evaporator surface). 

Referring to Figure 2-8, the distillation cell operates between the thermal source 

temperature (Tsource) and the thermal sink temperature (Tsink).  As thermal energy 

passes through the distillation cell due to this temperature gradient, the temperature 

across each component drops as a function of the thermal resistance of that 

component.  The thermal supply provides heat which is conducted through the 

evaporator wall to the evaporator liquid film.  Heat is transferred via conduction and 

convection through the liquid film which has some initial internal energy upon 

introduction to the evaporator and is rejected as brine with a remaining internal energy.  

At the liquid/vapor interface, heat is transferred from the liquid film into the vapor space 

both as sensible heat and latent heat possessed by the vapor mass which is then 

transferred to the condenser liquid film.  The latent heat transfer is directly related to the 

mass transfer rate, or distillate production rate, by the latent heat of vaporization which 

is absorbed from the liquid as a unit mass of vapor molecules release from the liquid 

surface.  The mass transfer is via combined diffusion, natural advection, and/or forced 

advection.  Upon arrive of the water vapor at the vapor/liquid interface of the 

condensing liquid film, the surface temperature of the liquid film is below the saturation 

temperature of the vapor and therefore absorbs the latent heat of vaporization to 

condense and produce a unit mass of distillate.  The heat of vaporization passes 

through the condenser liquid film to the condenser wall while some remaining internal 
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sensible energy is rejected with the product distillate.  Finally, the heat is conducted 

through the evaporator wall and rejected to the thermal sink.  It can be rejected to 

ambient air or water cooling, recycled to the incoming water supply for preheating, or is 

used to drive the next distillation cell in a multiple-effect system. 

In commercial MSF and MED systems where the evaporators and condensers are 

separated, the vapor transport is primarily by forced advection.  Solar stills normally rely 

primarily on diffusion and natural advection based mass transport except for 

humidification-dehumidification (HD) systems that use a circulating air stream for 

transporting the water vapor.  While the generic approach above can be used for forced 

distillation processes, the focus of this effort is passive multiple-effect solar stills which 

are primarily diffusion driven with relatively small diffusion gaps. 

Overall thermal transfer and resistance considerations 

 Assuming that the thermal influence of supply, brine, and distillate mass streams 

is steady-state, a distillation cell operating at a particular temperature differential (Tsource-

Tsink) has an approximated heat rate from its heat source to its heat sink proportional to 

its total effective thermal resistance (Rtotal effective). 
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 By lowering Rtotal effective which represents the sum of each cell’s thermal 

resistance, the heat rate through the distillation cell can be increased given a constant 

temperature differential.  Since the latent heat rate through the vapor space will be 

proportional in some way to the total heat rate, if the total heat rate goes up, the latent 

heat rate and distillate production rate will go up as well.  In multiple-effect systems, a 
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lower thermal resistance of each cell reduces the temperature drop across that cell 

allowing more effects to be added providing more production for a given total 

temperature differential.  

 A single distillation cell will be examined first, and the principles will be carried 

over to multiple-effect systems.  The total thermal resistance can be divided into two 

primary components: (1) the total thermal resistance across the vapor space and (2) the 

thermal resistance due to the remaining portions of the distillation cell including the 

evaporator wall, evaporator liquid film, condenser liquid film, and finally the condenser 

wall.  For a given total temperature differential, lowering the thermal resistance of this 

second category will result in lower temperature drops across these components and 

will leave a greater driving temperature where it really counts, across the vapor space.  

This is also analogous to a series electrical circuit such as a battery connected to a light 

bulb in series with a resistor. When a voltage source (battery) is fixed and the voltage 

potential to a given resistive load (light bulb) is to be maximized for best results 

(brightest light), then the electrical resistance of the extraneous components (resistor) 

should be minimized.  This provides the greatest amount of current for the desired 

result.  In the same way, when operating with a fixed temperature differential, the 

thermal resistance and therefore the temperature drop through the non-producing, but 

necessary, components of a distillation system should be minimized in order to provide 

the greatest temperature differential to the productive component, the vapor space. 

 The first component of the total thermal resistance of the distillation cell, heat 

transfer resistance through the vapor space, consists of two elements:  sensible and 

latent heat transfer resistance.  Since the sum of the two heat rates gives the total heat 
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rate, a reduction in the sensible transfer will increase the desirable latent transfer.  For 

this reason, unlike all the other distillation cell components where sensible heat transfer 

resistance is reduced, it is beneficial to have high sensible heat transfer resistance in 

the vapor space.  This allows the maximum amount of the heat rate to go towards 

distillate production.  The difficulty is that the diffusion and convection components of 

both heat transfer and mass transfer are based on many of the same variables and 

therefore the promotion of one will influence the other.  For instance, the convection 

coefficient which is dependent on the Reynold’s Number (Re) is analogous for both 

sensible heat transfer and latent heat transfer (mass transfer) and additionally, 

conduction heat transfer and diffusion mass transfer are both dependent on the 

diffusion distance or gap-spacing (tvs).  For most heat and mass transfer problems, 

since the sensible heat transfer is related to the level of superheating of the water 

vapor, for low-temperature processes the sensible heat transfer is often reasonability 

neglected [59,60].  For solar distillation systems that may possess high concentrations 

of non-condensable gases and operate at relatively low heat rates, the sensible transfer 

within the vapor space may have a considerable impact. 

 One of the sensible transfer components through the vapor space, radiation, can 

be reduced without a direct effect on the latent transfer by lowering the emissivity of the 

evaporator and the absorptivity of the condenser.  For low temperature differentials, 

radiation is often neglected in heat transfer problems, but a simple calculation may 

show that it should be considered.  Assuming the emissivity and absorptivity are equal 

to unity (blackbody radiation) with an evaporator temperature of 80°C and condenser 

temperature of 70°C, the radiative heat transfer is equal to approximately 96 W/m2.  
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Recognizing that solar flux can be assumed to be less than 1000 W/m2 into the still, the 

radiation could account for 10% of the total heat rate.  This portion would not contribute 

to the desired production of distillate and therefore should be reduced.  Choosing 

materials for the best radiative proprieties must be balanced with the critical 

characteristics related to the wetting, evaporation, and condensation processes. 

 If the sum of the thermal resistances of the distillation cell is lowered, a greater 

heat rate through the unit can be maintained with a given temperature difference 

(Tsource-Tsink) which increases the latent portion of heat transfer and therefore production.   

With a given heat rate, a lower thermal resistance per cell gives a smaller temperature 

drop per cell and allows each subsequent effect to operate at a higher temperature than 

it would have originally.  It also allows more effects to be added while still allowing the 

later effects to operate at an elevated temperature thereby increasing production.  In 

reality, a thermal supply will be neither a fixed temperature nor a fixed heat rate and 

some equilibrium point will always be reached based on the boundary conditions.  In 

each case, a lower thermal resistance through the distillation cell, or stack of cells, is 

directly related to higher production rates. 

Evaporator and condenser wall resistances 

 The second component of the total thermal resistance of the distillation cell, the 

walls and liquid layers, will now be considered.  Each component of the distillation cell 

contributes its own thermal resistance.  Understanding the physics of the thermal 

resistance for each component will provide direction in effectively lowering it.  The solid 

walls and liquid layers will be covered first. 
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The effective thermal resistances of the evaporator (e) and condenser (c) walls are 

given by  
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The material’s thermal conductivity is k, t is the thickness of the wall, ∆T is the 

temperature difference across the wall, A is the surface area of the wall, and subscripts 

e and c are the evaporator and condenser, respectively.   

Clearly, the thermal resistance is lowest for highly-conductive, thin walls.  The 

material selection which determines k and the dimensions including thickness are 

normally determined by design constraints such as cost, strength, and corrosive 

properties, but it is important to note that the material k value and wall thickness directly 

impact the thermal resistance.  In practice, large MED systems normally use vertical or 

horizontal plates or tube bundles which are heated by a flow of hot water or condensing 

steam.  These must resist corrosion and erosion by saline water and can be made from 

stainless steel, titanium, copper-nickel alloys, and aluminum or aluminum-brass alloys 

[64].  For some direct thermal supply solar stills, radiation falls on the absorber surface 

which may conduct the heat through to an evaporating surface on the backside or may 

act as the evaporator surface directly.  Stainless steel and aluminum are the most 

common material choices for solar stills.  The wall thickness (t) of the evaporator and 

condenser are often limited by the structural design constraints.  Commercial MED 
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systems must withstand the erosion effects of highly turbulent fluid streams and also the 

pressure variations across their walls [64].  Small-scale units operating at ambient 

pressures and low flow rates do not have the same structural constraints but must still 

resist corrosion. 

Evaporator liquid film resistance 

In regard to the thermal resistance of the evaporator liquid film it is important to 

understand the basics of boiling and evaporative heat transfer.  In systems where the 

evaporator surface is superheated above the saturation temperature of the liquid, phase 

change takes place by nucleation growth of vapor bubbles directly on the evaporator 

surface.  This is called pool boiling when the liquid is stationary or flow boiling if it is in 

motion.  In boiling, the thermal energy is drawn directly from the solid surface to support 

nucleation growth of vapor bubbles.  Very high heat transfer rates are maintained 

because the thermal energy does not have to transfer through the pool of liquid, but 

rather it is absorbed directly from the heated surface by the growing vapor bubble [60]. 

For any distillation system operating below the saturation pressure which is almost 

all directly heated solar stills, the phase-change takes place at the evaporator liquid/film 

surface, no matter how thin it may be, and not directly at the evaporator surface.  This is 

due to the fact that the vapor pressure at the evaporator temperature is below the total 

system pressure where it can be considered a partial pressure.  For most systems, the 

difference in the total pressure and the vapor partial pressure is made up by the partial 

pressure of air; hence, the vapor space is a vapor/gas mixture.  This allows evaporation 

to take place at lower temperatures, but unfortunately the presence of a non-

condensable gases results in mass transfer rates that are much less than an equivalent 

system operating in the boiling regime, or at a vapor pressure at or above ambient 
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pressure.  For these reasons, any system operating below the saturation temperature of 

the total pressure, thermal energy to support vaporization must be transferred not only 

through the evaporator wall but then also through the evaporator liquid film.  This leads 

to the following energy balance at the evaporator liquid film/vapor interface where the 

latent heat supplied for evaporation is approximately equal the heat conducted through 

the liquid film.  In a system with a wick evaporator, the wick would replace the liquid film. 

lvehm
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The thermal resistance of the evaporator liquid film is based on the film thickness 

and the effective k value.  The effective k value is based on the medium, which is 

mineralized or demineralized water (or is replaced by a porous matrix with a wicking 

evaporator system), and may include both the diffusion and convective heat transfer 

occurring throughout the liquid film.  For very thin films, a scale analysis shows that the 

film can be considered one dimensional so the heat transfer is assumed to be purely 

conduction [60].  This assumption does not hold true for basin type still evaporators 

where the liquid film thickness, or basin depth, is substantial.  Results have shown that 

active mixing in basin stills have improved performance which is directly related to 

reducing the effective k value by promoting bulk fluid mixing.  Alternatively, the one 

dimensional conduction assumption is reasonable for wicking and falling film 

evaporators where the film thickness is much less than the surface length and the 

Jacob number is much smaller then unity which represents the ratio between sensible 

heat capacity and latent heat [59]. 
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Wicking evaporator surfaces 

Most MED systems use horizontal and vertical falling film evaporators where the 

film thicknesses are very thin and have high convective mixing (64).  Wicking solar still 

evaporators maintain very thin films by using a porous wicking material such as cotton, 

flannel, fleece, sponge, wire-mesh, or a cellulosic matrix [65,13,56,43].  Wicking 

surfaces use capillary action to maintain a thin and uniform liquid film as well as a large 

contact area with the liquid in the capillary matrix and therefore have low thermal 

resistance as long as the porous layer is thin.  For wicking systems, the wicking matrix 

itself can add some thermal resistance based on its material and thickness.  For flow 

through porous media, the fluid is treated as uniform flow with a constant velocity, or 

plug flow.  The effective thermal conductivity is a weighted combination of both the 

porous matrix and the fluid itself. 

While some researchers mention the testing of several wicking materials, very little 

research has been found regarding optimization of the wicking substrate, both in terms 

of enhancing the thermal transfer characteristics and the capillary transport 

characteristics which in turn allow a thinner layer and lower thermal resistance.  In many 

cases, the thickness and material properties are not given.  The progressive work of 

Tanaka on passive, vertical, multiple-effect stills lists the wicking material as 0.5mm 

cotton which is adhered to a 0.5mm stainless steel substrate by a melted plastic 

adhesive [56]. 

In addition to wicking substrates, other highly wetting surface treatments may be 

applicable to wicking type solar distillers.  By increasing the surface energy of a surface 

by treatment with a variety of methods, the saline water will have a lowered contact 

angle and will advance over the surface, or wet the surface, more uniformly.   With a low 
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energy surface, the high surface tension water will have a high contact angle and resist 

wetting of the surface [66].  If the wicking substrate was replaceable by a surface 

treatment of the evaporator surface to promote uniform wetting across the surface, the 

cost may be lowered and the thermal resistance would be lowered.  Elimination of the 

wick may also improve reliably and ease of cleaning.  The primary concern would be 

that uniform wetting would not be maintained thereby diminishing the evaporation 

surface area resulting in decreased performance.  One approach taken by Badran et. al. 

was to use a wire screen welded to the surface of the evaporator to maintain a thin 

trickling flow of supply water, but the uniformity of the wetted surface or the thickness of 

the liquid layer was not mentioned [67]. 

Traditionally in the field of solar distillation, reducing the evaporator’s film thickness 

has not been recognized in the literature as a priority for increasing performance.  Basin 

solar stills frequently have the solar absorber surface at the bottom of the basin while 

the top surface of the water acts as the evaporating surface.  This constitutes a very 

large film thickness, essentially the basin depth, and therefore has a very high thermal 

resistance through the liquid film.  In a stagnant or naturally convecting layer the 

resistance can be significant while thermal mixing can lower the liquid layer resistance 

substantially even for deep basin type distillers.  Despite the improvement, a liquid layer 

on the order of millimeters has far less thermal resistance than the basin type stills with 

depths on the order of centimeters or more.  This trend is evidenced by the fact that 

shallower basin depths increased production [43,54]. 

Condenser liquid film 

In regard to the condenser liquid film, reducing its thickness is the primary way of 

reducing its thermal resistance.  The most common is to orient the wall vertically or at 
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an incline so that the condensate falls away due to gravity rather than building up a thick 

liquid layer which adds thermal resistance.  At very high condensation rates, other 

methods are effective such as suctioning, slinging, or blowing the liquid from the 

surface, but these are not necessary for the low condensation rates found in solar stills.   

Dropwise condensation describes when the condensate removal is so effective or 

the condensation rate is low enough that there is not any liquid film maintained.  Rather, 

the vapor condenses directly onto the surface as droplets thereby maintaining very high 

heat removal rates on the order of 50-500 kW/m2K versus 10kW/m2K for film 

condensation [59].  These tiny drops coalesce into larger drops and fall or trickle down 

the surface.  Normally this movement is driven by gravitational forces which can be 

enhanced by hydrophobic surface treatments which decrease the surface tension 

causing the droplets to bead quickly and fall rapidly.  Hybrid surfaces with combinations 

of hydrophobic and hydrophilic treatments can promote quick water movement in 

particular directions based on the treatment pattern.  This method can maintain 

dropwise condensation but can also direct the flow of condensate in a particular 

direction through super-wetting channels [68].  Meyers gives a thorough introductory 

treatment of surface treatment science [66].  While surface treatment science is well 

developed for industrial applications, evidence of surface treatment techniques applied 

to solar distillation systems is scant but would be based on all the same principles and 

may represent a potentially promising area for investigation. It is possible that since 

solar distillers have comparably low condensation rates versus industrial condensers 

that vertically-oriented gravity-drained stills do not see a significant benefit in surface 

treatment. 
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Solar stills with horizontal or only slightly inclined condensers may have problems 

with sufficient removal of the condensate from the surface.  This can cause reduced 

output because of the increased thermal resistance through the liquid film to the 

condensing surface and also because gravity may cause drops of condensate to fall 

back onto the evaporator.  Hydrophilic (wetting) surface treatments have been used to 

lower the minimum angle to prevent the dripping of the condensate but this has an 

adverse effect by increasing the thermal resistance.  Moderately inclined to vertical 

solar stills allow good draining of the condensing surface but may need to use a mirror 

or an indirect thermal supply method if the angle is much greater than the declination 

angle of the sun.  This is a tradeoff of inclined and vertically oriented wicking stills since 

the solar absorption may be more complex and less efficient in exchange for better 

wetting of the evaporator and draining of the condenser.  Surface treatment techniques 

may be one method of minimizing this tradeoff. 

Evaporator dry spots 

Thin liquid films at the evaporator have low thermal resistances, but difficulties can 

arise in maintaining uniformity across the entire heated surface particularly in falling film 

evaporators and wicking evaporators.  Because of this, dry spots can occur rendering 

that portion inoperable.  These dry spots, especially for wicking stills, can develop 

because either the water feed ratio in that area is too low but the actual cause is not 

well researched and described in the literature.  Although thinning the liquid film reduces 

thermal resistance, the forming of a dry spot on the evaporator renders that area 

useless.  If a portion does dry out, it becomes resistant to re-wetting as the temperature 

increases in that area [69]. This issue relates to the feed water supply in that it should 

be adequate and uniformly distributed.  This is the primary reason why wicking panels 
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must have adequate capillary action to wick the saline solution evening across the 

surface and so if highly wetting surface treatments are used, they must sustain 

complete wetting and do so over a long period of time. 

In summary, reducing the thermal resistance of the evaporator wall, condenser 

wall, and the associated liquid films results in lower temperature drops which leaves a 

larger driving temperature differential across the vapor space.  Traditionally most solar 

still designs such as basin arrangements have large thermal resistances especially in 

the evaporator liquid layer and also through the glass condenser.  Wicking and thin 

falling-film evaporators and vertically-oriented condensers have been effective in 

reducing the thermal resistance, but efforts to test and design evaporators and 

condensers with very thin thicknesses and highly thermally conductive materials have 

been minimally documented in the solar distillation literature.  Efforts to replace 

traditional wicking materials, promote drop-wise condensation, or reduce the radiation 

heat transfer within the distillation cell are also scarce. 

Mass transfer resistance in vapor mixtures 

The latent heat rate plus the sensible heat rate equals the total heat rate through 

the vapor space of a distillation cell. 

sensiblelatenttotal qqq +=         2-5 

The latent heat rate is directly proportional to the mass transfer rate through the 

vapor space according to the latent heat of vaporization. 

lvvslat hmq &= .          2-6  

The mass transfer rate through the vapor space is analogous to heat transfer rate 

where the Nusselt number is replaced by the Sherwood number (ShL) which represents 
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the dimensionless concentration gradient at the surface and is dependent on the 

Reynolds number (Re) and the Schmidt number (Sc) where the Schmidt number 

represents the ratio of momentum and mass diffusivity. 

The Sherwood number accounts for the bulk transport properties of the system 

and along with the coefficient of binary diffusion (DAB) and the gap spacing (tvs) it relates 

the total mass transfer rate to the gradient of the molar concentration (C).  These mass 

transport resistance terms are lumped together to create a more simple term, the 

coefficient of convective mass transport (hm).  When there is no convective transport, 

the Sherwood number goes to unity and the problem reduces to a simple one-

dimensional diffusion problem. 
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The focus of this study is maximizing transport by diffusion where the Sherwood 

number equals unity and there is no bulk fluid transport of the vapor.  The mass flux by 

diffusion is analogous in many ways to conductive heat transfer.  It represents the 

transfer of a particular species (water vapor) relative to the mass-average motion of the 

mixture.  The mass diffusion rate is proportional to the concentration gradient at the 

interface of the vapor space and the liquid film.  When the molar concentration (C) is 

converted to a mass concentration (ω) using Equation 2-12, the proportionally is 

according to the total mixture mass density (ρ) and a transport property called the binary 

diffusion coefficient for the mixture (DAB).  Based on Incropera [70] the binary coefficient 
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of diffusion for a given mixture is dependent on the temperature and pressure according 

to Equation 2-9. 

P

T
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The mass concentration gradient is generally based on the mass concentration at 

the evaporator surface (ωe) and the condenser film surface (ωcf) which are dependent 

on the temperatures and the presence of non-condensable gases.  The concentration 

gradient is also dependent on the gap-spacing (tvs).  In general, a larger difference in 

temperature or smaller gap-spacing produces a higher concentration gradient.  The 

gap-spacing is normally fixed and so it can be included in the diffusion resistance term. 
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The resistance term can be rewritten as in Equation 2-10. 
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Lowering the diffusion resistance is done most commonly by decreasing the gap-

spacing (tvs) or increasing the concentration gradient.  Less likely methods are by 

increasing the mixture mass density (ρ) or the binary diffusion coefficient (DAB). 

Convective mass transport plays a critical role in mass transport in many active 

systems which have very long gap-spacing between the evaporator and condenser film 

surfaces.  Convective mass transport is analogous to convection heat transfer where 

the mass flux is driven by a bulk fluid motion and based on a Sherwood analysis [70]. 
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For active distillation systems, the evaporator and condenser are often separated 

by substantial distances by piping where bulk fluid motion carries the water vapor which 

is forced by compressors, blowers, and fans normally requiring electrical input.  Passive 

distillation units such as most solar stills possess natural convection currents due to the 

temperature dependent density differences within the vapor space.  Traditional basin 

solar stills rely on natural convective currents to assistance in vapor transport within the 

vapor space since these designs tend to have a large gap-spacing between the 

evaporator (basin surface) and condenser (tilted glazing) which increases the resistance 

to diffusion mass transport.  This natural convective mixing possesses a high latent heat 

transfer resistance and therefore large improvements are found by adding forced 

convection to even a traditional basin solar still.  One exaggerated form of this method 

is solar driven humidification-dehumidification (HD) distillation systems that use blowers 

to circulate air from the evaporator to the condenser and thereby create higher 

convection coefficients to maximize convective mass transport. This technology 

received a significant amount of attention for solar distillation applications but has 

diminished after efforts showed the electrical requirements for pumping where 

significant and performance was not as high as originally anticipated [71,72].  Other 

applications are being explored for HD such as desalination driven by thermal waste 

exhaust from power plants where there is already a massive flow of heated air [73]. 

Another option taken by recent researchers is to maximize diffusion-based mass 

transport rather than convective by minimizing the gap-spacing to lower the diffusion 

resistance. In these systems, the gap-spacing is so small that the convective mass 

transfer term can reasonably be negligible and the problem becomes a one-dimensional 
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diffusive mass transfer problem.  Gap-spacings from 2.3mm to 19mm have been tried in 

experimentation [74,75].  Smaller gap-spacings have always resulted in higher 

performance as long as the partitions of the effects were not grounding out by touching 

each other [51]. This problem is normally overcome by either increasing the distance or 

placing small spacers between the partitions to keep them separated [56].  

In multiple-effect arrangements, these closely-packed diffusion-optimized units 

have the highest performance of any solar stills.  The units also have a much smaller 

footprint since part of the optimization for diffusion is decreasing the gap-spacing.  

Tanaka has lead in this field by moving gradually from a basin-coupled multiple-effect 

diffusion-driven still [56], to a indirectly-heated multiple-effect diffusion-driven still [51], to 

finally a directly-heated multiple-effect diffusion-driven still via a reflective mirror [14]. 

With each vertically-oriented system, the unit has gotten simpler in design and has 

achieved higher performances representing some of the highest performing solar stills 

found in the literature. 

Non-condensable gases 

For most solar distillation systems, which operate below the saturation 

temperature, the vapor pressure at the operating temperature is below the total system 

pressure and therefore the vapor space must also contain other constituents, which is 

most commonly air.  For this reason, any analysis of a distillation unit and especially low 

temperature, atmospheric pressure solar distillers should account for the presence of 

non-condensable gases but most research efforts and theoretical models do not 

rigorously deal with the effect of non-condensable gases.  This may be one reason why 

many experimental distillation units tend to perform lower than their theoretical models 

predict.  In industrial applications, the presence of non-condensable gases can 
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decrease the heat flux by 30-40% for forced convection and from 80-90% for stagnant 

mixtures at a mass fraction of air equal to 10% [62]. 

The effect of non-condensables is primarily at the condensing interface.  This is 

due to the fact that as the water vapor condenses at the interface, its partial pressure is 

reduced to a minimum and therefore the non-condensable partial pressure is highest.  

The water vapor must now diffuse through the boundary layer of non-condensables in 

order to arrive at the condensing interface.  Since the partial pressure of water vapor is 

now artificially lowered by the increased concentration of non-condensables at the 

interface, the saturation temperature is also lowered.  The lowered saturation 

temperature reduces the temperature gradient across the condenser liquid film which 

reduces the conduction heat rate through the film and condensation rate accordingly. 

While the effect of non-condensables is well documented and modeled in 

industrial applications including large-scale distillation, its effect in small-scale systems 

is under-treated.  The influence of non-condensables while changing the gap-spacing is 

a particularly interesting problem.  If the gap-spacing length scale becomes less than 

the non-condensable gas’ boundary layer length scale, the effect may be reduced.  This 

evaluation has not been found in the literature. 

Vapor concentration gradient 

As seen above, the diffusion and convection driven mass transfer rates, and 

accompanying latent heat rate, are both driven by the vapor concentration gradient 

throughout the vapor space.  A systematic approach must be identified for determining 

the mass concentrations of the vapor-gas mixture throughout the vapor space.  

By assuming that the gaseous phase (water vapor and air) can be treated as a 

mixture of ideal gases, and that the equilibrium at the interface between the vapor and 
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condensed phase is not influenced by the presence of the other component, then the 

mixture problem can be analyzed more simply with considerable accuracy.  When the 

water vapor is treated as an ideal gas, then the Dalton Model may be utilized wherein 

each component of a mixture can be treated as though it exists separately at the 

volume and temperature of the mixture [86].  Therefore, the water vapor concentration 

can also be thought of as a partial pressure and it can be assumed that its partial 

pressure is strictly a function of temperature.   Specifically, the partial pressure of water 

vapor at the evaporator/condenser is merely the saturation pressure corresponding to 

the interface temperature.  Furthermore, this model allows the partial pressure to be 

related to the components density.  The component’s mass concentration (C) is 

therefore equal to the component’s density (ρv) over the total mixture density (ρtotal). 

total

v
vC ρ

ρ= .          2-12 

In this way, the mass concentrations of the vapor and gas may be written as 

density relationships and included as such in the mass and energy balances and 

boundary conditions for the given analytical model chosen.   

Latent heat of vaporization 

As seen in Equation 2-6, the latent heat of vaporization determines how much 

thermal energy is carried by a given mass flux of vapor.  This value is not constant for a 

given substance such as water but is instead dependent on the temperature and 

pressure.  At lower saturation pressures, the latent of vaporization increases and it 

decreases at higher saturation pressures up until the critical point where it is equal to 

zero and the vapor and liquid occur at thermodynamic equilibrium. 
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This means that for a distillation unit running at low temperatures and pressures, a 

higher heat rate is needed for the same mass flux of vapor, or production rate.  At 

higher temperatures, the latent heat of vaporization is reduced, but most times the unit 

cannot be operated at this state due to a limited thermal supply temperature or the fact 

that particularly for saline water distillation, higher operating temperatures increases 

scaling.  For a given distillation unit operating at a given pressure and temperature 

range, it is reasonable to assume a constant latent heat of vaporization value, but when 

considering the variables inherent in distillation performance it is appropriate to consider 

its variability.  This is particularly true for sub-barometric solar distillation units where 

pressures are reduced to lower the boiling point.  In this manner, the effect of non-

condensable gases is drastically reduced since the system pressure is reduced to the 

vapor pressure of the liquid in order to induce boiling.  The tradeoff of a higher value is 

made in order to promote nucleate boiling and reduce the effect of non-condensable 

gases.  Another benefit, which is the primary motivation for reduced operating pressures 

in commercial units, is that the lowered operating temperatures reduce scaling of the 

evaporator surfaces [64]. A variety of these systems have been proposed and several 

have had competitive performance results in exchange for increased complexity and 

expense while some have had poor performance [76-78].  

Latent Energy Recycling by Multiple-effects 

In contrast to single-effect systems, distillation systems with multiple stages or 

effects are the industry standard for large-scale systems such as multiple-effect 

distillation (MED) and multistage flash (MSF).  Having multiple-effects is the only way to 

accomplish substantial performance gains.  There are several designs of multiple-effect 
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solar stills (Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10).  They can normally be categorized by the type 

of water supply, by the orientation, and by the number of effects. 

For a single effect system, the theoretical limit of the Performance Ratio (PR) is 

unity.  The PR is the ratio of the latent heat transferred through the system over the 

thermal energy supplied to the system as define in Equation 2-13. 

plied

lvdistillatetotal
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hm
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sup
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=         2-13 

The theoretical limit for a single effect solar still is unity while the actual value of 

most traditional basin stills is normally closer to 0.35 [43].  Sometimes the PR is referred 

to as efficiency in single stage units, but clearly this terminology is inadequate to 

describe multiple-effect units with PR>1 since efficiency can never be greater than 

100%. 

In multiple-effect systems, there is one or more distillation stages piggy-backed on 

the previous stage.  In this manner, the latent heat of vaporization which is released at 

the condenser by the condensing vapor is recycled via sensible heat transfer to the next 

stage’s evaporator to drive an additional evaporation process.  This can be repeated 

numerous times with each stage producing additional distillate but with a general 

decreasing production from each additional stage.   

In a multiple-effect system each consecutive effect drops in temperature due to 

thermal resistance and thermal losses to the reject brine, product distillate, and the 

environment which reduces the driving temperature for each effect.  In addition to these 

temperature drops each effect also has a minimal theoretical temperature drop equal to 

the Boiling Point Elevation (BPE).  The BPE represents the change in chemical energy 
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between the liquid saline solution at the evaporator and the liquid pure distillate at the 

condenser since at a given pressure, the saturation temperature for a saline solution is 

slightly higher than for pure water.   

For commercial systems, this minimal temperature drop contributed to the BPE is 

normally about 1-2°C while the actual temperature drop in each stage is normally 

around 4°C [38,79].  For high-performing multiple-effect solar stills, the normal 

temperature drop through one effect is normally on the order of 4-5°C with much higher 

temperature drops (~10°) for systems with only a few effects [51].  The difference 

between the BPE and the actual temperature drop within a cell are indicative of the 

thermal resistance and the sensible thermal losses which do not aide in distillate 

production. 

By dividing the total driving temperature gradient available by the temperature 

drop through each cell, the total number of productive effects may be determined.  With 

a given driving temperature gradient, lower thermal losses and resistances through 

each effect means more effects can be added to increase the PR and the production 

rate.  For an ideal distillation cell, the number of possible effects (nideal) would equal the 

total driving temperature divided by the BPE.   

ideal

BPE

total n
T

T =
∆
∆

          2-14 

In reality, each effect drops in temperature due to the BPE plus the unavoidable 

temperature drop due to losses and resistance.  This value determines the maximum 

allowable effects. 
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allowable
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While nallowable sets the maximum number of effects that will produce any distillate, 

there is some point of diminishing return on the number of effects since each effect 

represents additional cost and produces less distillate than the previous [79].  Therefore 

the design specification (ndesign) will be some function of nallowable but in practice will 

always be less due to the economic cost and benefit relationship. 

)
$

,(
cell

nfn allowabledesign =       2-16 

 By reducing the temperature drop in each effect, nallowable will increase and 

therefore ndesign may be increased.  Reducing the cost of each effect will also allow 

ndesign to approach nallowable. 

Large-scale, high performance MED systems coupled with thermal vapor 

compression or absorption heat pumps often contain up to 14 effects with PR’s of 24 

(64).  MSF systems have fewer effects and lower PR’s.  A single effect traditional basin 

solar still has a PR of about 0.35 while more recent efforts in small-scale multiple-effect 

passive stills have incorporated up to 12 effects and accomplished PR’s approaching 4 

while more advancements are still possible [57].  While still much lower performing than 

large-scale commercial units, this represents a ten-fold improvement in production over 

the basic solar still.  If these units can be designed with widely available materials to be 

robust and comparably priced to basin stills then the final cost per liter will be drastically 

reduced making multiple-effect solar stills even more appropriate and cost effective 

solutions for water impoverished communities. 
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Another benefit to solar stills with higher PR’s beyond the reduction of the cost per 

liter is the reduction of surface area, or land, needed for a given output.  In many areas, 

this may not be a substantial limitation, but in poor, highly populated communities, it 

may be necessary to produce as much as possible from a given footprint.  This is 

especially true when that space is shared with living space, garden space, cooking 

space, working space, recreation space, etc.  For example, assuming a 10 member 

family needs a minimum of 10 liters/day per person, a 5 liter/m2day basin still would 

require approximately a 20m2 footprint whereas a high performing multiple-effect unit 

would only require about 5m2, only 25% of the original space. 

The performance of a multiple-effect system is based on the combined effect of 

the performance of each individual distillation cell as reviewed in detail and also 

maintaining low thermal resistance between each effect.  As additional effects are 

added, the total volume of the unit must increase to some extent so the exterior thermal 

losses to the environment will increase.  Other complications can arise since supply 

water must also be feed to each evaporator, concentrate must be collected from each 

evaporator, and product distillate must be collected from each condenser.  Additionally, 

since the production rate of each effect decreases, in order to maintain an optimal feed 

rate ratio, there exists a different optimal flow rate of supply solution to each effect 

which can make the water supply system complicated. 

Multiple-effect solar stills have much higher PR’s than traditional basin stills and 

represent the only option for obtaining PR’s greater than unity.  They possess the same 

basic operating principles as single effect stills and can normally be analyzed as a 

series of single cells operating at different heat rates, temperatures, and feed rates.  
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Design complications include those for a single effect but also include additional 

complications such as the thermal transport between consecutive effects, the supply 

and collection of mass flows, and the structural considerations of the stack.  By 

producing more distillate with less thermal input, the cost per liter can be reduced as 

long as the first cost and operational costs do not increase substantially.  The reduction 

in footprint needed for a given output may be an additional incentive for certain 

applications beyond simply the cost per liter. 

Sensible Energy Transfer 

Energy is conserved as it is transferred through the distillation unit which includes 

both sensible and latent energy transfer.  While latent energy is only transferred 

between the evaporator and the condenser by vapor transport, sensible energy transfer 

takes place throughout the entire system.  It is driven by a temperature gradient and is 

proportional to an effective resistance associated with one or more of the following 

modes: conduction, convection, and radiation.  The transfers mechanisms must be 

modeled simultaneously to find the relative contribution of each. 

A distillation system can be divided into components where sensible energy 

transfer is desirable and where it is undesirable.  Where it is desirable, the system 

should demonstrate a low resistance to any of the three modes; where it is undesirable, 

the system should possess a high resistance.  In this way the maximum portion of the 

available temperature gradient goes toward latent transfer which drives distillate 

production.  Any components associated with the thermal supply process, thermal 

rejection process, or the thermal communication between adjacent cells in a multiple-

effect system should have low sensible resistance.  Alternatively, sensible energy 

transfer should be minimized by a high thermal resistance at the perimeter of the 
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system where it is lost to the environment.  Also the sensible energy possessed by the 

flow rate of any reject concentrate or product distillate with a temperature above 

ambient represents sensible energy lost from the system.  Heat recuperation for 

preheating the inlet water supply can be used to reduce this loss.   

Finally, sensible energy transfer should be reduced through the vapor space within 

each distillation cell.  Lowering the radiation heat transfer between the evaporator and 

condenser represents a possible area of improvement if the evaporator emissivity and 

condenser absorptivity can be reduced without compromising their mass transfer 

performance. 

Thermal Energy Rejection 

Every thermal distillation system requires heat rejection in order for condensation 

to take place by removing the latent heat of condensation from the water vapor.  The 

thermal sink is most often either the ambient air, the water supply source, or in some 

cases, the ground.  For the common case of using ambient air as the thermal sink, 

convection currents are critical and can be accomplished by using forced convection, 

promoting natural convection, or maximizing the effect of wind currents.  A system 

incorporating thermal shortage can maximize production at night by utilizing night sky 

radiation for improved heat rejection.  One study found that a reduction in ambient 

temperature from 30°C to 25°C produced 12% more distillate [56].  Another study 

shows that an elevated wind speed increases heat rejection and therefore still 

performance up to a critical point where the increase in losses on the thermal supply 

side cancel out the benefit [81]. 

Most industrial systems and some small passive systems use the water supply 

source also for heat rejection.  This accomplishes not only increased heat rejection but 
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can also preheat the incoming source water which is called heat recuperation.  In many 

cases the water supply source may be at lower temperature than the ambient air and it 

also has a much greater heat capacity.  This can be accomplished by rejecting heat to 

the incoming water supply alone or by using an additional surplus flow rate which is 

then sent back to the water source. 

Sensible Heat Recycling 

Any thermal energy contained in the mass flows of brine concentration or product 

distillate leaving the distillation unit represents lost thermal energy.  The amount of 

energy is proportional to the flow rate, specific heat, and the degree to which the 

temperature is elevated above ambient.  Since the flow rates and temperatures vary 

between cells of multiple-effect units, the energy loss will therefore be different for each 

effect.  Since the temperature differences are relatively low, the sensible energy 

associated with these flows may be small compared to the latent heat transferred by 

vapor transport through the effect.  Despite this, the sensible energy in the mass flows 

represents energy lost to the environment and can add up over each effect while the 

latent energy can be recycled into the next distillation effect. 

For example, an approximate calculation for a distillation cell operating at a first 

stage evaporator temperature of 80°C and condenser temperature of 74°C and 

possessing a feed rate ratio, FR=2, shows the sensible thermal load for every liter of 

saline supply heated. 

( ) kJCC
kgK

kJ
kgTTCMQ ambientepplysensible 220)2580)(4)(1(sup =−=−=  2-17 

While the latent thermal load is much greater. 
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The rejected brine thermal load is given in Equation 2-19. 

( ) kJCC
kgK

kJ
kgTTCMQ ambientbrpbrbrine 110)2580)(4)(5.0( =−=−=  2-19 

And the rejected distillate thermal load as given in Equation 2-20. 

( ) kJCC
kgK

kJ
kgTTCMQ ambientdistpdistdistillate 98)2574)(4)(5.0( =−=−=  2-20 

At seen in this example, the sensible load on the evaporator is 20% of the latent 

load.  For this reason, using sensible energy recycling, or recuperation, to recycle the 

thermal energy in the rejected brine and distillate streams to preheat the incoming water 

supply streams is advantageous.  Instead of rejecting the sensible energy directly to the 

environment it can be used to reduce the thermal load needed for bringing the water 

supply up to the evaporator temperature of that cell.  By using heat exchangers for both 

the reject brine and product distillate with 80% effectiveness (ε), the recoverable 

sensible load can be significant. 

kJkJkJQQQ distillatebrinerecup 4.166)98110(8.0)( =+=+= ε    2-21 

This can reduce the required load for heating the saline supply which now only 

represents approximately 5% of the latent load. 

 . kJkJkJQQQ recupsensiblefinal 6.534.166220 =−=−=    2-22 

Heat recuperation is accomplished with a heat exchanger which keeps the flow 

streams isolated but exchanges the thermal energy.  A counter flow heat exchanger 

enables the incoming water supply to approach the temperature of the reject stream 
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allowing almost full recovery of the sensible energy.  A parallel flow heat exchanger 

brings both flows to some intermediate temperature allowing approximately half 

recovery of the sensible energy [70]. 

 For multiple-effect systems, sensible energy recuperation can be done in a 

single-stage process or in a parallel multiple-stage process for each individual effect.  

Each stage has its own water supply flow rate which equals the sum of the brine flow 

rate and distillate flow rate.  Each stage also has its own operating temperature gradient 

with the evaporator temperature being approximately equal to the condenser 

temperature of the previous stage. 

 Single-stage recuperation would have equal total mass flow rates between the 

total brine/distillate stream and the supply stream while multi-stage recuperation would 

have equal individual mass flow rates between the reject/product stream and the supply 

stream for each distillation effect.  The primary difference arises in the temperature.  

 With single-stage, if all the brine or distillate flow rates from each effect are in 

thermal communication they reach some intermediate temperature.  Therefore, after the 

heat exchanger, the supply water will reach some intermediate temperature.  This 

intermediate temperature will be lower than the early effects’ temperatures which 

therefore require additional thermal input and it will be higher than the later effects’ 

temperatures which would inadvertently raise the temperature of the next condenser 

and decrease performance.   

In multi-stage heat recuperation, the temperature of each brine/distillate flow rate 

would represent the temperature of that distillation effect.  A counter-flow heat 

exchanger for each effect would allow the individual supply water temperature to 
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approach the operating temperature of that effect.  This method would recycle the 

sensible heat from each effect without disrupting the driving temperature potential for 

distillation like the single-stage recuperation.  Unfortunately, despite its high efficiency, a 

recuperating heat exchanger for each individual effect would be expensive and 

complex. 

Brine Rejection 

After the water supply passes through the evaporator where a portion of its mass 

is evaporated off, the salinity or mineral concentration is increased by a similar 

proportion.  Thermal energy may be recuperated from this heated brine but afterward it 

must be rejected from the system.  In multiple-effect systems, each effect must reject its 

own brine whereby it is eventually collected and combined.  In commercial systems, 

brine rejection is normally a continual process driven by electric pumps.  For small-scale 

applications, brine rejection can be by a batch process or continual and it can be driven 

by electrical pumps or merely gravitational flow. 

Exact methods of disposal are not normally included in the solar distillation 

literature, most likely due to the fact that the majority of documented systems are for 

demonstration or experimental purposes only and are more focused on the 

thermodynamic performance than the practical issues.  As methods of distributed 

renewable energy driven desalination (REDD) become more predominant, brine 

deposal will certainly be an important component of the design and will likely follow one 

the established practices of the current commercial desalination industry as shown in 

Figure 2-11 including return to source, evaporation, or deep well injection.  There may 

be some deviations due to the economics and practicalities of small-scale systems, but 

most methods should carry over directly.    
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Evaporation ponds and return to source methods offer the most probable solutions 

for small to medium scale solar distillation systems since deep well injection can be 

costly and complex in proper evaluation and design.  For evaporation ponds the most 

important requirement is an impermeable layer so that ground water sources are not 

contaminated.  Evaporation ponds benefit from high solar insolation which would be an 

appropriate match with solar desalination methods.  Return to source disposal may offer 

the simplest disposal method but an environmental impact study should be conducted 

for any significant amounts since biological and marine life can be damaged by 

excessive salinity concentrations.  Finally, with return to source methods care must be 

taken to not directly contaminate the supply water intake. 

While brine disposal presents one of the most troublesome aspects of desalination 

in most cases, there are possible synergies such as salt production, the separation and 

collection of other valuable minerals, and the farming of salt-loving biomass such as 

certain strains of algae.  Mickley presents a thorough treatment of brine rejection 

options for solar distillation plants [82]. 

Distillate Production 

The most important process in any distillation system is the actual distillate 

production which is collected from the condenser(s).  The thermal energy from this 

mass stream may also be recuperated similarly to the rejected brine. For multiple-effect 

systems the flows are eventually combined and may then enter a post treatment 

operation.  In commercial system post treatment, distilled water is aerated and partially 

reminerialized which improves taste and health benefits while lowering the corrosive 

properties of pure distilled water.  Aeration is accomplished with an eductor, cascade, or 

sprayer and the simplest method of reminerialization is done by adding a small portion 
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of pretreated saline feed water.  Finally the product water must be disinfected, 

commonly by chlorination, and should possess residual disinfectant before distribution.  

The final product water can either be stored or directly transported to the end user [34]. 

For small-scale solar distillation post treatment methods are rarely mentioned in 

the literature but are an important portion of an overall freshwater solution.  It should be 

accomplished by some method of aeration unless storage allows for adequate open air 

exposure and mineralization by mixing with a small portion of saline feed water.  It is 

most safe to consistently disinfect the product water (chlorination) but in some cases it 

may not be possible whereby the water should either be reheated to pasteurization 

temperatures before consumption or consumed immediately after distillation where 

pasteurization was likely to take place.  Several researchers present water quality data 

before and after a distillation process showing it to be very high quantity with practically 

all contaminates removed [50,83].  

Many types of use exist for the product distillate from solar distillers in the context 

of both water impoverished and water scarce communities. 

Summary of Literature Review 

A review of the literature has been performed in the context of the primary 

processes and fundamental principles of solar thermal diffusion-driven distillation 

systems.  The theory has been reviewed for single-effect systems and has been 

extended to multiple-effect systems.  The peripheral components such as saline water 

supply, direct and indirect thermal supply, thermal storage, sensible heat recycling 

(recuperation), thermal rejection, brine discharge, and distillate production including 

post treatment have been reviewed with attention given to the practical design issues, 

case studies in the literature, and theoretical performance impacts.  More attention was 
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given to the distillation cell which is the core component of any distillation process 

consisting of the evaporator, vapor space, and condenser.   

The variety of theoretical models were not reviewed in detail, but rather the 

fundamental principles relating to maximizing the vapor transport, or distillate 

production, were discussed in the context of maximizing sensible heat transfer through 

the evaporator wall, condenser wall, and liquid films while also maximizing latent heat 

transfer through the vapor space.  It is promoted by ensuring complete wetting of the 

evaporator surface and reducing the diffusion distance, or gap-spacing, between the 

evaporator and condenser.  It was also mentioned that sensible transfer through the 

vapor space should be minimized but that this may only be feasible for the radiation 

heat transfer component. 

The single-effect principles were extended to multiple-effect systems, particularly 

the impact of lowering the temperature drop across each individual cell by lowering the 

effect’s total heat transfer resistance.  This is in order that more effects can be added to 

increase the performance ratio (PR) and therefore production with a given total 

temperature differential. 

The following list is provided to summarize the primary motivation for developing 

passive diffusion-driven multiple-effect solar stills: 

• Diffusion based operation of the distillation cell as opposed to convective operation 
reduces the cost and complexity of prime movers and electrical supply equipment 
while still being able to maintain high performance. 

• Direct thermal supply reduces cost and complexity versus indirect thermal supply 
which requires equipment such as solar collectors and pumps. 

• Diffusive transport can be maximized by lowering the diffusive resistance primarily 
by decreasing the gap-spacing compared to basin-inclined glass stills which 
possess large diffusive distances.  This also makes the unit smaller which reduces 
land requirements and may reduce cost of materials. 
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• The cost per liter and land requirement can be decreased by a multiple-effect 
design with an improved PR. 

• The sensible heat transfer resistance of the evaporator wall, evaporator liquid film, 
condenser wall, and condenser liquid film can be lowered which will decrease the 
temperature drop through each distillation cell.  This will increase the PR by 
allowing a greater number of productive effects for a given total temperature 
differential. 

• Recuperation for preheating the supply water can be implemented for both the 
sensible energy contained in the rejected brine and produced distillate and the 
latent energy recycled through the last condenser.  This reduces the thermal load 
on the evaporator and increases performance. 

• The FR can be lowered to reduce the sensible load on the evaporator but must 
maintain uniform wetting of the evaporator to prevent dry-out. 

Proposed Objectives 

 A theoretical model will be developed for simulating the heat and mass transfer 

processes within a multiple-effect distillation system to determine the following impacts 

on distillation performance.  The details of this model will be developed in Chapter 3, but 

a list of possible areas to investigate included: 

• Diffusive distance, or gap-spacing, on the vapor transport within a distillation cell 

• Sensible transfer resistance within the evaporator wall, condenser wall, and 
respective liquid films 

• Radiation heat transfer within vapor space between the evaporator surface and 
condenser surface 

• Boundary conditions on the thermal supply and thermal sink 

• Recuperation of heat from rejected brine, produced distillate, and final condenser 
to preheat the incoming water supply 

• How a decreased temperature drop through each individual cell effects the optimal 
effect count and total system performance 

• Impact of FR on performance and how it relates to the effect count 
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Using the results from the model, a list of design guidelines will be developed to 

enhance the performance of these systems.  It is suggested that eventually a bench top 

model of a vertical single-effect wicking still be built and instrumented to verify the 

theoretical model and implement various design approaches that are elucidated by the 

model.  Additionally, it will be necessary to work through any engineering technicalities 

associated with implementation of the optimal design. 

 

 

Figure 2-1.  Glass-covered basin solar still in Daytona Beach, Florida [George O.G. Lof, 
 Fundamental problems in solar distillation, Proceedings of the National 
 Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 47 (1961) 1279-
 1290.] 
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Figure 2-2.   A generic representation of the fundamental processes in a single effect 
 distillation unit. 

 

 

Figure 2-3.  A generic representation of a multiple-effect distillation system with 
 additional processes of thermal storage, latent heat recycling, and 
 sensible heat recycling incorporated to increase the performance ratio 
 (PR). 
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Figure 2-4.   A double effect basin distillation unit with direct thermal supply radiating 
 through the glass cover and being absorbed by the basin of supply water. 
 [Hassan E.S. Fath, Solar distillation: a promising alternative for water 
 provision with free energy, simple technology and a clean environment, 
 Desalination, 116 (1998) 45-56.] 

 

 

Figure 2-5.   A vertical multiple-effect wicking distillation unit utilizing a direct thermal 
 supply of radiation reflected by a mirror onto an absorber plate which 
 supplies heat to the first effect.  [H. Tanaka and Y. Nakatake,  A simple 
 and highly productive solar still: a vertical multiple-effect diffusion-type 
 solar still coupled with a flat-plate mirror,  Desalination, 173 (2005) 287-
 300.] 
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Figure 2-6.   A single basin distillation unit using a hybrid of direct and indirect thermal 
 supply.  The indirect supply is from a flat plate collector with active 
 circulation. [M. F. A. Goosen, Thermodynamic and economic 
 considerations in solar desalination, Desalination, 129 (2000) 63-89.] 

 

   

Figure 2-7.   A generic solar collector efficiency curve showing the collector efficiency 
 (η) is dependent on the temperature gradient (Tin-Ta) between the heated 
 fluid and ambient air and the incident radiation (I). 
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Figure 2-8.   A generic thermal distillation configuration allows fundamental principles to 
 be discussed that apply to almost all distillation systems without 
 considering the complexity of configuration differences. 

 
 

 

Figure 2-9.   A vertically-stacked, multiple-effect tray solar still [R.S. Adhikari, A. Kumar 
 and H.P. Garg,  Techno-economic analysis of a multi-stage stacked tray 
 (MSST) solar still, Desalination, 127 (2000) 19-26.] 
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Figure 2-10.   An inclined, multiple-effect, wicking solar still. [M.S. Sodha, A. Kumar, 
 G.N. Tiwari and R.C. Tyagi, Solar Energy, 26 (1981) 127.] 

 

 

Figure 2-11.   Flow diagram of desalination method including the three primary brine 
 disposal methods. [Department of the Army, USA, Technical Manual TM 
 5-813-8, Water Desalination, 1986.] 
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Table 2-1.   Solar collector characteristics with operating temperature regimes.  

 

Note:  Adopted from S. Kalogirou, Seawater desalination using renewable energy 
sources, Progr. Energy Combust. Sci., 31 (2005) 242–281. 
 
Table 2-2.  Review of literature for thermal energy supply process. 

Description / diagram Author(s) Comments 
A good introductory explanation of 
the numerous direct and indirect solar 
thermal distillation systems.  It 
includes case studies with problems 
and performance characteristics. 

Qiblawey 
[45] 

A complete review of solar 
thermal distillation systems.  

A table of 20 indirect solar 
desalination systems around the 
world giving distillation process type, 
location, capacity, and collector type.  
It also includes membrane systems 
powered by solar PV and wind. 

Garcia-
Rodriguez 
[25] 

Represents a wide variety of 
combinations used in actual 
installations. 

An indirect source with active (forced) 
circulation between the flat plate 
collector and distillation unit 
compared to thermosiphon operation 
yielded 24% more distillate output. 

Rai and 
Tiwari [46] 
 
 

Active circulation gives a lower 
effective thermal resistance from 
the collector to the unit at the 
expense of electrical input. 

Simulation of solar pond coupled with 
MED includes optimization of pond 
size and number of effects. 

Tabor [48] 
 

Solar ponds constitute a large 
percentage of indirect solar 
distillation systems particularly 
for larger systems. 

Concentrating collectors yield higher 
distillate production rates than non-
concentrating collectors. 

Kumar  
and  Sinha 
[47] 

Higher collector temperatures 
give higher evaporator 
temperatures yielding more 
distillate but have higher initial 
costs and complexity.  
Concentrating collectors also 
require direct radiation and can 
not utilize diffuse radiation. 
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Table 2-2. Continued. 
Description / diagram Author(s) Comments 

Solar parabolic trough field coupled 
with conventional MSF system. 
 

Garcia-
Rodriguez 
[49] 
 

Concludes that solar driven MSF 
system can compete 
economically with conventional 
energy for certain climates. 

Flat plate collectors use oil as a 
transport fluid in a passive thermo-
siphon loop driving a multiple-effect 
basin type distillation tower.  Also 
includes laboratory water test 
results. 

Schwarzer 
[50] 

Using a closed-loop indirect 
thermal supply system with a 
heat exchanger prevents fouling 
of the solar collector by the brine 
in exchange for higher costs. 

Concludes that traditional direct 
technologies have large land 
requirements and low productivity, 
but are competitive for small-scale 
systems due to low cost and 
simplicity. 
 

Qiblawey 
[45] 

Large land requirements and low 
productively are due to low 
efficiency of traditional solar stills.  
Other small-scale direct 
distillation units have been tested 
as up to 5 times more efficient 
offering both low cost and higher 
performance. 

Heat pipes with distilled water as 
the working fluid are used in a 
pseudo-indirect arrangement to 
heat a vertical multiple wick 
absorption plate. 

Tanaka [51] 
 

Many thermal supply 
combinations are possible, but 
simplicity and low cost should 
remain priorities for application in 
remote developing areas. 

Direct method using a mirror to 
reflect radiation directly onto the 
absorber plate of a vertical multiple-
effect wicking still. 

Tanaka [14] 
 

Dependent on direct insolation 
due to reflector and therefore 
performance is increased 
substantially with manual 
tracking of the unit twice per day. 

Reflectors are added to an inclined 
single effect wicking still to increase 
output. 

Bouchekima 
[13] 

Reflectors are one common, 
inexpensive way to increase the 
thermal supply rate of directly 
heated stills. 

Different radiation absorbing 
materials are tested in the basin of 
a single-effect still.   Tests show a 
60% performance gain for black dye 
in water, 45% gain for black ink, 
and 38% for black rubber mat. 

Akash [52] Solar absorption performance is 
enhanced by modifications to 
basin since for basin stills it is 
essentially acting as the solar 
collector/absorber. 
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Table 2-3.  Review of various methods for thermal storage 
Description / diagram Author(s) Comments 

Lower water depths in a 
basin still give higher 
temperatures and more 
distillate production. 
 

Fath [42] Lower water levels give less thermal 
mass but better performance.  This 
is most likely due to a lower thermal 
resistance in the basin which 
increases heat transfer rates through 
the evaporator liquid film. 

Evaluates the effect of basin 
water level on evaporation 
heat transfer coefficient 
throughout 24hr period for 
both passive and active 
systems. 

Tripathi [54] 
 

Low water levels (less storage) gave 
faster response and higher total heat 
transfer coefficients during the day 
but much lower at night.  
Surprisingly, the average difference 
in net production was not calculated. 

Vertically-stacked MED plant 
in Abu Dhabi driven by 
evacuated tube collectors 
with a thermal storage 
reservoir produces 120 
m3/day.  Production is related 
to reservoir temperature. 

EI-Nashar [55] The thermal reservoir buffers the 
variation of the evacuated tube 
collectors and its temperature 
determines the operating 
temperature of the distillation unit.  
Performance without the reservoir is 
unknown. 

 
Table 2-4.  Review of various methods for water supply 

Description / diagram Author(s) Comments 
 Fath [42]  
 

Single basin still with 
filling port directly into 
basin 

 

Goosen [43] 
 

Inclined multiple-effect 
wick distiller with raw 
water supply 
introduced from central 
manifold with holes 
distributing to each 
effect. 
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Table 2-4.  Continued. 
Description / diagram Author(s) Comments 

 

 

Tanaka [56] Single Basin coupled 
with multiple-effect 
wick distiller where 
wicks are feed by 
plastic trays glued 
along the top of each 
wicking panel and 
fed by capillary tubes 
(syringe needles are 
suggested for 
developing 
countries).  Lengths 
are varied to alter the 
feed rate for each 
effect.  The wicking 
material is a cotton 
flannel and approx. 
0.5mm thick. 
 
 

 

Fath [42] Authors observed 
that lowering supply 
feed rate has a 
significant effect on 
performance.  High 
FRs did not have a 
benefit with 
additional effects but 
lower feed rates 
realized almost linear 
improvement with 
additional effects 
(higher latent heat 
transfer due to less 
wasted sensible heat 
in brine).  The graph 
shows production 
versus the number of 
effects for various 
FRs. 
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Table 2-4.  Continued. 
Description / diagram Author(s) Comments 

 

Tanaka [57] It is theoretically 
determined that a 
lower FR increase 
production but are 
limited due to 
increased likelihood of 
scaling and dry spots.  
Therefore, a practical 
FR of 3 rather than 2 is 
chosen for the 
proposed design. 

It was experimentally observed that dry 
patches did not occur on the wicking surface 
with a 1.6 FR. 

Tanaka [56] Lowest experimental 
FR found in literature. 

A review of solar distillation technology 
concludes that there is a need for more 
durable wicking evaporating surfaces. 

Lof [41] The wick is a key 
element of the design 
but infrequently 
focused on. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Scope of Research 

 A survey of literature has been conducted on various desalination technologies of 

different scales and the facets of freshwater scarcity and poverty.  Specific effort was 

then made to find the highest performing small-scale solar distillation systems and a 

comparative study was conducted to see what attributes or design components where 

common to the highest performing units.  It was found that a vertically-oriented, 

passively-driven, multiple-effect distillation system consistently has some of the highest 

performance results of any small-scale distillation system.  This conclusion is based 

largely on the work of Tanaka. 

 A simulation model has been developed in the Matlab environment for simulating 

the performance of vertically-oriented, passively-driven, multiple-effect distillation units 

(Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2).  The purpose of the model is for predicting system 

performance based on a wide variety of design parameters and environmental 

constraints.  These variables are easily adjustable and can be swept across a domain to 

capture the effect on various performance metrics but primarily that of performance ratio 

(PR).  The model also captures the resolution of property and heat/mass flux gradients 

along the vertical direction within each distillation cell in addition to the horizontal 

resolution in each collinear cell.  Powerful graphing features allow visual depiction of 

subtle phenomena characteristic to these systems making them more intuitive to 

analyze.  To verify the model, sample results are compared to available experimental 

results and other simulation predictions in the literature when available.   
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 Theoretical development of the governing equations along with appropriate 

simplifications and side notes are covered component by component.   For each 

component, a scale analysis of a differential control volume was utilized based on a 

standard sample case to determine the importance of particular terms.  Once the 

dominate terms are identified, the appropriate equations are discretized and an iterative 

numerical solution method is used to solve the system.  The model is based on steady-

state operation and does not include a built-in model for time-dependent solar 

insolation.  The focus is the characterization and optimization of the distillation unit and 

obtaining the performance metrics related to heat and mass transfer, not simulation of 

real world production.  Although, daily insolation curves or other heat source curves can 

be divided into discrete time segments for manual entry into the model and production 

results can be summed to give a daily production value. 

 The model is founded upon a built-in solver of nonlinear systems of equations 

called “Fsolve.”  See Figure 3-3 for a summarized flow diagram of the model.  The 

system is discritized as in Figure 3-4 in the vertical direction and is solved by stepping 

from the top horizontal element (j=1) down to the bottom element (j=m).  It is assumed 

that there is no gradient in the z-direction.  The system of nonlinear energy equations 

for each horizontal element is solved based on the number of effects (n), appropriate 

boundary conditions, input mass rates and salinities from the j-1 element, and iteratively 

converged temperature dependent properties.  The solved temperature field is then 

used to back-calculate the contribution of the various heat transfer mechanisms within 

each cell for that jth element.  The evaporated mass rate is calculated for each effect 

and is then used to calculate the new total mass rate and salinity for the j+1 element.  
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The properties, temperatures, and fluxes are saved for each element, before moving to 

the next element.  This process is repeated until the entire system is solved.  The total 

distillation production from each distillation cell is then compared to the supply mass 

rate to calculate the feedrate ratio (FR).  The original supply rate is then adjusted and 

the entire system is solved again; this is repeated until convergence on the desired FR 

is obtained.  A similar iteration is then performed when any heat recuperation technique 

is applied since it changes the temperature of the supply mass to each effect which in 

turn changes the output temperatures from each effect.  This is repeated until 

convergence is achieved on a set of constant inlet temperatures.  After final 

convergence on the solution, any properties, temperatures, or fluxes throughout the 

system can be recalled partially or in their entirety by their aggregated storage matrices.  

Selected heat or mass fluxes including the evaporation rates can be summed for each 

cell or for the entire system.  The performance ratio is obtained by heat rate input to the 

total distillate production. 

 In order to analyze the performance of the system as it depends on a particular 

design parameter or environmental constraint, the entire system is parametrically solved 

as described above across a domain of the independent variable and for a variety of 

effect counts.  The results are graphed to show important trends.  These trends can 

then be used to guide design efforts based on the most critical parameters. 
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Governing Equations 

 Theoretical equations that describe the operation of the system are presented for 

each component.  Mass transfer, energy transfer, and concentration equations are of 

primary interest.  Scale analysis based on a standard sample case will help determine 

key terms.  The physical significance of all terms will be described.  All energy balance 

equations that only include heat transfer rates will be written in the following form: 

∑∑ = outin qq          3-1 

For control volume analyses, the heat rate in (qin) is defined as that coming into the 

control volume where the heat rate out (qout) is the energy leaving the control volume.  

For control surface, the heat rate in (qin) is that which crosses the left-hand side of the 

control surface where the heat rate out (qout) is that which crosses the right-hand side of 

the control surface.  This is chosen arbitrarily due to the fact that in the system 

diagrams, the heat flows from the left to the right. 

 Energy balance equations that involve enthalpy flows will be written in the form of 

Equation 3-2. 

 ∑∑∑∑ +=+ outoutoutininin hmqhmq &&      3-2 

No work is done on the system or by the system and there are no kinetic or potential 

energy terms to be considered.  Since the system of equations will be solved for 

temperatures and the ideal gas law applies to the air/vapor mixture, all enthalpies are 

rewritten by their constant-pressure specific heat (Cp) approximation show in Equation 

3-3. 

 ( )refpref TTChh −≅−         3-3 
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The reference enthalpy is inherent to whatever property correlation is used and 

therefore a simplification can be made to adequately approximate any enthalpy term 

where the specific heat may be a function of other temperature or other properties such 

as salinity (S). 

 TSTCh p ⋅≅ ),(          3-4 

Glazing 

 The glazing which is normally glass is used to receive the incident radiation heat 

flux while dramatically reducing the thermal losses from the absorber (Figure 3-5).  It 

absorbs a portion of the incoming radiative heat flux and reradiation of the absorber, 

while it rejects heat by convection and radiation to the ambient. 

 The supplied solar irradiation flux (q”supply) is an independent parameter set by 

the investigator which acts as a heat flux boundary condition on the system of 

equations.  In order to account for dimensional enthalpy flows in the system, the supply 

flux is multiplied by the system’s cross sectional area and therefore most equations are 

given in energy rate form.  For this present model, reflection from the glazing is 

excluded from the calculation.  Some energy is absorbed by the glazing based on the 

absorptivity (αg) and the following energy balance is formulated for the glazing. 

 
Energy balance on glazing: 

 [incident radiation absorbed by glazing] + [radiation and conduction from 

 absorber to glazing] = [radiation and convection from glazing to air] 

( ) ( )
agcrgabdrplyg qqqqq −− +=++⋅ supα       3-5 

Where each term is defined using temperatures which are labeled in Figure 3-4. 
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( )yWqq plyply ∆⋅= supsup "         3-6 

( ) ( )4,4

,,,

1
11 jgjab
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( ) ( )jgjab
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a
jgabd TT

t

yWk
q ,,,, −

∆
=−        3-8 

( )( )44

,,, ∞− −∆= TTyWq jggjagr σε        3-9 

( )( )∞− −∆= TTyWhq jgjagc ,,,         3-10 

Solar Absorber 

 The absorber acts to absorb the incoming solar radiation transmitted through the 

glazing and transfers it to the first evaporator surface.  In most system designs, the 

absorber surface is the backside of the first partition.  A selective coating can be used 

on the absorber surface to maximize the absorptivity and minimize the emissivity to 

reduce reradiation losses. 

 The energy balance on the absorber can be modified depending on the 

circumstance to account for a thermal source other than a direct radiation source.  If this 

is the case, the glazing is eliminated and the radiation supply term on the absorber is 

replaced with the appropriate boundary condition.  This boundary condition can be 

simply a constant applied flux or a more complex time varying model of thermal energy 

supply such as a solar collector field, a thermal storage system, or a solar still basin.  

The direct radiation configuration with a glazing is shown here (Figure 3-6). 

 The model uses a transmittance absorptance product defined as the product of 

the glazing transmissivity and absorber absortivity (τgαab) which is standard in the solar 
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literature to model the effective radiation absorbed by the absorber (44).  The actual 

amount is based on an infinite series summation due to the phenomena of reradiation 

from the absorber and reflection off the back of the glazing.  The overall absorption 

coefficient is an approximation of this summation and accurate within approximately 1%. 

 
Energy balance on absorber: 

 [net radiation absorbed] = [radiation and conduction from absorber to glazing] + 

 [conduction through partition] 

( ) ( ) pdgabdrplyabg qqqq ,sup ++=⋅ −ατ       3-11 

The conduction term is defined. 

( ) ( )
jpjab

p

p

jpd TT
t

yWk
q ,2,,, −

∆
=        3-12 

For the analysis on the absorber back surface please refer to the next section due 

to the fact that it is the same as the generic partition back surface analysis. 

Partition 

 The front of the first partition acts as an absorber while also acting as the 

condensation surface for the effects thereafter.  The back surface acts as the interface 

upon which the wicking material is adhered.  Energy transport through the partition is 

solely by conduction through the solid and it is important to consider the importance of 

the directional scale analysis.  This determines whether conduction in the vertical 

direction is negligible compared to that in the horizontal direction.  A scale analysis is 

conducted using the base case specifications given in Chapter 4 (Figure 3-7). 
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For pure steady-state conduction with uniform thermal conductivity, the energy 

balance is as follows:   

0
2

2

2

2

=
∂
∂+

∂
∂

y

T

x

T
         3-13 

By plugging in the base case values and assuming a linear temperature gradient 

along the vertical length of the system from the fluid entry ambient temperature to the 

final average evaporator temperature it is shown that the temperature drop across the 

wick can be approximated as follows: 

C
k

tq
T

p

p

x 027.0
15

0005.0800"
=⋅=

⋅
=∆       3-14 

Which leads to the follow scale analysis: 
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In this case, due to the very high aspect ratio, conduction in the vertical direction is 

four orders of magnitude lower than that in the horizontal direction which can therefore 

be neglected.  When the non-linear heating along the vertical direction is considered, 

even if the average evaporator temperature is reached only one-quarter of the way 

down the partition at 0.25m, the horizontal conduction remains three orders of 

magnitude greater. 

 
Energy balance on partition front (p1): 

 [convection through condensation film] = [conduction through partition] 

jpdjcfc qq ,,,, =           3-16 

More depth is shown in the condensation film analysis for jcfcq ,, . 
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Energy balance on partition back (p2): 

[conduction through partition] = [convection into wick] 

jwcjpd qq ,,,, =           3-17 

The thermal transport through the wick is given as: 

( ) ( )jwjp

w

effw

jwc TT
t

ywkNu
q ,,2,, −

∆
=        3-18 

The effective thermal conductivity, keff, accounts for both the solid wick matrix and the 

wetting fluid.  A simple parallel heat transfer model is adopted which is weighted by the 

porosity (84). 

( ) wbreff kkk ϕϕ −+= 1         3-19 

A more detailed description of the thermal transport phenomena in the wick structure 

will be given. 

Wick 

 The wick was discussed in Chapter 2 in regard to its critical functions within the 

system both from a mass transfer and heat transfer perspective.  The following 

development will bring more rigor to the operational phenomena and performance 

related to mass flow, salinity, and energy. 

Mass flow and velocity considerations: 

Traditionally, the mass flow rate to each wick is defined by the feedrate ratio (FR) 

defined as the mass rate of supply divided by the total evaporation mass rate.  The 

base case system specification of FR=2 means that the supply to each wick is twice the 

total amount evaporated.  Using the base case FR, a velocity analysis is performed 
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from which important information can be gleaned to determine the flow structure within 

the wick based on classic porous medium science (Figure 3-8).  This flow structure will 

in turn have a large effect on the heat transfer mechanism within the wick. 

 
Velocity scale analysis: 

When the FR is given as follows: 

2
sup ≈=
evap

ply

m

m
FR

&

&

          3-20 

And an overall mass balance is given. 

 evaprejectply mmm &&& +=sup         3-21 

Then the average mass flows in the wick are approximated as follows: 

evapreject mm && ≈          3-22 

The mass flow rates can now be written in terms of their directional velocities, density, 

and cross-sectional area. 

( ) ( ) xevapywreject VLwVwt ϕρϕρ ≈        3-23 

wtL ⋅≈100 .          3-24 

evapreject ρρ ≈  

According to the characteristic dimensions, the following can be shown:  

xy VV ⋅≈100 .          3-25

 Although a horizontal component of velocity must exist at the wick surface 

related to the evaporation rate, it is determined that this velocity does not play a large 
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role in the velocity profile through the wick.  Other considerations in determining the 

velocity profile must include a closer look at Darcy flow through a porous medium. 

 
Momentum balance: 

A steady-state momentum balance for flow through the wick is given which 

includes a capillary pressure term, a gravity term, a linear Darcy drag term, and non-

linear form drag term based on Forchheimer and Dupuit and further developed by Ward 

[84].  There is no applied pressure potential as in the case with many confined porous 

medium flow problems. 
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efflcap

ρµρ +=+∆       3-26 

The capillary driving pressure is only relevant for partially saturated porous 

medium where surface tensions between the wick matrix and wetting fluid come into 

play (Figure 3-9).  This capillary driving pressure between the wetted area (wa) and 

unwetted area (ua) is theoretically based on the surface tension (σ), contact angles (θ), 

and characteristic radius (r) of the matrix (85) 
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where the following definition holds: 

ua

cap
r

P
σ2

max, =∆ .         3-28 

The gravity term in Equation 3-26 is appropriate for flow in the vertical direction 

and can be modified to account for an incline angle.  The first term on the right-hand 

side is the classic Darcy flow term.  It represents the resistance of flow due to the 
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friction drag within the solid matrix.  It is linearly proportional to the velocity and related 

by the permeability (K).   

 The second term on the right hand side of Equation 3-26 can be called the 

Forchheimer term and it is a quadratic term that represents the form drag caused by 

collision of the fluid with the solid obstacles.  It is related by the root of the permeability 

and a coefficient, cf, that varies based on the nature of the porous medium.  This 

quadratic term only comes into play as the flow’s Reynold’s number surpasses unity, 

based on K as the length scale.  For the base case, the Reynold’s number is calculated 

as follows where the velocity is calculated based on the mass flow rate and wick’s cross 

sectional area: 
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 Since the Reynold’s number is much less than one, the form drag term can be 

neglected and the velocity through the wick can be represented by the following balance 

of gravity and capillary forces: 
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Since the Darcy flow equation is of first order in the spatial derivatives, the 

hydrodynamic boundary conditions can have arbitrary values. This means that the no-

slip’ condition is no longer valid and therefore the velocity profile in slow flow in porous 

medium can be reasonably modeled as uniform.  This is otherwise known as slug flow 
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[84].  This allows an important simplification of the thermal energy balance which will be 

presented shortly. 

The mass flow capacity of the wick is related to the velocity above and therefore is 

dependent on the liquid properties, wick properties, and flow regime: 













 ∆
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Flow regimes: 

Based on the developments above, it is postulated that any location of the 

evaporator wick can potentially be operating in one of three different regimes: overflow, 

saturated flow, and unsaturated flow.  For a vertical wick being acted upon by gravity, 

being feed from above, and with evaporation along the entire surface, there may be a 

transition from overflow, to saturated flow, to unsaturated flow. Overflow occurs when 

the top of the wick is fully saturated (capillary forces are not in effect) and yet unable to 

flow the entirety of the supplied mass flow rate. 

max,sup wickply mm && >          3-32 

Equation 3-32 is plugged into Equation 3-31. 

f

f

ply
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m

µ
ϕρ 2

sup >& .         3-33 

At this point, a falling film forms on the outside surface of the wick due to gravity 

until a point is reached along the wick where the film has evaporated.  Entering the 

saturated flow regime, the wick is adequately transporting the entirety of the mass flow 

so there is no falling film but capillary forces are not yet acting on the flow.   
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As mass continues to be evaporated, the wick enters an unsaturated regime 

where capillary forces come into play.  In a pure substance environment, such as with 

heat pipes, a balance is reached between the flow and the gravity and capillary forces 

or the demand eventually surpasses the ability of the wick to transport and dry-out 

occurs.  The problem is more complicated with a saline substance since the mass rate 

can never approach zero before the salt concentration reaches saturation and 

precipitates out of the solution.  Although this event is not technically dry-out it renders 

that portion of the wick inoperable and most likely also leads to literal dry-out.  At this 

point, the flow phenomena changes completely and is beyond this scope of this work.   

In the present model, it will be assumed that the entire length of the wick operates 

in the saturated regime.  The flow rate is a maximum at the top and a minimum at the 

bottom but always fully saturates the wick.  This greatly simplifies the analysis and is 

reasonable for two reasons:  (1) the actual mass flow rate is calculated and checked 

against the wick’s maximum flow capacity to ensure that the falling film regime is 

avoided, and (2) a minimum FR is maintained to ensure that dry-out does not occur.  If 

in reality, a small amount of overflow or unsaturated flow is present, then the thermal 

resistance is relatively unchanged since for most wick materials, the resistance is 

primarily due to the wick material itself and not the liquid. 

Equation 3-33 can be manipulated and used to specify key characteristics of the 

wick if overflow is undesired given the maximum design mass flow.  By assuming the 

capillary pressure is zero and setting the desired mass flow at the top of the wick, a 

term can be defined that accounts for the overall flow capacity of the wick based on the 

thickness (tw), porosity (φ), and permeability (K). 
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Local wick velocity: 

Although it is not used in the model, the local flow vertical velocity along the wick 

may be of interest (Figure 3-10).  The calculation is greatly simplified by the Darcy flow 

assumption which allows a uniform velocity profile and therefore the velocities do not 

require integration across the wick.  Rather the velocities can be directly related to the 

mass flows by the cross sectional area and the porosity since the mass can only travel 

through the open space of the cross sectional area.  This is based on the assumption 

that the ratio of the open space in the cross-section to the total cross-sectional area is 

the same as the open space volume to total volume (84). 

jevapjwjw mmm ,1,,
&&& −= −         3-35 

VAm ρ=&           3-36 

The cross-sectional area is determined as follows: 

 ϕtWA =           3-37 

The instantaneous velocity can now be determined.    
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 The density of the brine needed for the velocity calculation is a function of both 

the increasing temperature and increasing salinity and therefore must also be calculated 

at each interval before plugging into the velocity equation (see property correlations in 

Appendix A). 
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Salinity: 

 A concentration balance is performed and is used in the model to capture the 

salinity gradient throughout the system.  The salinity not only plays an important role in 

the event of dry-out but also has a significant effect on the vapor pressure at the wick 

surface which drives evaporative transport.  Notably, for the same temperature, a higher 

salinity lowers the vapor pressure. 

 A species balance leads to an equation for determining the local salinity at each 

point along the wick (Figure 3-11).  It is determined by conducting a total mass balance 

and a separate species mass balance on the salt.  The conservation of salt can be 

written as follows: 

jsaltjsalt mm ,1,
&& =−          3-39 

This can be rewritten with the local total mass flow rates and salinity terms. 

jjwjjw SmSm ,11,
&& =−−          3-40 
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An overall mass balance on each element can be represented. 

jevapjwjw mmm ,1,,
&&& −= − .        3-42 

By plugging Equations 3-41 and 3-42 into Equation 3-40, the jth salinity value can be 

determined. 
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For an idealized system, the salinity (%) may be increased to the saturation point 

before the salt precipitates out of solution and dry-out occurs.  Equation 3-43 can be 

manipulated to solve for the minimal theoretical FR for a given inlet salinity and 

saturation salinity by applying them to Sj and Sj+1, respectively. 
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It can be calculated that when Ssat=26% (saturation) and Sin=3.5% (seawater), then 

FRmin=1.16.  This is a way to experimentally determine the primary cause of dry-out and 

how close a wick’s performance approaches ideal performance.  If dry-out occurs as the 

FR approaches this minimum, then it may be assumed the wick has relatively uniform 

distribution of salt concentration.  A performance coefficient could be defined which 

compares the actual FR at dry-out to the theoretical minimum. The saturation point is 

also dependent on temperature and therefore requires a two-dimensional model 

resolution to be properly modeled along the length of each wick. 

 
Energy considerations: 

Energy transport through porous media must account for transfer mechanisms 

through both the solid matrix and the interstitial fluid.  Several assumptions simplify the 

analysis including the neglect of radiative effects, viscous dissipation, and any work 

done by pressure changes [84]. 
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By averaging over the elemental volume, energy transport through the solid matrix 

can be represented as follows: 
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The energy transport through the liquid phase is represented as follows: 
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Like terms are added and it is assumed that the temperatures of the solid and fluid 

are at equilibrium within a given elemental volume and that heat conduction in the solid 

and liquid phases takes place in parallel (84). 
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 For steady-state operation with zero internal heat generation, there is a balance 

between convection transport on the left and diffusive transport on the right.   
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An order of magnitude scale analysis using the base case specifications gives 

clarity to the important terms.  After plugging in all the appropriate values the following 

order of magnitudes are found for each term: 

O(3) + O(6) = O(6) + O(2).        3-49 

The dominate terms represent a balance between the convective transport in the 

vertical direction and the diffusive transport in the horizontal direction.  This is 

representative of a classical Nusselt analysis for flow through a porous medium.  The 
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complication arises with the boundary conditions necessary to actually solve for a 

Nusselt number, as they are neither a constant flux nor constant temperature, but rather 

part of a complex system of equations representing heat transfer through the entire 

system that must be solved simultaneously.  This makes fundamental calculation of the 

Nusselt number almost impossible and so it will be left for empirical determination in 

later experimental efforts. 

 While the Nusselt number will not be calculated exactly, some important 

information can be deduced from a phenomenological argument.  As fluid enters the 

volume element at some mean temperature (Tm), it is heated along the differential 

length to a new mean temperature.  Simultaneously, heat is being transferred 

transversely through the wick from the left-side partition boundary temperature (Tp1) to 

the right-side vapor space boundary temperature (Tw) where it supports evaporation 

and other transfer mechanisms through the vapor space.  At equilibrium, a nearly linear 

temperature profile develops across the wick based on boundary temperatures which 

are solved for simultaneously along with the temperatures of the rest of the horizontal 

components.  Therefore for each discrete interval heat flux conducted from the partition 

is balanced with the sensible energy required to heat the mass flow entering the wick up 

to some new mean temperature plus the latent heat to support the actual evaporative 

flux at the vapor space boundary.   

 As the amount of energy required to heat the mass is reduced compared to that 

which is passing through to the vapor space, the Nusselt number approaches unity 

which is the same as saying that the transfer mechanism trends towards purely 

conduction through the wick and fluid or that the temperature gradient at the wall is 
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equal to the gradient which would be caused by a purely conductive transfer.  This 

phenomenon is enabled by slug flow assumption where the fluid travels as a fully 

hydrodynamically developed flow with practically zero transverse velocity which could 

otherwise act as a means of thermal convection across the wick. 

 For these reasons, it is assumed that the thermal resistance of the wetted wick 

can be modeled reasonably as purely conductive using an effective thermal conductivity 

based on parallel transport through both the wick matrix and liquid.  A Nusselt number is 

left in the equations for possible experimental refinement later, but is set to unity for the 

remainder of this work to simulation pure conduction. 

 
Energy balance on wick volume element: 

 [energy convected into wick from partition] + [enthalpy flow into wick section] = 

 [energy evaporated, radiated, and convected out of wick into vapor space] + 

 [enthalpy flow out of wick section] 

jbrjwvsevscvsrjbrjwjwc hmqqqhmq ,,,,,1,1,,,
&& +++=+ −− .    3-50 

The energy convected from the partition was described and is written as follows: 
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The enthalpy terms can be rewritten in terms of constant pressure specific heat and 

temperature for both j and j+1. 

wbrpbr TCh ,= .          3-52 

The total energy transferred to the vapor space includes a radiation term, a term which 
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accounts for both convection or conduction, and an evaporation term.  They will be 

covered in more detail in the Vapor Space section. 

Vapor Space 

Mass balance: 

The mass balance across the vapor space is simply a balance between the mass 

evaporated from the wick and that condensed at the condensation film show as 

jcondje mm ,,
&& = .         3-53 

Due to the aspect ratio (height/width) of the vapor space being extremely high (200 for 

the sample case), the transport is assumed to be one dimensional in the horizontal 

direction.  This assumption should be verified by examining the concentration gradient 

across the vapor space.  If the magnitude of the driving potential changes significantly 

within a small vertical distance, there is reason to consider vertical transfer effects.  This 

assumption will be checked using the model which can capture the vertical resolution of 

vapor pressure along the wick surface and condensation film and will be covered in 

Chapter 5. 

It is reasonable for now to assume one dimensional mass transfer according to the 

classic Stefan problem due to the aspect ratio and that this model is commonly used in 

the literature for these systems [14, 70]. 
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The diffusion flux is driven by the natural log of the dimensionless concentration 

ratio.  The concentration ratio is written in terms of the total system pressure and the 

partial pressures according to an ideal gas assumption and the Dalton model [86].  The 
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partial pressures at the wick (w) is a function of both temperature and salinity while at 

the condensation film (cf) it is of temperature only due to it being a pure substance. 

 
Vapor space energy balance terms: 

As mentioned above, there are three primary mechanisms for thermal transport 

across the vapor space.  The first is radiation. 
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Evaporative transport of latent energy is related to the diffusion mass flux 

multiplied by the latent heat of vaporization (hlv). 
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Conduction through the vapor space is modeled. 
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A modifier to this conduction term can be applied to account for convective 

transport across the vapor space due to interspecies diffusion.  The modifier is adopted 

from the work of McBain [87].  The analysis is developed from a momentum, mass, and 

energy balance between two vertical walls as the aspect ratio approaches infinity.  The 

application was originally for obtaining a more accurate model of energy and mass 

transport within the moist air gap of a building wall.    

 The McBain term can effectively be treated as a Nusselt number.  When set to 

unity, it models conduction alone which is a common method for systems with very 
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small gap-spacing, but when included it represents the effect of convective transport.  

The convection transport is caused by counter-diffusion of the non-condensable gases 

from the condenser toward the evaporator to balance the vapor mass flux in the 

opposite direction.  Calculations show that it reduces the heat transfer compared that of 

pure conduction by approximately 2%.  Therefore it would have a negligible impact on 

the evaporative transport through the vapor space.  Given the additional complexity it 

adds to the model, and the negligible impact, the purely conductive model is adopted. 

 The calculation is included for reference.  The conduction equation is modified as 

shown below with a modifying coefficient (CMcBain). 
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The coefficient is defined as follows: 
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The blowing number, B, is a dimensionless concentration gradient in terms of the mass 

fraction, ω, at each surface. 
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The vapor Lewis Number is a dimensionless ratio between conductive thermal transport 

and convective thermal transport by the diffusion of mass.  
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Condensation Film 

 
Mass balance and film thickness: 

A mass balance shows that the change in mass flow rate along the condensation 

surface is dependent on the condensation rate which is equal to the evaporation rate.  

The total flow is zero at the top of the condenser and increases along the length until 

the bottom where is equals the total distillate production rate for that effect. 

 1,1,, −− += jevapjcfjcf mmm &&&        3-62 

 A classical Nusselt integral analysis is used to model the heat transfer through 

the film of condensate that collects on the condenser.  A momentum balance on the 

laminar film gives the velocity profile of the wick which includes gravity body forces and 

viscosity but neglects inertia effects by the vapor.  The velocity profile is integrated from 

the wall to boundary thickness, tcf, to obtain the mass flow rate.  The equation can then 

be rearranged to solve for the boundary thickness with a given mass flow rate (from the 

j-1 element) and fluid properties [60].   
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This film thickness (tcf) which changes along the length of the condenser provides 

the resistance to conductive heat transfer across the film as shown below. 
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In this way the resistance to the heat transfer increases along the vertical direction 

of the condenser surface as the thickness of the film grows.  The growth rate of the film 
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thickness is based on the evaporation rate.  It is noted that the film thickness is also 

dependent on the width dimension for a given mass flow rate.  Accordingly, it is 

noteworthy that the resistance to heat transfer at the condensation film is based on the 

aspect ratio of the system.  This phenomenon will be explored in Chapter 5.  

 A drop-wise condensation model could also be utilized, but the film model is 

adopted due to it being a more conservation estimate of the heat transfer resistance.  

Also, it is expected that the condensation film has a relatively small impact on the 

overall heat transfer and therefore the simplicity of the film model is deemed adequate. 

 
 Energy balance on condensation film:  The energy balance on the condensation 

film (Figure 3-13) includes the three components of energy transfer through the vapor 

space balanced with the sensible energy associated with the temperature change form 

the previous interval plus the conduction through the condensation film. 

jljcfjcfcjljcfvsevscvsr hmqhmqqq ,,,,1,1,,,,
&& +=+++ −−     3-65 

The enthalpy can be rewritten for j and j-1. 

cflpl TCh ,= .          3-66 

The evaporative heat transfer equation in Equation 3-56 is modified to account for 

the superheating of the vapor.  This results from the fact that the water vapor is 

evaporated at the wick temperature which is greater than the condensation film 

temperature.  This superheat must be extracted from the vapor before it condenses on 

the film.  An analysis by Rohsenow accounts for the degree of vapor superheat by 

modifying the latent heat term as follows [60]: 
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In order to close the energy balance in the vapor space appropriately, the coefficient of 

0.68 is changed to unity for use in the model. 

 As shown in Figure 3-14, the heat rate through the liquid film must equal the 

conduction heat rate through the partition of the next effect (e+1).  By this, the solution 

is closed and the equations can be repeated for the given number of effects. 

1,,,,, += ejpdjcfc qq          3-68 

Heat rejection from final partition: 

 The back side of the final partition (pn) must reject heat to the environment. Here 

the conduction rate is balanced with the convection and radiation heat rejection to the 

ambient environment. 

( )
apncrjpnd qqq −+=,,         3-69 

The radiation and convection term are modeled in the same way as the thermal loses 

from the glazing. 
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Heat Recuperation 

 Heat recuperation techniques are found to greatly increase the performance of 

the still.  Latent Heat Recuperation (LHR), Single-stage Sensible Heat Recuperation 

(SSHR), and Multiple-stage Sensible Heat Recuperation (MSHR) systems are 
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described in more detail in Chapter 4.  This is due to the need for the necessary 

background to be developed to create an argument for their substantial benefit.  

Additionally, the performance results are given as each method is introduced.  System 

diagrams and the equations developed for modeling each system are given here. 

Latent Heat Recuperation 

 Latent Heat Recuperation (LHR) is accomplished using a closed cavity heat 

exchanger on the final partition for heat rejection as opposed to ambient air (Figure 3-

15).  The supply brine is transported through this heat exchanger from the top to the 

bottom of the partition for preheating before being distributed to each effect. 

The sensible heating of the flow is equal to the energy convected from the final 

partition at each vertical increment. 

jLHRjpnc qq ,,, =          3-72 

The convected energy is based on the heat transfer coefficient (hLHR). 
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The heat transfer coefficient is determined by the Nusselt number and related to the 

shape factor (D) and the thermal conductivity of the fluid (kbr). 

br
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The Nusselt number is equal to 4.86 which is selected for laminar flow through a 

rectangular cavity [88]. 

The sensible heating causes a temperature increase along the interval which is 

approximated by using a specific heat value. 
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A new temperature (TLHR,j+1) is calculated as the only unknown and becomes the 

boundary condition required to calculate the heat rate at the next interval.  This is 

repeated from the top of the system where the entry temperature equals the source 

temperature to the bottom of the system where the exit temperature becomes the 

system’s inlet temperature. 

Sensible Heat Recuperation 

 The second way in which waste heat can be recuperated from the system is at 

the exit of the concentrated brine and product distillate mass flows, namely, Sensible 

Heat Recuperation (SHR).  This concept was described in Chapter 2 along with a 

sample calculation.  At the system exit, these mass flows have been heated to the 

highest temperature of the system and represent a large amount of wasted heat unless 

recuperated and fed back into the system. 

 The easiest way to implement SHR is through a single-stage counter-flow heat 

exchanger where the brine and distillate flow from each effect are collected into a 

common manifold before entering the SHR heat exchanger (Figure 3-16).  This will be 

referred to as Single-stage Sensible Heat Recuperation (SSHR).   

 The heat recuperated for preheating the supply brine is related to the sum of 

thermal energy contained in the exiting reject brine and product distillate mass flows. 

Counter-flow heat exchanger effectiveness is defined to account for what portion of the 

maximum potential waste heat is actually recuperated. 

max,exiteffSSHR qHXq ⋅=         3-76 

The maximum heat recuperated in a SSHR system is represented by a summation of 
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the waste heat contained in each mass flow as if the temperature was reduced entirely 

to the source temperature (Tsource) and enthalpy flows are approximated using specific 

heat values. 
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The heating of the supply brine is represented by the increase from the source 

temperature (Tsource) to the supply inlet temperature to the system (Tsupply). 

( )sourceplybrpplySSHR TTCmq −= sup,sup
&       3-78 

 Alternatively, SHR can be accomplished in a multiple-stage configuration, where 

the brine and distillate’s sensible energy of each effect is separately recuperated with 

the supply mass for that effect (Figure 3-17).  This configuration will be referred to as 

Multiple-state Sensible Heat Recuperation (MSHR).  It is more costly and complex then 

SSHR, but has slightly higher performance gains. 

Similarly to the MSHR system, the heat recuperated for preheating the supply 

brine for each effect is related to the sum of thermal energy contained in the exiting 

reject brine and product distillate mass flows for that effect.  Counter-flow heat 

exchanger effectiveness is defined to account for what portion of the maximum potential 

waste heat is actually recuperated from each effect. 

eexiteffeMSHR qHXq max,,, ⋅=   …for e=1:n     3-79 

The maximum heat recuperated from each effect in a MSHR system is represented by 

the sum of the waste heat contained in the reject brine and product distillate mass flows 

as if the temperature was reduced entirely to the source temperature (Tsource). 
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                         … 3-80 

The heating of the supply brine for each effect is represented by the increase from the 

source temperature (Tsource) to the supply inlet temperature to the effect (Tsupply,e). 

            3-81 

 Another configuration is a combination of both LHR from the final condenser and 

either SSHR or MSHR from the mass flows (Figure 3-18).  This has the greatest 

potential for heat recuperation but is the most complex.  It may be viable for medium 

scale applications where the heat supply accounts for the largest expense.  Its overall 

performance results will be given in the next section. 

The coupled system is modeled using a combination of the LHR and one of the 

SHR methods.  The final exit temperature of the LHR system (TLHR,j=m) replaces the inlet 

source temperature (Tsource) used in the SHR analyses.  This represents a partial 

preheating in the LHR system to some intermediate temperature which is then farther 

heated by either a SSHR or MSHR system to the final supply temperature at effect inlet. 

System of Equations 

After each component is analyzed, a system of simultaneous equations is 

compiled, four equations for each effect plus one equation for the glazing (g), one for 

the absorber plate (ab), and one for the final heat rejection surface (pn).  Each equation 

may contain constants, mass flow rates, temperature dependent properties, and the 

unknown temperatures.  The total number of equations needed can be represented by 

this equation where n represents the number of effects.  This is equal to the number of 

unknown temperatures. 

( )sourceeplybrpeplyeMSHR TTCmq −= ,sup,,sup,
&
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34# +⋅= nsofequation  

The heat balance equations developed above are repeated as follows: 

Control volume balance on glazing (g): 

( ) ( )
agcrgabdrplyg qqqqq −− +=++⋅ supα  

Control surface balance on absorber surface (ab): 

( ) ( ) pdgabdrplyabg qqqq ,sup ++=⋅ −ατ  

Control surface balance on partition face (p2): 

wcpd qq ,, =  

Control volume balance on wick (w): 

jbrjwvsevscvsrjbrjwjwc hmqqqhmq ,,,,,1,1,,,
&& +++=+ −−  

Control volume balance on condensation film (cf): 

jljcfjcfcjljcfvsevscvsr hmqhmqqq ,,,,1,1,,,,
&& +=+++ −−  

Control surface balance on partition back (p1): 

1,,,,, += ejpdjcfc qq  

Control volume balance on final partition face (pn): 

( )
apncrjpnc qqq −+=,,  

Unless LHR is incorporated where it is replaced by 

jLHRjpnc qq ,,, = . 

Since the solution of the system can be treated by Matlab as a vector of 

temperature values, an indexing method is used to refer to each temperature 
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throughout the system according to vertical element (j) and the effect number (e).  This 

creates a row/column index, or matrix, that enables the model to automatically build the 

system of equations to reference the appropriate temperature variable using a loop from 

e=1:n at each jth element where n represents the total number of effects. 

The system temperatures across each vertical interval are listed below.  The first 

two temperatures of the glazing and absorber, Tg and Tab, along with that of the final 

partition, Tpn only appear once.  The others are repeated for each effect in the system. 
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Each temperature dependent property throughout the system is indexed in a 

similar way.  The properties are solved iteratively by solving the entire system 

repeatedly while solving and updating the properties at each iteration (see flow 

diagram).  The properties represented generically by A are indexed for each effect (e) 

and each vertical element (j) as a function of the respective temperature.  The vapor 

space properties are functions of average respective temperatures.  The physical 

property correlations are given in Appendix A.  A generalized notation for the 

temperature dependent properties with index notation is given. 

( )[ ]ejTfA ej ,, =  
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Model Verification 

 There is a very limited amount of documented experimental results for vertically 

oriented, diffusion driven, multiple-effect systems with which to verify the simulation 

model.  The most appropriate and complete experimental work is that conducted by 

Tanaka [92].  This work was conducted over six months and represents a total of eleven 

different tests with three types of systems:  a four-effect system with 5mm gap spacing, 

a four-effect system with 10mm gap spacing, and a six-effect system with 5mm gap 

spacing.  The model was run for each system with the appropriate system 

characteristics, average daily heat flux, and average daily ambient temperature.  The 

model was ran both with vertical resolution (m=5) and without vertical resolution (m=1) 

for comparison whereas the Tanaka model is only a one-dimensional model.  The PR 

was computed by the model based on an average solar heat flux and temperature 

which was then used with the total daily insolate to calculate the daily production 

(Figures 3-19, 3-20, and 3-21).  A linear trend line was used to show the model’s 

projected production rates for a variety of insolation values.  The sample sizes are very 

small and a substantial amount of error is present in all the comparisons especially for 

lower insolation values.  In all cases, the two-dimensional model gives closer results to 

the experimental data than the one-dimensional model and is also more accurate in 

these cases than the one-dimensional Tanaka model. 
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Figure 3-1.   Schematic of multiple-effect distillation system for which simulation model 
 was developed. 

 

  

Figure 3-2.  Diagram of heat and mass transport phenomena within a single distillation 
 cell. 
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Figure 3-3.   A summarized flow diagram of model.  Heat recuperation is not included. 
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Figure 3-4.   Diagram depicting the use of an e and j index notation.  Thermal 
 resistances, R, are shown along with temperatures (T) and mass flow 
 rates (m). 

    

Figure 3-5.   Diagram of radiation heat transfer through glazing and onto absorber.  
 Reflection, absorption, and internal reflection of the glazing are shown 
 along with the infinite series of reflections between the surfaces.  The 
 Transmittance-absorptance Product models the net radiation flux 
 absorbed by the absorber except for the initial reflection which is either 
 neglected or subtracted out of the incident flux. 
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Figure 3-6.   Diagram of energy balance on the front surface of the absorber. 

 

      

Figure 3-7.   Overall dimensions of partition for base case used for scale analysis. 
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Figure 3-8.   Diagram of total mass balance on wick. 
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  Figure 3-9.  Schematic of capillary driven flow without gravity. 

 

     

Figure 3-10.   Diagram depicting uniform velocity profile across the wick thickness due to 
 a Darcy Flow assumption and a velocity gradient dependent on the 
 differential mass evaporated at each jth element. 

     

Figure 3-11.   Diagram depicting the salinity increase over one vertical element. 
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Figure 3-12.   Diagram of control volume energy balance on wick where the conduction 
 on the left side is balanced with the sensible energy required to heat the 
 flow plus the transfer to the vapor space. 

 

     

Figure 3-13.  Diagram of control volume energy balance on condensation film. 

 

     

Figure 3-14.   Diagram of surface energy balance on interface between condensation 
 film and partition backing of the next effect (e+1). 
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Figure 3-15.   Latent heat recuperation (LHR) from the final partition / condenser to the 
 saline supply. 

 

   

Figure 3-16.   Single-stage sensible heat recuperation (SSHR) from the concentrated 
 brine and production distillate mass flows to the saline supply. 
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Figure 3-17.   Multi-stage sensible heat recuperation (MSHR) from the concentrated brine and 
 production distillate mass flows to the saline supply. 

 

   

Figure 3-18.  Latent heat recuperation (LHR) coupled with multi-stage sensible heat 
 recuperation (MSHR) from the concentrated brine and production distillate 
 mass flows. 
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Figure 3-19.   Comparison of experimental data from a four-effect system and gap 

 spacing of 5mm with modeled production results from the Tanaka model 
 and with the current model using a one-dimensional analysis (m=1) and a 
 two-dimensional analysis (m=5). 
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Figure 3-20.   Comparison of experimental data from a four-effect system and gap 

 spacing of 10mm with modeled production results from the Tanaka model 
 and with the current model using a one-dimensional analysis (m=1) and a 
 two-dimensional analysis (m=5). 
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Figure 3-21.   Comparison of experimental data from a six-effect system and gap 

 spacing of 5mm with modeled production results from the Tanaka model 
 and with the current model using a one-dimensional analysis (m=1) and a 
 two-dimensional analysis (m=5). 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 This chapter presents, compares, and discusses the theoretical results obtained 

from the simulation model.  In addition, verification of the model will be accomplished 

through comparison with the literature with experimental results and simulations of 

similar systems.  Several assumptions made during the simulation model’s development 

will be tested a posteriori.  Attention will be given to the increased functionality of the 

model over those common in the literature including: vertical resolution of key 

parameters, vertical resolution of heat transfer mechanism proportionalities or Heat 

Rate Ratios (HRR), wick flow phenomena and dry-out prediction, latent heat 

recuperation (LHR) on the final condenser partition, and both single-stage and multiple-

stage methods of sensible heat recuperation (SHR) from the concentrated brine and 

product distillate mass streams. 

Performance Metrics 

Model results will be presented in both quantitative and qualitative terms.  The 

goal is a better understanding of the phenomenological inner workings of the system 

while qualitative results will be presented to find the most important parameters and 

converge on a set of design suggestions.   

Resolution of temperatures, property data, and other metrics throughout the 

system will be presented by pseudocolor plots where a set of scalar values is mapped 

by a color distribution on a two-dimensional plot.  Each colored cell represents an 

average of the neighboring values rather than the exact value of the discrete point.  

While this is not useful for displaying true values, it is most helpful in showing trends, 

gradients, and order of magnitude analyses. 
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The performance ratio (PR) is the most common metric used in the large-scale 

desalination industry and will be adopted in this as the primarily performance metric.  

Results in the solar thermal distillation literature are most commonly given in kilograms 

of distillation production per square meter of collection area per day (kg/m2day).  While 

this metric allows simple communication of empirical data, it is a difficult metric with 

which to analyze and compare distillation system performances.  Since a system’s 

production is entirely dependent on the specific daily insolation profile and various 

environmental parameters, it is much more helpful for the solar distillation research 

community to give results in a standard metric such as Performance Ratio (PR).   
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 When the PR of a system is given for a variety of heat fluxes, environmental 

temperatures, and design parameters, it allows different systems to be compared 

separately from their location, the time of year, and the thermal supply technology.  It is 

then a separate matter to compute and manually integrate the overall daily production 

given any solar insolation profile and knowledge of the thermal supply technology.  In 

this way, different systems can be systematically compared on an equal basis.  This 

would enable better comparative surveys of solar distillation technologies and more 

focused investment and research efforts on the most promising ones.  This method 

could be implemented for all theoretical research efforts and some empirical research 

efforts depending on the ability to measure solar flux and environmental parameters. 

Another performance metric appropriate to the focus of this work is the ratio of 

evaporative heat transfer to total heat transfer through the vapor space of each effect.  
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As this ratio approaches unity, all the heat transfer through the system is going toward 

distillate production.  This is different then the PR not only due to the lack of the latent 

heat term but because it isolates the performance of the distillation cell from the 

performance of other system components such as the glazing and absorber.  For the 

entire system, each individual effect, or each discrete point it can be represented by 

Equation 4-2.  The ratio can be defined for other heat transfer mechanisms. 

vstotal

evap

q

q
HRR

,

=          4-2 

Base Case Parameters 

Unless otherwise noted, the base case system specifications are those used by 

Tanaka in A Simple and Highly Productive Solar Still: A Vertical Multiple-effect 

Diffusion-type Solar Still Coupled with a Flat-plate Mirror [14].  For any parameter which 

is evaluated across a specified domain, the remaining parameters used in the model will 

be those listed below unless otherwise noted. 

Base case specifications: 

 q”supply:  800 W/m2 

 Height: 1m 

 Width:  1m 

 Effects:  9 

 Gap-spacing:  10mm 

 Glazing air gap:  10mm 

 Feedrate ratio (FR):  2* 

 Saline supply salinity:  3.5% 

 Partition:  0.5mm stainless steel 
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Base case specifications (continued): 

 Wick:  0.5mm cotton 

 Wind speed:  1m/s 

 Absorber absorptivity:  0.9 

 Absorber emissivity:  0.2 

 Glazing transmissivity:  0.9** 

 Glazing absorptivity: 0.1 

 Final partition to ambient emissivity: 0.9 

 Wick emissivity: 0.9 

 Condensation film emissivity: 0.9 

 No heat recuperation 

  Ambient temperature:  30°C 

*Value is iterated to remain precise for every data point and each individual effect 

**Incident angle dependent model of Tanaka (14) is replaced by a constant 

One Dimensional Model vs. Two Dimensional Model 

 As the supply brine is introduced at the top of each distillation cell within a single-

effect or multiple-effect system, its temperature rises as sensible heat is absorbed.  The 

temperature change in each effect along each increment down the wick is a function of 

the total energy balances for each increment.  The thermal supply flux is modeled as 

constant along the vertical direction of the absorber plate.  The temperature rises 

quickly near the top of the first cell on the heated side of the system, as the incident flux 

is primarily absorbed by the sensible demand of the heating fluid.  As the temperature 

rises, the heat transfer cascades to further effects heating up each consecutive fluid 

stream.  Similarly, the temperatures increase down the vertical direction of each cell as 
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the entire system approaches some equilibrium temperature where no more sensible 

heating occurs. 

 In a single effect unit, this temperature rise occurs very quickly due to a much 

lower total supply rate which approaches the equilibrium temperature very quickly 

(Figure 4-1).  This fast temperature rise is referenced in the literature. 

 In a one-dimensional model, this heating along the vertical direction is not 

possible to capture; only the average temperatures of each distillation cell are captured 

based on a one-dimensional heat balance.  The average temperature for each effect 

based on a two-dimensional (m=10) is notably lower than the temperature for the one-

dimensional analysis (Figure 4-2).  This is confirmed by experimental results in the 

literature where the temperature in the later effects proves to be over-predicted by one-

dimensional models.  Figure 4-3 compares the predicted distillation production from 

each effect for a one-dimensional model and two-dimensional model.  The one-

dimensional model again over-predicts the performance particularly of the later effects 

with is again confirmed in the literature [87].  The need for a two-dimensional model is 

therefore verified.  Due to the non-linearity of heat transfer terms throughout the system, 

the variance in temperature is not necessarily directly linked to the variance in 

production rates between the two models. 

 The extent to which the vertical resolution must be modeled for convergence is 

shown in Table 4-1 in terms of the PR.  A value of m=5 is adequate for overall system 

performance metrics but m=10 will be used for displaying internal temperature 

distribution and gradients. 
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Temperature Distribution and Gradients 

 Figure 4-4 demonstrates how significant temperature gradients exist along the 

vertical direction of each effect.  The temperature is lowest in the top of the last effect 

and highest in the bottom of the first effect with a relatively linear gradient between. 

 The temperature gradients across the vapor space (or across any other 

component) throughout the system can also be captured with a two-dimensional model 

as show in Figure 4-5.  This sheds light on the fluctuation between different heat 

transfer mechanisms which will be discussed later in terms of their Heat Rate Ratios 

(HRR).  Two seemingly competing phenomena are noticeable.  Firstly, the relative 

difference in temperature drops across a particular jth element decreases as the mass 

flows down the system and the sensible heating diminishes and more heat is 

transferred to the later effects, and secondly, as the temperatures increases it reduces 

the resistance to evaporative and radiative transport which results in a lower 

temperature drop across the effect for a given heat rate. 

Temperature Dependent Properties 

 Temperature-dependent property data can vary significantly throughout the 

system.  The binary coefficient of diffusion is calculated according to the mean 

temperature of the vapor space and is approximately a function of T3/2.  In the first 

effect, it increases from 3.0 x 10-5 m2/s at the entrance to 3.7 x 10-5 m2/s at the exit 

which is an increase of approximately 23% (Figure 4-6).  This coefficient has a direct 

impact on the resistance to mass diffusion across the vapor space and will positively 

impact the ratio of evaporative heat rate to total heat rate. 

 Many other temperature dependent properties vary in the vertical direction with 

impacts on the overall system performance.  The thermal conductivity of the brine in the 
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wick (kbr), the water in the condensation film (kl), and the humid air in the vapor space 

(kha) all have direct effects on the resistance to particular heat transfer mechanisms 

through the system.  The thermal capacity of the brine in the wick (Cp,br) and the water 

in the condensation film (Cp,l) both effect the amount of sensible load required to heat 

up the mass flows.  The latent heat of vaporization (hlv) influences the heat transferred 

through evaporative mass transport through the vapor space.  The brine properties are 

also dependent on the salinity values along the vertical direction.  The vertical variations 

along the first effect for each of these properties can be viewed in Table 4-2. 

Mass Flow and Salinity 

 The mass flow is fixed at FR=2 for the base case.  This means the mass rate 

supplied to the wick is twice that mass evaporated from the wick for each effect.  The 

mass supply rate is guessed and iterated for each effect to remain at this ratio.  

Important information can be gleaned through the ability to monitor the mass flow rate at 

the wick and condensation film at any point within the system (Figure 4-7), particularly in 

regard to the changing salinity and potential for dry-out.  At FR=2, m& w varies from 0.33 

x 10-3 kg/s at the entrance of the first effect to 0.17 x 10-3 kg/s at the exit.  For the last 

effect, it varies from 0.01 x 10-3 kg/s to 0.05 x 10-3 kg/s, respectively.  A higher 

performing system would have a greater evaporation rate and would therefore converge 

on a greater mass input rate to maintain the given FR. 

 As water vapor is evaporated from the wick at each vertical increment, the 

salinity is increased.  The net salinity increase is a function of the FR.  Since the supply 

rate is iterated based on the net evaporation and given FR for each effect, while the 

mass flow in each effect differs, the percent salinity increase will be equal (Figure 4-8).  
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While a lower FR means a lower sensible load to heat up the incoming mass, it also 

results in a lower salt concentration which causes a lower vapor pressure at the wick 

surface.  It will be shown that the benefit of reduced sensible heating load has a greater 

effect on production rates than the disadvantage of higher salinity. 

System Energy Losses 

 The previous section elucidated the vertical resolution of temperature, key 

property data, and mass flow rate dependent properties such as salinity.  All of these 

factors contribute to the fact that the resistances and driving potentials of the various 

heat transfer mechanisms change throughout the system.  Because of it, a one-

dimensional analysis based on an overall average heat balance is not adequate to 

capture the true performance of the system or capturing the phenomenological aspects 

which are able to guide design improvements. 

 One way of finding where improvement methods should be focused is to find 

where the energy losses are from the system.  In this case, the system is treated as a 

black box and each term is essentially a heat loss component.   Ideally, there would be 

zero losses from the glazing and there would be no requirement to heat the saline 

supply.  Therefore all the heat transfer would pass through each effect before being 

rejected by the final condenser.  Table 4-3 shows the actual heat loss percentages 

based on a two-dimensional analysis of the base case system.  Only 20% of the thermal 

energy makes it entirely to the final condenser. 

Heat Rate Ratios 

 Knowing where the black box system energy losses are occurring is an effective 

start.  This does not give any information about how much of the heat transfer within the 

system is by evaporation as opposed to radiation and conduction. In order to consider 
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the relative contribution of each heat transfer mechanism at every discrete point within 

the system, the Heat Rate Ratio (HRR) is calculated between each term and the total 

heat rate for that given discrete point (effect and vertical element).  A two-dimensional 

model is able to capture the dependence of these ratios on the vertical direction  

 The Heat Rate Ratio is used as opposed to the Heat Flux Ratio due to the 

consideration of the enthalpy flows which are dependent on mass flows and do not 

necessarily scale with the system’s surface area.  Essentially, the Heat Rate Ratio does 

not scale directly with surface area as a Heat Flux Ratio would since it is also 

dependent on FR.  Although if FR is assumed constant, heat rate and heat flux may be 

used interchangeably throughout this work since the system’s surface area is 

maintained at 1m2. 

 There are minor problems associated with the two-dimensional model results and 

their visualization. The two-dimensional model gives the value of evaporative heat rate 

(qe) in the top right corner as negative immediately at the entrance to the last several 

effects.  The vapor pressure gradient is negative because the temperature differential 

across the vapor space has not increased enough to overcome the salinity’s opposite 

affect which reduces the vapor pressure at the wick.  The reverse diffusion can be 

completely ignored since it is at the start of the distillation cell, and therefore there is not 

any condensation present at the condenser yet.  Hence, this is a false result of the 

model when the vertical resolution is set too high, but it is negligible in its impact on the 

overall results.  To solve these issues, the first increment values of the last two effects 

in several of the following figures are modified by extrapolation so that the color scale is 
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not skewed by the false results.  This modification does not affect the accuracy of any 

other values. 

 Another problem occurs in the HRR figures when the HRR’s are very high for 

several elements in the upper right hand corner of the system.  The color scale adjusts 

accordingly but then leaves very little resolution to depict the details of variation 

throughout the rest of the system.  Because of this, the first increment values of the last 

two effects in several of the following figures are modified slightly so that there is 

adequate color resolution for the rest of the system.  This modification does not affect 

the accuracy of any other values given in the visualizations nor the overall performance 

metric results. 

 Moving on, the results and visualizations will be given for each term.  As shown 

in Figure 4-9, the HRR of heating the wick mass flow (qf,w HRR ) begins at 

approximately 60% but is quickly reduced to the 20% range within approximately four 

increments and to less than 10% at the exit as the temperature rises and other terms 

become more dominate.  The sensible heating term of the fluid in the wick (qf,w) is 

defined at each interval as the change in enthalpy flow across the vertical interval and 

the same is the case with the sensible heating term of the condensation film. 

( )1,,,,,,, −−= jwjwjbrpjwjwf TTCmq &       4-3 

 Figure 4-10 shows the HRR for conduction (qd HRR).  It ranges from a maximum 

of 18% to a minimum of less than 2%.  Since the driving potential is linearly proportion 

to the temperature differential across the vapor space and the resistance to transfer is 

high and relatively constant, the conductive heat rate and its HRR remain small and 
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relatively constant.  Its HRR is highest in the upper right hand corner where the total 

heat rate is very low. 

 The HRR for radiation heat transfer (qr HRR) is show in Figure 4-11.  It varies 

from a maximum of approximately 30% to a minimum of less than 5%.  Even though it is 

dependent on the temperature gradient to the fourth power, the temperature gradient 

drops in the lower portion of the system as the fluid is heated and as the total resistance 

goes down.   

 The evaporative heat rate, qe, as shown in Figure 4-13 is lowest with a HRR 

value of approximately 10% at the top of system in the later effects and is highest with a 

value slightly over 90% at the bottom of the system in the early effects.  The reciprocal 

relationship between Qe and the other terms is evident in the plots.  The HRR of qe 

becomes dominant as the mass flows are heated reducing the HRR of qf,w from 60% to 

less than 10% and the average temperatures go up whereby reducing the diffusive 

resistance relative to the resistance for conduction and radiation so that these terms are 

diminished. 

 Figure 4-13 shows that only the lower portion of the system is operating in a 

regime to maximize evaporative transport evidenced by having a high qe HRR.  

Whereas one-dimensional HRR results could show the reduction of evaporative flux at 

later effects due to the lower temperatures, only the two-dimensional model shows how 

the majority of this reduction happens in the top half of the system.  This fact is 

exacerbated at higher effect counts. 

 There are many design features that can improve the PR of a multiple-effect 

distillation systems, but most all of them can be tied directly to the influence on the 
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facets noted above.  (1) They either lower the sensible load of heating the supply brine, 

or (2) they lower the resistance of evaporative transport relative to the other heat 

transport resistances.  This problem is magnified by high performing multiple-effect 

systems where greater production rates require more brine supply to be heated from 

initial ambient temperature for the same heat rate input. 

 In many cases, the 2nd method is accomplished through decreasing the gap-

spacing, lowering the total pressure, or using low emissivity materials among other 

options.  Alternatively, both objectives can be accomplished congruently by lowering the 

sensible load which will automatically increase overall temperatures and therefore 

accomplish the second simultaneously.  This can be accomplished in part by lowering 

the FR which does lower the sensible load but is limited by the increased risk of dry-out 

while only reducing the load to a certain degree.   

 Another primary way of reducing the sensible load is to preheat the incoming 

brine supply.  Preheating can be done separately from the system but in this case the 

heat supply term must be included in calculating the PR.  Separate preheating may in 

fact be an excellent cost-effective addition to this system but will not be analyzed in 

detail in this work.  Alternatively, the brine supply can be heated by recycling the waste 

heat from the system itself which is called heat recuperation.  There are several 

methods of heat recuperation pertinent to this system which will now be investigated.  

The influence on temperatures and HRR’s throughout the system will be presented first.  

The overall influence on performance metrics such as PR will be presented along with 

the other design parameter results. 
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Heat Recuperation 

Latent Heat Recuperation 

 There are two primary areas where thermal energy is rejected from the system 

and heat recuperation can be implemented.  The first is at the back surface of the final 

partition of the system where the latent heat of the final condenser is rejected to 

ambient.  For the base case scenario, this total heat transfer represents about 20% of 

the total supplied heat.  Rather than rejecting the heat to ambient through convection 

and radiation, a closed cavity heat exchanger can be used to accomplish Latent Heat 

Recuperation (LHR) by transferring the heat rejected from the system’s final condenser 

to the incoming brine supply (Figure 3-15).  For the analysis, it is assumed that the back 

surface of the heat exchanger is insulated and no heat is transferred to ambient.  The 

appropriate equations for the model were developed in Chapter 3. 

 As the supply brine travels through the heat exchanger from the top of the 

system to the bottom, its temperature increases which changes the total energy balance 

of the system at each jth element.  Therefore, a two-dimensional analysis is essential to 

accurately analyze the effect of adding a LHR system.  Additionally, the system must be 

solved iteratively as the increased inlet temperature will affect the system analysis and 

therefore affect the heat recuperated to the saline supply which in turn will increase the 

inlet temperature again.  The analysis of the brine flowing in the opposite direction, from 

the bottom to the top, is left for future investigation. 

 With the addition of LHR to the base case system, the incoming brine 

temperature is increased from ambient at 30°C to 61.5°C as shown in Figure 4-13 

below.  This reduces the sensible load on each effect and also allows the temperature 

to rise quickly.  The increase in average temperature reduces the evaporative 
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resistance relative to others and therefore substantially increases the overall HRR of qe 

from the base case. 

 A system with LHR has a qe HRR of 59% at the entrance of the first effect and 

rises to 93% at the exit compared to a system without any heat recuperation with rises 

from approximately 10% to 90% (Figure 4-14).  Essentially, more evaporation is taking 

place especially in the upper portion of the system.  The anomaly in the later effects at 

j=1 is due to the high inlet supply brine temperature in the later effects immediately next 

to the low inlet temperatures of the LHR system.  This causes the HRR to go slightly 

over unity for the 3rd and 2nd to last top cells.  These two values should be ignored and 

have a negligible effect on the overall model results. 

Sensible Heat Recuperation 

 The second place where thermal energy is rejected from the system and heat 

recuperation can be implemented is at the exit of the each effect’s mass streams.  For 

the base case system, the waste heat in the reject brine and product distillate 

represents approximately 43% of the total supplied heat rate.  With the addition of 

SSHR to the base case system, the incoming brine temperature is increased from 

ambient at 30°C to nearly 70°C which is greater than the increase to 61.5°C obtained by 

LHR (Figure 4-15).   MSHR increases the supply temperature a different amount for 

each effect (Figure 4-17).  Both systems dramatically increase the overall qe HRR.  The 

impact on the temperature distribution and the HRR of qe is shown for each 

configuration. 

 The temperature at the entrance of the first effect with SSHR rises from 80°C in 

the first vertical increment to 94°C at the exit.  The temperature in the final effect ranges 

from 60°C at the entrance to only 63°C at the exit.  The temperature stays relatively 
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constant in the final effect due to an equalizing affect caused by greater losses to the 

ambient.  A higher average temperature is obtained compared to a system without any 

recuperation. 

 A system with SSHR has a qe HRR of 65% at the entrance of the first effect and 

rises to 94% at the exit compared to a system with LHR with rises from approximately 

59% to 93% (Figure 4-16).  It is clear that throughout the system, the majority of heat 

transfer is through evaporation.  The anomaly in the last two effects at j=1 is again due 

to the fact that the high inlet brine temperature causes an apparent evaporative heat 

rate that is not accounted for by the model in the heat input to that cell.  These two 

values should be ignored and have a negligible effect on the model results. 

 The temperature at the entrance of the first effect with MSHR rises from 84°C in 

the first vertical increment to 92°C at the exit.  The temperature in the final effect ranges 

from 54°C at the entrance to 63°C at the exit.  While the final temperatures are slightly 

lower in the system with MSHR over SSHR, the performance is higher because the 

sensible heating loads are lower since each incoming mass rate is preheated to a 

temperature commiserate with the operating temperature of that effect.  With a SSHR 

configuration which preheats to a single equilibrium temperature, the late effects are 

overheated and the early effects still have a relatively high sensible load.  

 A system with MSHR has a qe HRR of 84% at the entrance of the first effect and 

rises to 94% at the exit compared to a SSHR system which started at only 65% before 

rising to 94%.  Its last effect rises from 77% to 83% and there is no anomaly as there is 

with SSHR because the brine supply is heated appropriately for each effect (Figure 4-

18). 
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System Energy Losses with Heat Recuperation 

 With the SHR systems, the thermal waste at the mass flows is reduced and so 

the losses at the final condenser and from the front absorber surface must increase to 

maintain a total system energy balance.  The total energy loss percentages are given 

below in Table 4-4 and Table 4-5 to compare with the loss percentages of the base 

case in Table 4-3.  A system with SSHR passes 45% through to the final absorber and 

a system with MSHR passes 43%.  Only 12% and 14% for SSHR and MSHR, 

respectively, is applied to heating the saline supply as opposed to 43% for the base 

case without HR. 

 Another configuration is a combination of both LHR from the final condenser and 

either SSHR or MSHR from the mass flows (Figure 4-19).  This has the greatest 

potential for heat recuperation but is the most complex.  It may be viable for medium 

scale applications where the heat supply accounts for the largest expense.  The overall 

performance results will be given in the next section. 

Overall Performance Results 

 There are innumerable combinations of design parameters to be analyzed.  

Rather than an exhaustive analysis of every combination which is nearly impossible, it is 

more helpful to capture the relative sensitivity of performance on each parameter.  

Additionally, the sensitivity of one parameter may be largely dependent on another; 

some of the more significant of these cases will be shown with parametric plots. 

 To reduce computing time, the performance results are calculated based on a 

vertical resolution of m=5.  Results will be spot tested against higher resolutions to 

ensure the improved accuracy over a one-dimensional model is fully realized.  All 

parameters will be set to the base case values unless otherwise noted. 
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 The results will be categorized according to the nature of the parameter.  A 

logical categorization of environmental, mass flow rate, material selection, geometry, 

and heat recuperation configuration is used. 

Environmental Parameters 

 Environmental parameters are not dependent on the design of the system, but 

they still play a role in the performance.  Empirical studies by nature include a given set 

of environmental parameters according to the local climate and time period in which the 

experiment is performed.  By modeling the influence of these parameters on the 

performance ratio, the relative importance of each can be established.  It also shows to 

what extent, empirical data can be applied universally even when all the necessary 

environmental parameters of the test case are not available.  This is unfortunately a 

relatively common situation in the solar distillation literature. 

 As shown in Figure 4-20, the heat rate supplied to the system, q”supply, only has a 

small impact on the PR with higher heat rates providing slightly higher PR values.  This 

means that a given system with a given number of effects has a production output with 

a relatively constant proportionality to the supplied heat flux.  This enables one to take a 

given system’s PR rating as the sole performance metric and calculate the daily 

production quite accurately given a daily insolation profile.  Systems with more variable 

PR’s would not allow this simplification.  For more accuracy, the PR could be given for a 

spectrum of heat rates and the hourly daily production could be calculated for each 

appropriate heat rate and then summed. 

 The ambient temperature along with the ambient wind speed determines the 

convective heat rate at both the glazing and the backside of the final partition.  The 

ambient temperature is varied along with the supply temperature of the brine supply.  It 
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is assumed that the supply temperature will be equal to the ambient air temperature.  

The effect on PR is significant particularly for higher effect systems (Figure 4-21).  This 

suggests that inclusion of ambient air temperature and supply temperature is very 

important in empirical studies.  The ambient wind speed is shown to have a relatively 

insignificant effect (Figure 4-22) with lower wind speeds giving a slightly higher 

performance due to reduced losses from the glazing. 

 The salinity of the brine supply is shown to have a relatively minimal impact on 

the PR (Figure 4-23).  There is a slight increase in performance for lower salinity levels 

due to a higher vapor pressure at the evaporator for the same temperature.  

Conversely, if the FR is adjusted according to the maximum allowable salinity along the 

wick, the inlet salinity has a large indirect impact on the PR because lower inlet salinity 

allows a lower FR which greatly increases performance.  

Material Parameters 

 Many parameters are directly related to a design’s material selections such as 

thermal conductivity, emissivity, and absorptivity among others.  Other properties such 

as strength and corrosiveness are important qualitative considerations. 

 In order to isolate the effect of changing the overall heat transfer from the front 

side of the system versus the back side of the system the emissivities of the absorber 

plate and final heat rejection surface can be varied.  This comparison is not 

accomplished adequately by changing the wind speed since it affects both 

simultaneously.  As seen in Figures 4-24 and 4-25, a lower emissivity of the absorber 

plate which increases heat gain to the system can greatly improve the PR while a higher 

emissivity is preferred on the back surface to lower the resistance to heat rejection. 
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 The emissivities of the internal surfaces of the wick and condensation film affect 

the resistance to radiation heat transfer.  The condensation film will have an effective 

emissivity based on the both the distillate film and the condenser surface which is 

outside the scope of this work.  Lower emissivities increase the resistance to radiation 

relative to evaporation and therefore have a slightly positive impact on the PR as seen 

in Figure 4-26. 

 Thermal conductivities of the partitions and evaporation wicks have an affect on 

the temperature drop between each effect (Figure 4-27).  The temperature drop through 

the partition is negligible when using a metal such as stainless steel with a thermal 

conductivity of approximately 15 W/mK.  The temperature drop through the wick is not 

negligible due to the fact that the thickness is similar to the thickness of the partition 

(0.5mm) and the effective thermal conductivity of both a cotton wick matrix and brine is 

several orders of magnitude smaller at approximately 0.4 W/mK.  Since the brine 

thermal conductivity is relatively fixed, the conductivity of the solid wick matrix is varied 

from cotton’s value at 0.06 to an arbitrary O(1) value of 1.06 W/mK.  The low value can 

cause a temperature drop that decreases performance notability for systems with high 

effect counts.  As the thermal conductivity is increased beyond O(1) there is negligible 

benefit according to the model. 

Feedrate Ratio 

 The feedrate ratio (FR) is somewhat in a category of its own as it a parameter 

controller by the design or operation of the system and not the environment but it is not 

directly tied to a material property or geometrical configuration.  Ideally, the FR would be 

controlled actively by a feedback loop which automatically adjusts for the distillation 
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production of the system while in reality it will be set at some practical constant value 

based on average production rates and dry-out risk considerations. 

 It is shown in Figure 4-28 that the FR has a very significant impact on the 

performance of the unit which scales heavily with the effect count.  A system with 15 

effects operating with an FR=1.2 at the approximate theoretical minimum for seawater 

of approximately 1.16 has a PR that is 38% higher than the same system with double 

the FR at 2.4.  The FR represents one of the most important parameters of the system 

design and operation as indicated in the literature.  

Geometric Parameters 

 The geometric parameters include the thicknesses, spacing, widths, and heights 

of components within the system.  For simplicity, rather than dealing with the width and 

height of the unit, the dimensionless aspect ratio will be evaluated.  The aspect ratio 

largely deals with more qualitative issues such as practically of construction and 

operation, but it does have a relatively small affect on performance due to the thermal 

resistance of the condensation film.  Additionally, for a wick operating in the overflow 

regime, the evaporator film adds thermal resistance (not included in this model).  Both 

of these film thicknesses are directly related to the aspect ratio with the heat and mass 

fluxes held constant. 

 The gap-spacing (tvs) is the most critical geometric parameter and one of the 

most critical parameters overall.  A lower gap-spacing between the evaporator surface 

and the condenser surface directly lowers the resistance to evaporative heat transport 

relative to the total resistance.  Many contributors to the field have made attempts to 

overcome the engineering difficulties with very small gap-spacings.  The majority of 

success has come from small spacers of low thermal conductivity (wood, plastic) 
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dispersed between the partitions.  The smallest functional gap-spacing found in the 

literature is 2.3mm [56].  Tanaka suggests a practical minimum of 5mm [57].  The 

performance impact due to the spacers would be relatively easy to add through a 

parallel resistance network within each vapor space weighted by the surface area ratio 

but is not included in the present model. 

 A gap-spacing of 2mm vs. 8mm has a 33% increase in PR for a 15 effect system 

(Figure 4-29).  There is approximately a 10% performance benefit between a gap-

spacing of 4mm over 6mm for the same system.  It is noted that the PR increase does 

not scale linearly with the change in gap-spacing unlike some of the environmental 

parameters. 

 The partition thickness (tp) has a very minimal affect on the system performance 

when the partition is a metal such as stainless steel with a high thermal conductivity 

because the temperature drop is infinitesimal.  The wick thickness can potentially play a 

more significant role if the material has a low thermal conductivity.  The affect on 

performance would be commensurate with the order of magnitude results shown in 

Figure 4-27. 

 The aspect ratio was tested with the model for the cases of a height to width ratio 

of 100, 1, and 0.01 and it was determined that there is negligible impact on 

performance.  With an aspect ratio of 100 the condensation film thickness did not 

surpass a thickness of 0.055mm for a four-effect system while a film thickness of 

0.025mm was possessed by a system with an aspect ratio of one and 0.012mm for an 

aspect ratio of 0.01.  If the influence of an overflow film on the evaporator was included 
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it would increase the overall thermal resistance, but its impact is predicted to be 

negligible just like that of the condensation film. 

Heat Recuperation 

 The addition of heat recuperation (HR) mechanisms to the system has the 

largest potential for performance enhancement beyond the base case (Figure 4.30).  

Every HR method reduces the sensible load on each effect allowing the evaporator to 

heat up much more quickly and provides a higher average operating temperature.  

Latent heat recuperation (LHR) from the back surface of the final condenser provides 

performance gains up to approximately 9 effects whereupon they drop off quickly.  Both 

SSHR and MSHR configurations for recuperating the sensible heat from the exiting 

mass streams provide the highest performance gains for any single design feature.  If 

they are coupled along with LHR, their value increases by almost a constant value 

which is demonstrated by a nearly parallel performance curves.  A system incorporating 

MSHR coupled with LHR has the highest PR of nearly six at an effect count of fifteen. 

 The performance benefit of adding additional effects drops off relatively quickly 

when there is no HR method because the sensible load on the system becomes too 

great relative to the fixed heat input.  With HR, the sensible load is decreased so that 

the performance curve remains steeper for much longer.  Note that thermal losses 

around the perimeter of the system begin to play more of a role as the effect count and 

system thickness increases and this is not accounted for in the current model. 

 Results are only given for the coupled HR systems at four effects and greater 

due to numerical complications arising from the drastic temperature gradients across 

the final partition.  Highly singular matrices arise from the fact that the brine supply 
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enters the LHR system on back side of the last partition at ambient temperature but also 

enters the front side of the last partition at the LHR exit temperature. 

Optimized System Results 

 Now that each important parameter has been individually evaluated on it’s own 

with other base case parameters fixed, several series of optimized parameter sets will 

be modeled based on these findings.  They will be categorized similarly to the individual 

results by material selection, FR, geometry, and HR method.  Environmental 

parameters were modeled to show their relative importance for inclusion in any 

empirical studies, but will not be addressed here since they are somewhat separate 

from design options.  Results are shown in Figure 4-31. 

 For Case I, the design option is to adjust the FR and the geometric parameter of 

gap-spacing to maximize performance.  This can drastically improve performance 

without modifying any materials.  A FR of 1.6 will be chosen to give good performance 

while maintaining a margin of safety over the theoretical minimum to reduce dry-out 

potential.  A gap-spacing of 3mm will be selected which is 0.7mm over the lowest 

experimentally tested selection of 2.3mm. 

 Case II will be a modification of Case I where only the most dominant material 

selection will be adjusted, the absorber plate.  A more highly selective coating on the 

absorber surface will be modeled where the absorptivity (αab) is increased from 0.9 to 

0.92 and the emissivity (εab) is lowered from the base case of 0.2 down to 0.08 which 

are the values of black nickel oxide plated metal [70]. 

 Case III will be modification of Case II where all the preferred material 

parameters will be selected including low emissivity of both the wick surface and 
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condensation film at εw and εcf =0.15, and additionally an increased wick thermal 

conductivity two orders of magnitude over cotton at kw=1.06. 

 Finally, Case IV takes the ideal design parameter set of Case III and adds an 

LHR system, Case V adds a MSHR system, and Case VI adds a LHR and MSHR 

combination system.  Only systems with four effects and greater are modeled for these 

cases.  The performance for Case VI exceeds a PR of 8 which represents an increase 

of over 250% from the base case system. 

The model converges on a maximum performance ratio as the effect count 

continues to increase, Figure 4-32 was generated based on CASE VI where the PR for 

every 5th effect count is calculated from five effects up to twenty-five effects.  Two 

different heat exchanger effectiveness values for the heat recuperator are used to 

demonstrate that a lower effectiveness results in higher losses in the waste mass 

streams and therefore the system approaches a lower maximum PR.  The comparable 

values are slightly lower than those in Figure 4-31 because the model was ran for an 

ambient temperature of 25°C rather than 30°C.  The system converges to a point where 

there is no increase in performance for additional effects.  With high heat exchanger 

effectiveness, the curve flattens very slowly since there is very little energy actually 

leaving the system. 

Production Values 

 Daily distillate production values are calculated using a modified version of 

Equation 4-1 where the PR is calculated by the model, heat rate (q) is replaced by the 

total daily insolation (G) and the distillate production rate (m& ) is replaced by the total 
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daily distillate production.  Sample daily production values for CASE I, CASE V, and 

CASE VI using a range of insolation values are shown in Figure 4-33. 

 Production figures for CASE I represent productions values commiserate with 

production levels found in the literature.  The greatest experimental production recorded 

by Tanaka et al. for a diffusion driven, multiple-effect system is from a basin coupled 

multiple-effect system with 11 effects and 5mm gap-spacings with a production of 18.8 

kg/m2day at an insolation value of 21.4 MJ/m2day [56].  As shown in Figure 4-33, the 

model predicts that an optimized system of 11 effects without any heat recuperation 

(CASE I) can produce nearly 30 kg/m2day at 20 MJ/m2day.  A similar system with 

MSHR (CASE V) is predicted to produce 50 kg/m2day and a system with both LHR and 

MSHR (CASE VI) produces 55 kg/m2day.  It is noted that as the number of effects 

increases, the heat losses around the perimeter of the system, which are not included in 

the model, also increase. 
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Figure 4-1.   Increase in temperature for a single effect unit due to the sensible heating 
 of the fluid in the vertical direction where equilibrium temperature is quickly 
 approached. 

 

 

Figure 4-2.   Temperature of each consecutive wick (Tw) for base case without vertical 
 resolution (m=1) compared to average Tw at each effect based on model 
 with vertical resolution (m=10). 
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Figure 4-3.   Distillate production (or total mass evaporated) from each effect 

 (m& evap,e) for base case without vertical resolution (m=1) compared to 
 that at each effect based on a model with vertical resolution (m=10). 

 

 

Figure 4-4.  Temperature of wick (Twick) for each effect along the vertical direction for 
 base case with resolution (m) set to ten where (j=1:m) based on a system 
 energy balance for each vertical element (j). 
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Figure 4-5.  Temperature differential across the vapor space (Tw-Tcf) at each effect and 
 vertical element throughout the system. 

 

 

Figure 4-6.  Temperature dependent properties such as the coefficient of binary 
 diffusion (Dab) vary throughout the system according to the temperature 
 at each point and can play a large role in the resistance to evaporative 
 heat transfer.  The base case variation is shown. 
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Figure 4-7.   Wick mass flow rate (m& w) throughout system is given for the base case.  
 At the entrance it is equal to the supply rate which is solved for iteratively 
 based on the total evaporation for the given effect and the FR. 

 

 

Figure 4-8.  Salinity variation throughout system for base case.  Entrance and exit 
 salinities are equal according to the FR. 
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Figure 4-9.   Heat Rate Ratio of heat required for sensibly heating the brine to the total 
 heat rate supplied to each effect and vertical element (qf,w HRR). 

 

Figure 4-10.   Heat Rate Ratio of conduction through the vapor space to the total heat 
 supplied to each effect and vertical element (qd HRR). 
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Figure 4-11.   Heat Rate Ratio of radiation through the vapor space to the total heat 
 supplied to each effect and vertical element (qr HRR). 

 

 

Figure 4-12.   Heat Rate Ratio of evaporative heat rate to the total heat rate for each 
 effect and vertical element (qe HRR). 
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Figure 4-13.  Temperature distribution of wick (Tw) for latent heat recuperation (LHR) 
 from the final condenser. 

 

 

Figure 4-14.   Heat Rate Ratio of evaporative heat rate (qe HRR) for latent heat 
 recuperation (LHR). 
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Figure 4-15.  Temperature distribution of wick (Tw) for single-stage sensible heat 
 recuperation (SSHR). 

 

 

Figure 4-16.  Heat Rate Ratio of evaporative heat rate (qe HRR) for single-stage 
 sensible heat recuperation (SSHR). 
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Figure 4-17.  Temperature distribution of wick (Tw) for multiple-stage sensible heat 
 recuperation (MSHR). 

 

Figure 4-18.  Heat Rate Ratio of evaporative heat rate (qe HRR) for multiple-stage 
 sensible heat recuperation (MSHR). 
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Figure 4-19.   Latent heat recuperation (LHR) coupled with multi-stage sensible heat 
 recuperation (MSHR) from the concentrated brine and production distillate 
 mass flows. 

 

Figure 4-20.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the heat rate 
 supplied to the system (q”supply). 
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Figure 4-21.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the ambient 
 temperature (Tinf) and temperature of the brine supply (Tsource). 

 

 

Figure 4-22.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the ambient wind 
 speed (ua). 
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Figure 4-23.  PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the salinity of the 
 brine supply (S). 

 

 

Figure 4-24.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and emissivity of the 
 absorber surface (εab). 
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Figure 4-25.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and emissivity of the 
 final heat rejection surface (εpn). 

 

 

Figure 4-26.  PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the emissivity of 
 the wick and condensation film within the vapor space (εw and εcf ). 
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Figure 4-27.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the thermal 
 conductivity of the solid wick matrix (kw).  Note that kw=0.06 is the value for 
 cotton and that kw=1.06 is an arbitrary value two orders of magnitude 
 larger, beyond which there is negligible benefit. 

 

 

Figure 4-28.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the FR. 
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Figure 4-29.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the gap-spacing 
 or vapor space thickness (tvs). 

 

 

Figure 4-30.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and the method of 
 heat recuperation: Latent Heat Recuperation (LHR), Single-stage Sensible 
 Heat Recuperation (SSHR), and Multiple-stage Sensible Heat 
 Recuperation (MSHR). 
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Figure 4-31.   PR of system according to the number of effects (n) and various cases 
 which represent sets of incremental design improvements over the base 
 case system as described above. 

 
Figure 4-32.  PR of system for CASE VI according to the number of effects (n) in 

 increments of five and the heat exchanger effectiveness (HXeff). 
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Figure 4-33.  Daily production of several types of systems according to the number of 
 effects (n) for a range of daily insolation values (G). 

Table 4-1.  Convergence of performance ratio (PR) based on the model’s vertical 
 resolution (m) for the base case.  A value of m=5 is chosen for overall 
 performance metrics while m=10 is used for displaying distributions and 
 gradients. 

Vertical Resolution (m) Performance Ratio (PR) 

1 2.73 

2 2.59 

3 2.54 

4 2.52 

5 2.51 

6 2.50 

7 2.49 

8 2.49 

9 2.49 

10 2.48 

11 2.48 

12 2.48 
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Table 4-2.  Vertical variation of temperature (and salinity) dependent properties in the 
 first effect of a base case system. 

Property Value at Entrance Value at Exit % Change 

kbr (W/m.K) 0.640 0.667 4 

kl (W/m.K) 0.630 0.667 6 

kha (W/m.K) 0.027 0.026 - 4 

Cp,br (J/kg.K) 4050 3930 - 3 

Cp,l (J/kg.K) 4180 4310 3 

hlv (J/kg) 2.38 x 106 2.29 x 106 - 4 

 
Table 4-3.   Percentage of thermal energy losses from system for base case. 

Heat loss component Percentage of total 

Reflected from glazing 9% 

Reradiated from glazing 11% 

Convected from glazing 17% 

Heating saline supply 43% 

Radiation from final condenser 8% 

Convection from final condenser 12% 

 
Table 4-4.   Percentage of thermal energy losses from system with SSHR. 

Heat loss component Percentage of total 

Reflected from Glazing 9% 

Reradiated from Glazing 13% 

Convected from Glazing 21% 

Heating saline supply 12% 

Radiation from final condenser 18% 

Convection from final condenser 27% 

 
Table 4-5.   Percentage of thermal energy losses from system with MSHR 

Heat loss component Percentage of total 

Reflected from Glazing 9% 

Reradiated from Glazing 13% 

Convected from Glazing 21% 

Heating saline supply 14% 

Radiation from final condenser 17% 

Convection from final condenser 26% 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 Freshwater scarcity and freshwater poverty are global problems caused by 

insufficient quantities of water, inadequate potable water infrastructure, impoverished 

economic conditions, or a combination of these contributors.  Increasing competition for 

fresh water among various sectors, growing populations and urbanization along with 

changing climate trends are adding to the difficulty for many communities to secure the 

most basic freshwater needs.  Potable water for drinking and hygiene are the most 

critical and represent an infinitesimal quantity compared to total freshwater consumption 

worldwide. 

 Desalination represents one promising solution to meet this need on a family or 

community scale.  While desalination is traditionally very energy intensive which 

represents high cost and political dependence for such a community, if renewable 

energy is utilized to drive the process it can provide the need with both environmental 

and economic sustainability. 

 There are innumerable configurations of Renewable Energy Driven Desalination 

with their accompanying advantages and disadvantages.  Solar thermal distillation is 

one of the most common methods and is appropriate for most water impoverished 

communities because of the availability of sunshine and the robustness of the 

purification process.  Additionally, many other techniques require more expensive and 

technical components such as motors, pumps, replaceable membranes, or photovoltaic 

panels.  Solar distillation systems can be built from very basic raw materials such as 

wood, metal, and glass and may not require any moving parts.  Alas, more complex 
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distillation systems with higher performances may have more stringent material 

requirements, but this can be considered during the design process. 

 A survey of literature was initially conducted on various desalination technologies 

of different scales and the facets of freshwater scarcity and poverty.  Specific effort was 

then made to find the highest performing small-scale solar distillation systems and a 

comparative study was conducted to see what attributes or design components were 

common to the highest performing units.  The following conclusions were made: 

Literature Review General Conclusions 

• Environmental parameters such as accumulative daily insolation, daily irradiance 
profiles, ambient air temperature, supply brine temperature and salinity, and wind 
speed are frequently not included in empirical studies.  This makes it difficult to 
compare one system’s performance to another and alludes to the need for more 
standardization of results within this field of study.  Performance Ratio is already 
the standard performance metric in industrial desalination and therefore it would 
be reasonable to adopt it as standard for small-scale systems.  It should be given 
for a standard set of environmental conditions. 

• In most cases, cost per liter of distillate and appropriateness of design are the 
metrics that matter most for the relief of water poverty.  These metrics are not 
always emphasized in the field but rather focus is put on the thermal performance 
of the unit using the metric of kg/m2day .  While performance does indirectly relate 
unit cost to distillate output, there seems to be a need for simple guidelines on 
which types of distillation systems are best for a given application.  A standard set 
of performance metrics, economic metrics, and appropriateness metrics would 
allow research to be more effectively transferred to the field where humanitarian 
organizations can apply the best solutions. 

• Industrial-scale thermal distillation systems such as MSF or MED have electrical 
energy requirements on par or even greater than reverse osmosis (RO) systems in 
addition to their significant thermal energy requirements.  This makes them non-
competitive with RO in most cases while if they had a reduced electrical 
requirement they could be competitive in cases where thermal energy was less 
costly than electricity.  Therefore, there may be a demand for more passively 
operated distillation systems on a large scale.  It would be appropriate to consider 
the scalability of high performing passively operated thermal distillation systems. 
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Literature Review Technical Conclusions 

• Projected performance data based on theoretical simulation models is frequently 
higher than actual experimental results.  In many cases, either a simulation or an 
empirical study is undertaken rather than both so that verification of the model is 
not possible. 

• Multiple-effect systems generally perform much better than their single-effect 
counterparts. 

• Direct solar heating as opposed to indirect methods is appropriate for small-scale 
systems due to its simplicity, low cost, and ability to provide reasonable 
performance. 

• Thermal storage may flatten the production curve but often does not increase total 
output.  Adding thermal storage can increase overall thermal losses and increase 
the heat transfer resistance from the thermal source to the evaporator. 

• The gap-spacing between the evaporator and condenser within the distillation cell 
seems to have a strong influence on the performance of the unit with a small gap 
being preferred. 

• Systems with a large spacing between the evaporator and condenser must rely on 
convective transport of the vapor to reduce the resistance to evaporative heat 
transport.  Hence performance is increased by adding additional energy to support 
forced convection.  It is still difficult to approach the low resistance obtained with 
closely spaced diffusion gaps. 

• Humidification-dehumidification (HD) requires higher energy inputs for maintaining 
high Reynolds numbers (convective rates) of the circulating air stream and is 
therefore more appropriate for scenarios where there is already a thermally 
energetic circulating air stream such as a power plant’s exhaust stack. 

 

 It was found in the literature that a vertically-oriented, passively operated, 

multiple-effect solar still design seemed to possess the most potential for a low-cost, 

high performance small-scale system.  Tanaka’s work was reviewed in detail along with 

several other similar systems.  Directly heated systems with high effect counts regularly 

result in higher PR’s.  This research effort was built on that platform and sought to 

investigate why these systems perform better and how to improve them further.  Based 
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on a detailed theoretical analysis and computer simulation the following conclusions are 

made. 

Simulation Conclusions 

• Vertical resolution of the system’s heat and mass transport phenomena along with 
the changing salt concentration, mass flow rates, and temperature dependent 
properties is necessary to fully capture the system’s operating characteristics.  
Understanding these characteristics is necessary to optimize the design.  It was 
also found that a one-dimensional analysis which averages the state points for 
each effect gives erroneous results particularly for the later effects.  This is due to 
the non-linearly of the evaporative component which requires a numerical 
integration along the vertical direction.  The error is magnified due to the larger 
temperature gradients in the later effects. 

• There are five general principles for increasing the PR of the system: 

o Maximize the heat rate into the system for a given solar aperture 

o Decrease the component of thermal energy needed for heating the 
incoming saline supply 

o Lower the temperature drops through each component of the system 

o Decrease resistance to evaporative heat transport through the vapor 
space relative to other transport mechanisms 

o Recycle latent heat 

• System improvements to accomplish the principles above can be categorized 
according to the following design parameter classifications:  material, geometry, 
feedrate ratio (FR), and heat recuperation (HR).  Based on the simulation, the 
following design considerations are recommended: 

• Maximizing the heat rate into the system is accomplished through material and 
geometry selections of the glazing and absorber plate.  This includes geometrically 
maintaining a low incident angle on a high transmissivity glazing and potentially 
possessing an antireflective coating.  A selective coating on the absorber plate 
with high absorptivity and low emissivity minimizes re-radiation losses.  Multiple 
glazings and/or evacuated spacings would be other design possibilities. 

• The sensible load on the system is reduced through lowering the FR to the lowest 
practical setting before risk of dry-out occurs.  The load is also reduced 
significantly by utilizing heat recuperation to preheat the incoming supply with 
waste heat from the final condenser, the waste brine, and/or the product distillate.  
Heat recuperation becomes increasingly important as the effect count increases 
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because a system with a higher PR has more production capability and therefore 
must heat more supply mass.  These methods decrease the heat lost to the mass 
stream at each effect which then becomes available for transport through the 
system and also causes the average operating temperature of each effect to rise. 

• The temperature drops through each component of the system are reduced with 
material selection and geometric configuration primarily by minimizing the gap-
spacing of the vapor space and secondly by designing partitions and evaporator 
wicks with low thermal resistances. 

• The evaporative heat transport resistance is lowered relative to conduction and 
radiation primarily by increasing the overall temperature of the system.  This is 
accomplished through the above methods.  This higher operating temperature 
greatly increases the Binary Coefficient of Diffusion which lowers evaporative 
mass transfer resistance.  Additionally, the radiation resistance is increased by 
altering the surface emissivity of the evaporator and condenser. 

• Latent heat is recycled by adding multiple-effects and is the only way to achieve a 
PR greater than unity.  As other design improvements are implemented, there is 
an increasing benefit to having a higher effect count.  The actual design effect 
count must be determined by a cost/benefit analysis. 

Future Work 

• Experimental verification of simulation model results with particular attention paid 
to Heat Recuperation methods. 

• Engineering of robust, low-cost, supply feed water control method to maintain 
either a fixed or continually optimized FR at each effect. 

• Engineering of partitions with which very low gap-spacings can be maintained but 
thermal grounding and contamination of product distillate are prevented. 

• Engineering of evaporator wick which possesses high thermal conductivity, high 
porosity, and a high capillary pressure which are competing characteristics. 

• Empirical feasibility study of using highly wetting surface treatments to replace 
evaporator wick or hydrophobic treatments to enhance condenser performance. 

• Analysis of scalability to determine potential of similar design configurations for 
medium to large-scale applications. 

• Detailed economic analysis based on various environmental parameters and cost 
points of materials.  Comments on appropriateness or practicality for various 
applications would also be helpful to practitioners.  A thermal distillation handbook 
would be helpful for humanitarian organizations including these considerations 
along with detailed construction drawings and operating instructions. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Saline Water 

 

Density [88]: 

( ) ( )[ ]{ }2363 102204105.610805.011000 ×+−×−×+⋅= − STSbrρ  

where ρbr has units of kg/m3 and S is salinity in g/kg and T is temperature in °C. 

 

Heat Capacity [89]: 

( ) TSc brp 837.0103.523958 1

, +×−= −  

Where cp,br has units of J/kg.K and S is salinity in g/kg and T is temperature in K. 

 

Thermal Conductivity [90]: 

( ) 32 1000581.0522.1577 −×−+= TTkbr  

Where kbr has units of W/m.K and T is temperature in °C. 

 

Vapor Pressure [90]: 

( ) 
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Where p is the vapor pressure of the saline water or pure water (S=0) in Pa, T is 

temperature in K, and S is salinity in g/kg. 

4101609.2 −×−=h   4103869.1 −×=c  

7105012.3 −×−=j   11101965.1 −×=d  

gTx −= 2    3104000.4 −×−=e  

Ty −= 27.617   3107148.5 −×−=f  

a = 5.432368   5109370.2 ×=g  

3100051.2 ×−=b  
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Pure Water 

Density [90]: 

T

TTTT
l 3

493623

10879850.161

1056302.10510170461.46109870401.71694517683952.999
−

−−−

×+
×+×−×−+=ρ

where ρl has units of kg/m3 and T is temperature in °C. 

 

Dynamic Viscosity [90]: 
















 ×−++⋅= − 25102631.101773.0
5.1792

2158.10^10001.0 TT
T

lµ  

where µl has units of Ns/m2 and T is temperature in K. 

 

Specific Heat [90]: 

( )4836243

, 10093236.210654387.210412855.110720283.32174.41000 TTTTc lp

−−−− ×+×−×+×−⋅=
where cp,l has units of J/kg.K and T is temperature in °C. 

 

Thermal Conductivity [90]: 

26105391.5004612.02758.0 TTkl
−×−+−=  

where kl has units of W/m.K and T is temperature in K. 

 

Latent Heat of Vaporization [90]: 

( )Thlv 36.231461000 −⋅=  

Where hlv has units of J/kg and T is temperature in K. 

 

Humid Air 

Density [89]: 

















 −
=

T

P

Tp

ha

)(
378.01

6.352ρ  

Where ρha has units of kg/m3, p(T) is the partial pressure of vapor, P is the total 

pressure, and T is temperature in K. 
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Coefficient of Binary Diffusion [89]: 

072.2910187.0 TDAB

−×=  

Where DAB has units of m2/s and T is temperature in K. 

 

Thermal Conductivity [91]: 
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a
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+
=

 

where kha has units of W/m.K and is a function of the thermal conductivities of the air 

and vapor weighted by the respective mass ratios and a function, G, which is a function 

of the viscosities and X which represents molar concentrations. 
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Dry Air 

Thermal conductivity [91]: 

2743 1032745.010942482.010669881.0 TTka

−−− ×−×+×=  

where kha has units of W/m.K and T is temperature in K. 

 

Dynamic viscosity [91]: 

21075 1029905.010656244.010143387.0 TTa

−−− ×−×+×=µ  

where µl has units of Ns/m2 and T is temperature in K. 

 

Water Vapor 

Thermal conductivity [91]: 

2742 1017446.010654755.0103537.0 TTkv

−−− ×+×+×−=  

where kha has units of W/m.K and T is temperature in K. 

 

Dynamic viscosity [91]: 

21276 10241612.010359061.01097494.0 TTv

−−− ×+×+×−=µ  

where µl has units of Ns/m2 and T is temperature in K. 

 

Density [90]: 

( ) 02.0
5.460

1

−
=

Tp

Tvρ  

where ρv has units of kg/m3 and T is temperature in K. 

 

Specific Heat [89]: 

22

, 10916667.183929.10476.3399 TTc vp

−×+−=   

where cp,v has units of J/kg.C and T is temperature in K. 
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APPENDIX B 

MATLAB CODE 

M.file #1 
%%%%%%Parametric Control Panel%%%%%% 
Description: Outermost loop for parametrically vary ing parameters and 
solving for PR 
  
%Parametrically vary second parameter 
for r=1:1 
    %eps_w=0.9-(r-1)*.25; 
    %eps_cf=0.9-(r-1)*.25; 
    %FR=1.2+(r-1)*0.4; 
    %FR_r(r)=FR; 
    %t_vs=0.000+r*0.002; %Gap-spacing 
    %t_vs_r(r)=t_vs; 
    %Q_in=300+r*100; 
    %Q_in_r(r)=Q_in; 
    %k_s=0.06+(r-1)*4; 
    %k_s_r(r)=k_s; 
    %T_inf = 273.16+20+(r-1)*5; 
    %T_inf_r(r)=T_inf; 
    %S_supply=20+(r-1)*5; 
    %S_supply_r(r)=S_supply; 
    %u_a = 1+(r-1)*1; %Cooling velocity 
    %u_a_r(r)=u_a; 
    %eps_p=.1+(r-1)*.8; 
    %eps_p1=.1+(r-1)*.8; 
%Solve system across domain t 
for t=1:15 
   %m=0+t; 
    %m_t(t)=m; 
    %u_a = 2.1-.2*t; %Cooling velocity 
    %u_a_t(t)=u_a; 
    %eps_w=1.1-t*.1; %wick emissivity 
    %eps_w_t(t)=eps_w; 
    %eps_cf=1.1-t*.1; %condenser emissivity 
    %eps_cf_t(t)=eps_cf; 
    N=0+t; %number of effects 
    N_t(t)=N; 
    %FR=1.5+t*.1; 
    %FR_t(t)=FR; 
%Parameters 
    Q_in = 800; %heat flux of radiation source (W/m ^2) 
    %N = 5; %Number of effects 
    m = 5; %Resolution (if m=1, then must change md ot_evap_sum_temp 
equation to without the sum term) 
    S_supply = 1; %Inlet Salinity (g/kg) 
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    %mdot_supply = [.0004088 .0003386 .0002825 .000 2389 .0002059 
.0001813 .0001629 .0001486 .0001359]; %flow rate of  supply to each 
effect 
    FR=2; 
%System Dimensions 
    W=1; %system width (meters) 
    L=1; %system height (meters) 
%Component Dimensions 
    t_vs=0.01; %gap-spacing (m) 
    t_p=0.0005; %panel thickness (m) 
    t_w=0.0005; %wick thickness (m)  
    t_ag = 0.01; %air gap between glazing and absor ber 
    t_hr = .02; %thickness of heat recuperator 
%Component Properties 
    k_p=15; %thermal conducitivity of panel (W/mK) 
    k_g=1;  %thermal conducitivity of glass when ap plicable (W/mK) 
    k_s=0.06; %thermal conducitivity of wick materi al (W/mK) 
    Nu_w1 = 1; %Nusselt number of wick flow 
    phi = 0.6; % (V/V) porosity as volume of total air space divided 
by volume of matrix 
    %k_a = 0.06; %thermal conductivity of air in ai r gap(W/mK) 
%Radiation constants 
    eps_g = 0.9; %emissivity of glass 
    eps_p1 = 0.2; %emissivity of absorber plate 
    eps_p = 0.9; %emissivity of last panel surface for heat rejection 
    eps_w = 0.9; %emissivity of wick surface 
    eps_cf = 0.9; %emissivity of condenser surfaces  
    tau_g = 0.9; %transmissivity of glazing(constan t or changes with 
incident angle) 
    alpha_g = 0.1; %aborptivity of glazing 
    alpha_p = 0.9; %absorptivity of absorber plate 
%Heat Rejection   
    u_a = 1; %velocity of ambiant air on last panel  (m/s) 
%Sensible Heat Recuperation 
    eff=.8; %heat exchanger effectiveness 
    %SHR=1; %choose one or the other - turns on SHR  with thermal 
mixing all effects to one equilibrium temperature 
    SHR=2; %turns on SHR with mixing at each effect  to an equilibrium 
temperature for each effect 
%Latent Heat Recuperator 
    Nu_hr=4.86; %constant T and insulated (Shah and  London) 
    %Nu_hr=1; 
    D=4*(t_hr*W)/(2*t_hr+2*W); %characteristic diam eter of heat 
recuperator (area/perimeter) 
%Environment Temperatures 
    T_inf = 30+273.16; %(K) Temperature of ambient air 
    T_surr = 30+273.16; %(K)  Temperature of sky fo r reradiation 
    T_source = 30+273.16; %(K)  Temperature of supp ly brine 
   %T_source = T_inf 
%System Pressure 
    P=101325; %(Pa or N/m^2) 
%Run Program 
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    Revision2_single_solution_outline; 
%Calculate Results for 1st set of parameters t 
    T_w_t(:,:,t)=T_w; 
    %T_cf_t(:,:,t)=T_cf; 
    %mdot_evap_t(:,:,t)=mdot_evap(:,:); 
    if m==1 
        mdot_evap_sum_t(:,t)=mdot_evap; 
        mdot_evap_sum_sum_t(t)=sum(mdot_evap); 
        PR_net(:,t) = (sum(h_lv_j.*(mdot_evap)))/(m *Q_supply); 
    else 
    mdot_evap_sum_t(:,t) = sum(mdot_evap(:,:)); 
    mdot_evap_sum_sum_t(t) = sum(sum(mdot_evap)); 
    PR_net(:,t) = (sum(h_lv_j.*sum(mdot_evap)))/(m* Q_supply); 
    end 
if r==1 
save ('temp','PR_net','S_supply','T_source','t','r' ) 
clear all 
load ('temp','PR_net','S_supply','T_source','t','r' ) 
else 
save ('temp','PR_net','PR_net_r','S_supply','T_sour ce','t','r') 
clear all 
load ('temp','PR_net','PR_net_r','S_supply','T_sour ce','t','r')  
end 
end 
%Save results for 2nd set of parameters r 
PR_net_r(r,:)=PR_net; 
end 
return 
%Display 
%Heat Rate Ratios 
% Q_e_HRR = Q_e./(Q_d); %ratio of evaporative heat rate to total heat 
rate through the partition of that effect 
% Q_r_HRR = Q_r./(Q_d); %ratio of radiation heat ra te to total heat 
rate through the partition of that effect 
% Q_s_HRR = Q_s./(Q_d); %ratio of conductive heat r ate to total heat 
rate through the partition of that effect 
% Q_w_f_HRR = Q_w_f./(Q_d); %ratio of conductive he at rate to total 
heat rate through the partition of that effect 
% %Overall Percentages 
% Q_refl_HRR_tot = Q_refl/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_r_ga_HRR_tot = sum(Q_r_ga)/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_c_ga_HRR_tot = sum(Q_c_ga)/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_r_pna_HRR_tot = sum(Q_r_pna)/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_c_pna_HRR_tot = sum(Q_c_pna)/(Q_supply*m); 
% for i=1:n %percentages within each effect 
% Q_e_HRR_tot(i) =sum(Q_e(:,i))/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_r_HRR_tot(i) =sum(Q_r(:,i))/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_s_HRR_tot(i) =sum(Q_s(:,i))/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_w_f_HRR_tot(i) =sum(Q_w_f(:,i))/(Q_supply*m); 
% Q_cf_f_HRR_tot(i) =sum(Q_cf_f(:,i))/(Q_supply*m);  
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M.file #2 
%%%%%%Solver Operator:  Heat Recuperation algorithm s, FR iteration, 
Vertical Resolution Loop, calls solver and property  data 
generator%%%%%% 
  
n=N; %number of effects 
delta_y=L/m; %increment size 
A = W*delta_y; %area of increment 
Q_supply = Q_in*A; % Watts 
T_guess (1:4*(n-1)+7)= 303.16; %(K) first temperatu re guess for fsolve 
  
%Latent heat recuperation from the final condenser 
for q=1:1 %must be at least 4 or the heat added by LHR is 
overestimated and m must be at least 5 
    if q==1 
        T_lhr_out=T_source; 
    else 
        T_lhr_out 
=real((Q_lhr(m,n)+(sum(mdot_supply_final))*Cp_br_j( n)*T_lhr(m,1))/((su
m(mdot_supply_final))*Cp_br_j(n))); %calculates the  final LHR temp 
based on the previous T_lhr and Q_lhr 
    end 
        T_lhr_out_temp(q,:)=T_lhr_out; %shows itera tions of T_lhr_out 
  
%Sensible heat recuperation iteration of T_supply f rom energy rejected 
in massstreams (p=3 is suggested for convergence) 
for p=1:1 
    if p==1  
       T_shr_out(1:n) = T_lhr_out; 
    else 
        if SHR==1; 
           T_shr_out(1:n) 
=(eff.*(sum(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_br(m,:).*(T_w(m,:)-
T_lhr_out))+sum(mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m, :)-
T_lhr_out)))+sum(mdot_supply_final).*Cp_br(1,1).*T_ lhr_out)./(sum(mdot
_supply_final).*Cp_br(1,1)); %thermal mixing of all  effects 
        elseif SHR==2; 
           T_shr_out = (eff.*(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_br( m,:).*(T_w(m,:)-
T_lhr_out)+mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m,:)-T_ lhr_out))+ 
mdot_supply_final.*Cp_br(1,1).*T_lhr_out)./(mdot_su pply_final(1,:).*Cp
_br(1,1)); %thermal mixing at each effect seperatel y 
        end    
    end 
     T_shr_out_temp(p,:)=T_shr_out; %show iteration s of T_shr_out 
%mdot_supply iteration based on FR (must be higher for low vertical 
%resolution / suggest value of at least 4 for conve rgence) 
for l=1:6 
if q==1 && p==1 && l==1 
  
for i=1:n   %initial guess for m_dot supply 
    mdot_supply(l,i) = 0.00035-(i^1.1*0.00002); %(k g/s) 
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end 
  
elseif l==1 %but system has already been solved for  q or p 
    mdot_supply(l,:)=FR.*mdot_evap_sum_temp(l,:); 
else 
    mdot_supply(l,:)=FR.*mdot_evap_sum_temp(l-1,:);  
end 
  
%y direction step through  
for j=1:m; 
if j==1; 
    T(j,:) = T_guess; 
    %T(j,4*(n-1)+7) = T_shr_out(n); 
    mdot_w(j,:) = mdot_supply(l,:); 
    mdot_cf(j,1:n) = 0.000000001; 
    t_cf(j,1:n) = 0.000001; %use function call for rest of equation 
    S(j,1:n) = S_supply; 
    T_w_in(j,:) = T_shr_out; 
    T_cf_in(j,:) = T_shr_out; 
    T_lhr(j,1) = T_source; 
%     if q==1 
%     T_lhr(j,1) = T_source; %guess at average reje ction temperature 
of first element so as to not overpredict the heat into the 
recuperator 
%     else 
%     T_lhr(j,1) = T_source+((T_lhr_temp(2,q-1)-T_l hr_temp(1,q-1))/2); 
%guess based on previous temperature rises across r ecuperator 
%     end 
 else 
    %mdot_evap needs calculated in j-1 results 
    mdot_w(j,:) = mdot_w(j-1,:) - mdot_evap(j-1,:);  
    mdot_cf(j,:) = mdot_cf(j-1,:) + mdot_evap(j-1,: ); 
    t_cf(j,:) = 0.000001; 
    S(j,:) = S(j-1,:).*mdot_w(j-1,:)./(mdot_w(j-1,: )-mdot_evap(j-
1,:)); 
    T_w_temp(j,:) = T_sol(j-1,:); 
    T_cf_temp(j,:) = T_sol(j-1,:); 
    T_lhr(j,1)= (Q_lhr(j-
1,n)+(sum(mdot_supply(l,:)))*Cp_br_j(n)*T_lhr(j-
1))/((sum(mdot_supply(l,:)))*Cp_br_j(n)); 
    for i=1:n; 
    T_w_in(j,i) = T_w_temp(j,4*(i-1)+4); 
    T_cf_in(j,i) = T_cf_temp(j,4*(i-1)+5); 
    end 
end 
    mdot_w_j=mdot_w(j,:); 
    T_w_in_j = T_w_in(j,:); 
    T_cf_in_j = T_cf_in(j,:); 
    T_lhr_j=T_lhr(j,1); 
    mdot_cf_j=mdot_cf(j,:); 
    S_j=S(j,:); 
    t_cf_j = t_cf(j,:); 
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%Temperature dependent property convergence 
Revision2_single_master; %properties are solved at T_temp at j 
T0 = T; %Starting point for fsolve 
%options=optimset('Display','iter')   % Option to d isplay output 
%run solver (takes properties at T_temp, T0, mdot_w  (j,:), 
mdot_cf(j,:), t_cf, and S and gives new T 
[T]=Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau_ g,alpha_p,A,sigma,e
ps_p1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu_ w1,k_w_j,t_w,k_g,md
ot_w_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j, a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k,S
_j,eps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j, Cp_l_j,T_cf_in_j,ep
s_p,T0); %with rejection to ambient 
%[T]=Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau _g,alpha_p,A,sigma,
eps_p1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu _w1,k_w_j,t_w,k_g,m
dot_w_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j ,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k,
S_j,eps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j ,Cp_l_j,T_cf_in_j,N
u_hr,D,k_br_j,T_lhr_j,eps_p,T0); %system is solved with properties at 
T_temp at j to give new T 
  
Revision2_single_master; %properties are solved at T_temp at j 
T0 = T; %Starting point for fsolve 
%options=optimset('Display','iter')   % Option to d isplay output 
%run solver (takes properties at T_temp, T0, mdot_w  (j,:), 
mdot_cf(j,:), t_cf, and S and gives new T 
[T]=Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau_ g,alpha_p,A,sigma,e
ps_p1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu_ w1,k_w_j,t_w,k_g,md
ot_w_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j, a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k,S
_j,eps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j, Cp_l_j,T_cf_in_j,ep
s_p,T0); %with rejection ambient 
%[T]=Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau _g,alpha_p,A,sigma,
eps_p1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu _w1,k_w_j,t_w,k_g,m
dot_w_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j ,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k,
S_j,eps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j ,Cp_l_j,T_cf_in_j,N
u_hr,D,k_br_j,T_lhr_j,eps_p,T0); %system is solved with properties at 
T_temp at j to give new T 
  
Revision2_single_master; %properties are solved at T_temp at j 
T0 = T; %Starting point for fsolve 
%options=optimset('Display','iter')   % Option to d isplay output 
%run solver (takes properties at T_temp, T0, mdot_w  (j,:), 
mdot_cf(j,:), t_cf, and S and gives new T 
[T]=Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau_ g,alpha_p,A,sigma,e
ps_p1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu_ w1,k_w_j,t_w,k_g,md
ot_w_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j, a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k,S
_j,eps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j, Cp_l_j,T_cf_in_j,ep
s_p,T0); %with rejection to ambient 
%[T]=Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau _g,alpha_p,A,sigma,
eps_p1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu _w1,k_w_j,t_w,k_g,m
dot_w_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j ,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k,
S_j,eps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j ,Cp_l_j,T_cf_in_j,N
u_hr,D,k_br_j,T_lhr_j,eps_p,T0); % with heat recupe ration system is 
solved with properties at T_temp at j to give new T  
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    T_sol(j,:)=real(T); %save the final T for j int o T_sol matrix 
    T_temp(j,:)= T; 
for i=1:n %location temperatures 
    T_g(j,i)=real(T(4*(i-1)+1)); 
    T_p1(j,i)=real(T(4*(i-1)+2)); 
    T_p2(j,i)=real(T(4*(i-1)+3)); 
    T_w(j,i)=real(T(4*(i-1)+4)); 
    T_cf(j,i)=real(T(4*(i-1)+5)); 
    T_m_vs(j,i)=real((T(4*(i-1)+4)+ T(4*(i-1)+5))/2 ); 
end 
    mdot_evap(j,:)= 
real(((A.*D_ab(j,:).*P)./(R.*t_vs.*T_m_vs(j,:))).*l og((P-
(100000.*10.^(a+b./T_cf(j,:)+((c.*(T_cf(j,:).^2-
g))./T_cf(j,:)).*(10.^(d.*(T_cf(j,:).^2-g).^2)-1) +  
e.*10.^(f.*(617.27-T_cf(j,:)).^1.25))))./(P-
(100000.*10.^(a+b./T_w(j,:)+((c.*(T_w(j,:).^2-
g))./T_w(j,:)).*(10.^(d.*(T_w(j,:).^2-g).^2)-1) + e .*10.^(f.*(617.27-
T_w(j,:)).^1.25) + h.*S(j,:) + k.*S(j,:).^2))))); 
for i=1:n %heat flux components(for HHR's) 
    if i==1; 
        Q_c_ga(j,i)= real(A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)*(T(1)-T_i nf)); 
        Q_r_ga(j,i)= real(sigma*eps_g*A*(T(1)^4-T_s urr^4)); 
        Q_d_p1g(j,i)= real((A*k_a_j/t_ag)*(T(2)-T(1 ))); 
        Q_r_p1g(j,i)= real(((A*sigma)/(1/eps_p1+1/e ps_g-1))*(T(2)^4-
T(1)^4)); 
    end 
        Q_d(j,i) = real((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(i-1)+2) -  T(4*(i-1)+3))); 
        Q_w_f(j,i) = real((mdot_w_j(i)*Cp_br_j(i)*( T(4*(i-1)+4) - 
T_w_in_j(i)))); 
        Q_cf_f(j,i) = real((mdot_cf_j(i)*Cp_l_j(i)* (T(4*(i-1)+5) - 
T_cf_in_j(i)))); 
        Q_w(j,i) = real((Nu_w1*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(4 *(i-1)+3)-T(4*(i-
1)+4))); 
        Q_e(j,i) = 
real(((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i) ))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))); 
        Q_r(j,i) = real((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1) )*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-
1)+4)^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)); 
        Q_s(j,i) = real((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i- 1)+4)-T(4*(i-
1)+5))); % or from McBain 
        Q_cf(j,i) = real((k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i)))*(T (4*(i-1)+5)-T(4*(i-
1)+6)); 
 if i==n 
        Q_c_pna(j,i) = real((A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)*(T(4*( i-1)+7)-T_inf))); 
        Q_r_pna(j,i) = real(sigma*eps_p*A*(T(4*(i-1 )+7)^4-T_surr^4)); 
        Q_d(j,i) = real((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(i-1)+6) -  T(4*(i-1)+7))); 
        %for recuperator on back plate 
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%         if j==1 
%         Q_lhr(j,i) = .1*(Nu_hr*k_br_j(n)*A)/(D)*( T(4*(i-1)+7)-
T_lhr_j); 
%         else  
        Q_lhr(j,i) = (Nu_hr*k_br_j(n)*A)/(D)*(T(4*( i-1)+7)-T_lhr_j); 
       % end 
end 
end 
end 
%calculate total mdot_evap to calculate mdot_supply  based on FR 
if m==1 
    mdot_evap_sum_temp(l,:)=(mdot_evap); %need vect or, if resolution 
is one, then the sum is not needed 
else 
    mdot_evap_sum_temp(l,:)=sum(mdot_evap); %turns matrix into vector 
end 
end    
%calculate final mass flow rates at bottom of syste m for heat 
recuperation 
  
mdot_w(j+1,:) = mdot_w(j,:) - mdot_evap(j,:); 
mdot_cf(j+1,:) = mdot_cf(j,:) + mdot_evap(j,:); 
mdot_supply_final=mdot_supply(l,:); 
S(j+1,:) = S(j,:).*mdot_w(j,:)./(mdot_w(j,:)-mdot_e vap(j,:)); 
T_lhr_temp(:,q)=T_lhr;     
end 
end 
  
%Total system energy balance 
%Total system energy in 
Q_net_in = alpha_g*(Q_supply)*m + (Q_supply*tau_g*a lpha_p)*m 
%Q_refl = Q_supply*m - Q_net_in; 
%Without recuperation 
Q_net_out = (sum(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_br(m,:).*(T_w(m, :)-
T_inf))+sum(mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m,:)-T _inf))) + 
sum(Q_d(:,n)) + sum(Q_c_ga)+sum(Q_r_ga) 
%With latent heat recuperation on final condenser 
Q_net_out_lhr = (sum(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_br(m,:).*(T_ w(m,:)-
T_lhr_out))+sum(mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m, :)-T_lhr_out))) + 
sum(Q_d(:,n)) + sum(Q_c_ga)+sum(Q_r_ga) 
%With sensible heat recuperation from mass flows wi th total mixing 
%Q_net_out_SHR1 = (1-eff).*(sum(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_b r(m,:).*(T_w(m,:)-
T_lhr_out))+sum(mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m, :)-T_lhr_out))) + 
sum(Q_d(:,n)) + sum(Q_c_ga)+sum(Q_r_ga) 
%With sensible heat recuperation from mass flows wi th individual 
mixing 
%Q_net_out_SHR2 = sum((1-eff).*(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_b r(m,:).*(T_w(m,:)-
T_lhr_out)+mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m,:)-T_ lhr_out))) + 
sum(Q_d(:,n)) + sum(Q_c_ga)+sum(Q_r_ga) 
%With latent and SHR1 
Q_net_out_LHR_SHR1 = (1-
eff).*(sum(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_br(m,:).*(T_w(m,:)-
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T_lhr_out))+sum(mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m, :)-T_lhr_out))) + 
sum(Q_d(:,n)) + sum(Q_c_ga)+sum(Q_r_ga) 
%With latent and SHR2 
Q_net_out_LHR_SHR2 = sum((1-
eff).*(mdot_w(m+1,:).*Cp_br(m,:).*(T_w(m,:)-
T_lhr_out)+mdot_cf(m+1,:).*Cp_l(m,:).*(T_cf(m,:)-T_ lhr_out))) + 
sum(Q_d(:,n)) + sum(Q_c_ga)+sum(Q_r_ga) 
  
%Net performance ratio 
%if m==1 
%PR_net = (sum(h_lv_j.*(mdot_evap)))/(m*Q_supply) 
%else 
%PR_net = (sum(h_lv_j.*sum(mdot_evap)))/(m*Q_supply ) 
%end 
 
M.file #3 
%%%%%%Equation set generator and solver engine%%%%% % 
function [T,fval] = 
Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau_g,al pha_p,A,sigma,eps_p
1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu_w1,k _w_j,t_w,k_g,mdot_w
_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j,a,b, c,d,e,f,g,h,k,S_j,e
ps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j,Cp_l _j,T_cf_in_j,eps_p,
T0); %with rejection to air 
%function [T] = 
Revision2_single_solver(N,alpha_g,Q_supply,tau_g,al pha_p,A,sigma,eps_p
1,eps_g,k_a_j,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu_w1,k _w_j,t_w,k_g,mdot_w
_j,Cp_br_j,T_w_in_j,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j,a,b, c,d,e,f,g,h,k,S_j,e
ps_w,eps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,k_l_j,t_cf_j,mdot_cf_j,Cp_l _j,T_cf_in_j,Nu_hr,
D,k_br_j,T_lhr_j,eps_p,T0); %with rejection to heat  recuperator 
 
%function [T,fval] =  
Revision2_single_solver(alpha_g,Q_supply,tau_g,alph a_p,A,sigma,eps_p1,
eps_g,k_a,t_ag,T_surr,u_a,T_inf,k_p,t_p,Nu_w1,k_w_j ,t_w,k_g,mdot_w_j,C
p_br_j,T_w_in,h_lv_j,D_ab_j,P,R,T_m_vs_j,a,b,c,d,e, f,g,h,k,S_j,eps_w,e
ps_cf,k_ha_j,t_vs,mdot_cf_j,Cp_l_j,k_l_j,t_cf_j,T_c f_in,eps_p,T0); 
 
[T,fval] = fsolve(@nestedfun,T0); 
   
% Nested function that computes the objective funct ion      
    function y = nestedfun(T) 
n=N;  
for i=1:n;  %equation builder 
GC = alpha_g*(Q_supply)+(((A*sigma)/(1/eps_p1+1/eps _g-1))*(T(2)^4-
T(1)^4))+((A*k_a_j/t_ag)*(T(2)-T(1)))-(sigma*eps_g* A*(T(1)^4-
T_surr^4))-(A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)*(T(1)-T_inf)); 
%GC = 
alpha_g*(Q_supply)/(tau_g*alpha_p)+(((A*sigma)/(1/e ps_p1+1/eps_g-
1))*(T(2)^4-T(1)^4))+((A*k_a_j/t_ag)*(T(2)-T(1)))-
(sigma*eps_g*A*(T(1)^4-T_surr^4))-(A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)* (T(1)-T_inf)); 
%Tanaka model 
%Q_r_p1g(j,:)= ((A*sigma)/(1/eps_p1+1/eps_g-1))*(T( 2)^4-T(1)^4); 
%Q_d_p1g(j,:)= (A*k_a/t_ag)*(T(2)-T(1)); 
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%Q_r_ga(j,:)= sigma*eps_g*A*(T(1)^4-T_surr^4); 
%Q_c_ga(j,:)= A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)*(T(1)-T_inf); 
  
AB = (Q_supply*tau_g*alpha_p) - (((A*sigma)/(1/eps_ p1+1/eps_g-
1))*(T(2)^4-T(1)^4)) - ((A*k_a_j/t_ag)*(T(2)-T(1)))  - 
((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(2) - T(3))); 
%AB = (Q_supply) - (((A*sigma)/(1/eps_p1+1/eps_g-1) )*(T(2)^4-T(1)^4)) 
- ((A*k_a_j/t_ag)*(T(2)-T(1))) - ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(2)  - T(3))); %Tanaka 
Model 
%Q_d(j,1) = (k_p*A/t_p)*(T(2) - T(3)); 
  
P1_e(i,:)= ((k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i)))*(T(4*(i-1)+5)-T (4*(i-1)+6))-
((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(i-1)+6) - T(4*(i-1)+7))); 
%P1_e(1)= ((k_l_j(i).*A/t_cf_j(i)))*(T(6)-T(7))-((k _g*A/t_p)*(T(7) - 
T(8))); 
%P1_e(2)= ((k_l_j(i).*A/t_cf_j(i)))*(T(11)-T(12))-( (k_g*A/t_p)*(T(12) 
- T(13))); 
%Q_cf(j,i) = ((k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i)))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) -T(4*(i-1)+6)); 
%Q_d(j,i) = ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(i-1)+6) - T(4*(i-1)+ 7))); 
  
P2_e(i,:)= ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(i-1)+2) - T(4*(i-1)+3 )))-
((Nu_w1*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(4*(i-1)+3)-T(4*(i-1)+4)) ); 
%P2_e(1)= ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(2) - T(3)))-((Nu_w1.*k_w_ j(i).*A/t_w)*(T(3)-
T(4))); 
%P2_e(2)= ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(7) - T(8)))-((Nu_w1.*k_w_ j(i).*A/t_w)*(T(8)-
T(9))); 
%Q_w(j,i) = ((Nu_w1*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(4*(i-1)+3)-T (4*(i-1)+4))); 
  
%P2_en = ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(n-1)+6) - T(4*(n-1)+7)) ) - 
((Nu_hr*k_br_j(n)*A)/D)*(T(4*(n-1)+7)-T_lhr_j); %wi th rejection to 
heat recuperator 
 
P2_en = ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(n-1)+6) - T(4*(n-1)+7)))  - 
(A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)*(T(4*(n-1)+7)-T_inf)) - (sigma*eps _p*A*(T(4*(n-
1)+7)^4-T_surr^4)); %with rejection to ambient air from Tanaka 
%Q_d(j,n) = ((k_p*A/t_p)*(T(4*(n-1)+6) - T(4*(n-1)+ 7))); 
%Q_c_pna = (A*(5.7+3.8*u_a)*(T(4*(n-1)+7)-T_inf)); 
%Q_r_pna = (sigma*eps_p*A*(T(4*(n-1)+7)^4-T_surr^4) ); 
  
%WCV(i,:)= ((Nu_w1.*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(5*(i-1)+3)-T (5*(i-1)+4))) + 
(mdot_w_j(i).*Cp_br_j(i).*T_m_w_j(i)) - ((mdot_w_j( i) - 
(((A.*D_ab_j(i).*P)/(R*t_vs.*T_m_vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+6)+((c*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g) )/T(5*(i-
1)+6))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(5*(i-
1)+6))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+5)+((c *(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-
g))/T(5*(i-1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(5*(i-1)+5))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))))*C p_br_j(i)*T(5*(i-
1)+4)) - ((Nu_w2*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(5*(i-1)+4) - T( 5*(i-1)+5))); 
 
%WCV(i,:)= ((Nu_w1*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(5*(i-1)+3)-T( 5*(i-1)+4))) + 
(mdot_w_j(i).*Cp_br_j(i)*T_m_w_j(i)) - (mdot_w_j(i) *Cp_br_j(i)*T(5*(i-
1)+5)) - ((Nu_w2*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(5*(i-1)+4) - T( 5*(i-1)+5))); 
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%WCV(1)= ((Nu_w1.*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(3)-T(4))) + 
(mdot_w_j(i).*Cp_br_j(i).*T_m_w_j(i)) - ((mdot_w_j( i) - 
(((A.*D_ab_j(i).*P)/(R*t_vs.*T_m_vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(6)+((c*(T(6)^2-g))/T(6))*(10^(d*( T(6)^2-g)^2)-1) + 
e*10^(f*(617.27-T(6))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T (5)+((c*(T(5)^2-
g))/T(5))*(10^(d*(T(5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(617.27 -T(5))^1.25) + 
h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))))*Cp_br_j(i)*T(4)) - 
((Nu_w2*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(4) - T(5))); 
 
%WCV(2)= ((Nu_w1.*k_w_j(i)*A/t_w)*(T(8)-T(9))) + 
(mdot_w_j(i).*Cp_br_j(i).*T_m_w_j(i)) - ((mdot_w_j( i) - 
(((A.*D_ab_j(i).*P)/(R*t_vs.*T_m_vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(11)+((c*(T(11)^2-g))/T(11))*(10^( d*(T(11)^2-g)^2)-1) 
+ e*10^(f*(617.27-T(11))^1.25))))/(P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(10)+((c*(T(10)^2-g))/T(10))*(10^( d*(T(10)^2-g)^2)-1) 
+ e*10^(f*(617.27-T(10))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + 
k*S_j(i)^2))))))*Cp_br_j(i)*T(9)) - ((Nu_w2*k_w_j(i )*A/t_w)*(T(9) - 
T(10))); 
  
W(i,:)= ((Nu_w1*k_w_j(i))*A/t_w)*(T(4*(i-1)+3) - T( 4*(i-1)+4)) - 
mdot_w_j(i)*Cp_br_j(i)*(T(4*(i-1)+4) - T_w_in_j(i))  - 
(((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i)))*l og((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) - 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-1)+4) ^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)) 
- ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5)));  
 
%WCS(1)= ((Nu_w2*k_w_j(i))*A/t_w)*(T(4) - T(5)) - 
(((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(1)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i)))*l og((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(6)+((c*(T(6)^2-g))/T(6))*(10^(d*( T(6)^2-g)^2)-1) + 
e*10^(f*(617.27-T(6))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T (5)+((c*(T(5)^2-
g))/T(5))*(10^(d*(T(5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(617.27 -T(5))^1.25) + 
h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) - ((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_ cf)-
1))*A*sigma*(T(5)^4-T(6)^4)) - ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)* (T(5)-T(6))); 
 
%WCS(2)= ((Nu_w2*k_w_j(i))*A/t_w)*(T(9) - T(10)) - 
(((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(1)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i)))*l og((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(11)+((c*(T(11)^2-g))/T(11))*(10^( d*(T(11)^2-g)^2)-1) 
+ e*10^(f*(617.27-T(11))^1.25))))/(P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(10)+((c*(T(10)^2-g))/T(10))*(10^( d*(T(10)^2-g)^2)-1) 
+ e*10^(f*(617.27-T(10))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i )^2))))) - 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(10)^4-T(11 )^4)) - 
((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(10)-T(11))); 
 
%Q_w_f(j,i) = mdot_w_j(i)*Cp_br_j(i)*(T(4*(i-1)+4) - T_w_in(i)); 
 
%Q_e(j,i) = (((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m _vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
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1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) 
 
%Q_r(j,i) = ((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*( T(4*(i-1)+4)^4-
T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)); 
%Q_s(j,i) = ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*( i-1)+5))); % or 
from McBain 
  
%CF(i,:)=(((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs _j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-1)+4) ^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5))) - 
(k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) - T(4*(i-1)+6) ) - 
mdot_cf_j(i)*Cp_l_j(i)*(T(4*(i-1)+5)-T_cf_in_j(i));  % include heating 
of CF flow 
 
CF(i,:)=(((A*(h_lv_j(i)+Cp_br_j(i).*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T (4*(i-
1)+5)))*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-1)+4) ^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5))) - 
(k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) - T(4*(i-1)+6) ) - 
mdot_cf_j(i)*Cp_l_j(i)*(T(4*(i-1)+5)-T_cf_in_j(i));  % include 
superheat and heating of CF flow 
 
%CF(i,:)= (((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_v s_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-1)+4) ^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5))) - 
(k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) - T(4*(i-1)+6) ); %does not 
include either superheat or heating the incoming CF  flow 
 
%CF(i,:)=(((A*(h_lv_j(i)+Cp_br_j(i).*(T(4*(i-1)+4)- T(4*(i-
1)+5)))*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
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T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-1)+4) ^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5))) - 
(k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) - T(4*(i-1)+6) ); % include 
superheat 
 
%CF(j,i)= (((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_v s_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(4*(i-1)+4) ^4-T(4*(i-1)+5)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(4*(i-1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5))) + 
((((A*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+5)+((c*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g) )/T(4*(i-
1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(4*(i-
1)+5))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(4*(i-1)+4)+((c *(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-
g))/T(4*(i-1)+4))*(10^(d*(T(4*(i-1)+4)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(4*(i-1)+4))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))))*C p_l_j(i)*(T(4*(i-
1)+4)-T(4*(i-1)+5)) - mdot_cf_j(i)*Cp_l_j(i)*(T(4*( i-1)+5) - 
T_cf_in(i)) - (k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) - T(4*(i-
1)+6));%includes both superheat and heating the inc oming wall flow 
 
%CF(j,i)= (((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_v s_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+6)+((c*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g) )/T(5*(i-
1)+6))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(5*(i-
1)+6))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+5)+((c *(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-
g))/T(5*(i-1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(5*(i-1)+5))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(5*(i-1)+5) ^4-T(5*(i-1)+6)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(5*(i-1)+5)-T(5*(i-1)+6))) + 
(mdot_cf_j(i)*Cp_l_j(i)*T_cf_j(i)) - (mdot_cf_j(i)* Cp_l_j(i)*T(5*(i-
1)+6)) - ((k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(5*(i-1)+6) - T( 5*(i-1)+7))); 
 
%CF(j,i)= (((A*h_lv_j(i)*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_v s_j(i)))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+6)+((c*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g) )/T(5*(i-
1)+6))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(5*(i-
1)+6))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+5)+((c *(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-
g))/T(5*(i-1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(5*(i-1)+5))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2))))) + 
((1/((1/eps_w)+(1/eps_cf)-1))*A*sigma*(T(5*(i-1)+5) ^4-T(5*(i-1)+6)^4)) 
+ ((A*k_ha_j(i)/t_vs)*(T(5*(i-1)+5)-T(5*(i-1)+6))) + 
(mdot_cf_j(i)*Cp_l_j(i)*T_cf_j(i)) - 
((mdot_cf_j(i)+(((A*D_ab_j(i)*P)/(R*t_vs*T_m_vs_j(i )))*log((P-
(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+6)+((c*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g) )/T(5*(i-
1)+6))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+6)^2-g)^2)-1) + e*10^(f*(6 17.27-T(5*(i-
1)+6))^1.25))))/(P-(100000*10^(a+b/T(5*(i-1)+5)+((c *(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-
g))/T(5*(i-1)+5))*(10^(d*(T(5*(i-1)+5)^2-g)^2)-1) +  e*10^(f*(617.27-
T(5*(i-1)+5))^1.25) + h*S_j(i) + k*S_j(i)^2)))))))* Cp_l_j(i)*T(5*(i-
1)+6) - ((k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(5*(i-1)+6) - T(5 *(i-1)+7))); 
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%Q_cf(j,i) = (k_l_j(i)*A/t_cf_j(i))*(T(4*(i-1)+5) -  T(4*(i-1)+6)); 
   
end 
  
y = [GC; 
    AB; 
    P1_e; 
    P2_e; 
    P2_en; 
    W; 
    CF]; 
end 
end 
  
%T_g = T(1) 
%T_p1(1) = T(2) 
%T_p2(1) = T(3) 
%T_w(1) = T(4) 
%T_cf(1) = T(5) 
%T_p1(2) = T(6) 
%T_p2(2) = T(7) 
 
M.file #4 
%%%%%%Temperature dependent property data generator %%%%%% 
 T_temp(j,:)= T; 
n=N; 
for i=1:n 
%Temperature guesses for property calculation - cal culates T_w and 
T_cf 
%vectors as T_temp vector as input 
T_w(j,i)=T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+4); 
z_w(j,i)=T_w(j,i)- 273.16; 
T_w_j(i)= T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+4); 
T_cf(j,i)=T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+5); 
z_cf(j,i)=T_cf(j,i) - 273.16; 
T_cf_j(i)=T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+5); 
T_m_vs(j,i)=(T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+4)+ T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+ 5))/2; 
T_m_vs_j(i)=(T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+4)+ T_temp(j,4*(i-1)+ 5))/2; 
end 
T_m_a(j,1)=(T_temp(j,1)+T_temp(j,2))/2; 
T_m_a_j(1)=(T_temp(j,1)+T_temp(j,2))/2; 
  
%Air gap constants 
k_a(j,:)=0.000851+0.00009555.*T_m_a(j,:)-0.00000003 75.*T_m_a(j,:).^2; 
%thermal conductivity of air in air gap(W/mK) 
k_a_j=k_a(j,:); 
%Film / Wick constants 
Cp_br(j,:) = 3958 - 52.3.*(S(j,:).*.1) + 0.837.*T_w (j,:); 
    Cp_br_j = Cp_br(j,:); 
k_br(j,:) = (577 + 1.522.*(T_w(j,:)-273.16) - 0.005 81.*(T_w(j,:)-
273.16).^2).*10.^(-3); %(W/mK) thermal conductivity  of liquid within 
matrix (source Shalabh pg67) 
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    k_br_j=k_br(j,:); 
k_w(j,:) = (1-phi).*k_s + phi.*k_br(j,:); % (W/mK) effective 
conductivity of parallet heat transfer through wick  matrix and liquid 
    k_w_j=k_w(j,:); 
%rho_br(j,:)=1000*(1+0.805*(S(j,:)*1000)-0.0000065* (T_w(j,:)-
4+220*(S(j,:)*1000))^2):  %not used yet (Holzbecher ) 
%Latent transfer constants 
D_ab(j,:) = 0.000000000187.*T_m_vs(j,:).^(2.072); %  
    D_ab_j=D_ab(j,:); 
R = 461.5; %(J/kgK) 
h_lv(j,:) = 1000.*(3146 - 2.36.*T_w(j,:)); %(J/kg) latent of 
vaporization at wick temperature 
    h_lv_j=h_lv(j,:); 
a = 5.432368; %constants for calculation of partial  pressure 
b = -2005.1; 
c = 0.00013869; 
d = 0.000000000011965; 
e = -0.0044; 
f = -0.0057148; 
g = 293700; 
h = -0.0002169; 
k = -0.00000035012; 
  
sigma=0.0000000567; %W/m^2K^4 
  
%Condensation Film constants 
mu_l(j,:) = 0.001*(10.^(-10.2158 + 1792.5./T_cf(j,: ) + 
0.01773.*T_cf(j,:) - 0.000012631.*T_cf(j,:).^2)); %  (mNs/m^2) dynamic 
viscosity of liquid water (Shalabh) 
%z_cf = T_cf - 273.16; 
rho_l(j,:) = (999.83952 + 16.945176.*(T_cf(j,:)-273 .16) - 
0.0079870401.*(T_cf(j,:)-273.16).^2-0.000046170461. *(T_cf(j,:)-
273.16).^3+0.00000010556302.*(T_cf(j,:)-
273.16).^4)./(1+0.016879850.*(T_cf(j,:)-273.16)); %  (kg/m^3) density 
of liquid water (Shalabh) 
gv = 9.81; % (m/s^2) gravity 
P_cf(j,:) = 100000.*10.^(a+b./T_cf(j,:)+((c.*(T_cf( j,:).^2-
g))./T_cf(j,:)).*(10.^(d.*(T_cf(j,:).^2-g).^2)-1) +  
e.*10.^(f.*(617.27-T_cf(j,:)).^1.25)); % (N/m^2) pa rtial pressure of 
water vapor of condensor film surface with x(T) and  y(T) plugged in 
P_w(j,:) = 100000.*10.^(a+b./T_w(j,:)+((c.*(T_w(j,: ).^2-
g))./T_w(j,:)).*(10.^(d.*(T_w(j,:).^2-g).^2)-1) + e .*10.^(f.*(617.27-
T_w(j,:)).^1.25)+ h.*S(j,:) + k.*S(j,:).^2); 
P_m_vs(j,:)=(P_cf(j,:)+P_w(j,:))./2; 
rho_ha(j,:) = (352.6*(1-0.378.*P_cf(j,:)/P))./T_cf( j,:); %(kg/m^3) 
density of humid air used for momentum balance on c ondenser film 
(Tanaka) 
t_cf(j,:) = 
((3.*mdot_cf(j,:).*mu_l(j,:))./(gv*W.*rho_l(j,:).*( rho_l(j,:)-
rho_ha(j,:)))).^(1/3); %thickness of condenser film  based on mass flow 
rate and laminar condensing film assumptions (sourc e: Carey) 
    t_cf_j=t_cf(j,:); 
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Cp_l(j,:) = 1000.*(4.2174 - 0.003720283.*(T_cf(j,:) -273.16) + 
0.0001412855.*(T_cf(j,:)-273.16).^2 - 0.00000265438 7.*(T_cf(j,:)-
273.16).^3 + 0.00000002093236.*(T_cf(j,:)-273.16).^ 4); % (kJ/kgK) 
specific heat of liquid water (Source: Shalabh) 
    Cp_l_j=Cp_l(j,:); 
k_l(j,:) = -0.2758 + 0.004612.*T_cf(j,:) - 0.000005 5391.*T_cf(j,:).^2; 
% (W/mK) thermal conductivity of liquid water (Sour ce: Shalabh) 
    k_l_j=k_l(j,:); 
  
%Vapor space thermal conductivity calculation 
k_v(j,:)=-
0.003537+0.0000654755.*T_m_vs(j,:)+0.000000017446.* T_m_vs(j,:).^2; 
k_a2(j,:)=0.000669881+0.0000942482.*T_m_vs(j,:)-
0.0000000327450.*T_m_vs(j,:).^2; 
mu_v(j,:)=-
0.00000097494+0.0000000359061.*T_m_vs(j,:)+0.000000 000000241612.*T_m_v
s(j,:).^2; 
mu_a(j,:)=0.00000143387+0.0000000656244*T_m_vs(j,:) -
0.000000000029905.*T_m_vs(j,:).^2; 
X_v(j,:)=(0.622.*(P_m_vs(j,:)./(P-
P_m_vs(j,:))))./(0.62197058+(0.622.*(P_m_vs(j,:)./( P-P_m_vs(j,:))))); 
X_a(j,:)=1./(1+1.607793.*(0.622.*(P_m_vs(j,:)./(P-P _m_vs(j,:))))); 
G_v(j,:)=0.277609.*(1+1.12605.*(mu_v(j,:)./mu_a(j,: )).^0.5).^2; 
G_a(j,:)=0.2189366.*(1+0.8880603.*(mu_a(j,:)./mu_v( j,:)).^0.5).^2; 
k_ha(j,:)=k_v(j,:)./(1+G_v(j,:).*(X_a(j,:)./X_v(j,: )))+k_a2(j,:)./(1+G
_a(j,:).*(X_v(j,:)./X_a(j,:))); 
k_ha_j=k_ha(j,:); 
  
% %McBain: 
% %rho_v(j,:)=1./((460.5.*T_m_vs(j,:))./P_w(j,:)-0. 02); %Shalabh 
% rho_v(j,:)=0.0022*P_w(j,:)./T_m_vs(j,:); 
% Cp_v(j,:)=3399.476-10.83929.*T_m_vs(j,:)+0.019166 67.*T_m_vs(j,:).^2; 
%Tanaka 
% Le_v(j,:)=k_v(j,:)./(rho_v(j,:).*Cp_v(j,:).*D_ab( j,:)); 
% w_cf(j,:)=0.622.*(P_cf(j,:)./(P-P_cf(j,:))); 
% w_w(j,:)=0.622.*(P_w(j,:)./(P-P_w(j,:))); 
% B(j,:)=(w_w(j,:)-w_cf(j,:))./(w_cf(j,:)-1); 
% Nu_vs(j,:)=log((P-P_cf(j,:))/(P-P_w(j,:))).*(1./( Le_v(j,:).*(((P-
P_cf(j,:))/(P-P_w(j,:))).^(1./(Le_v(j,:)))-1))); %M cBain modifier of 
conduction 
% Nu_vs_j=Nu_vs(j,:); 
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